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Introduction 
History 
In 1935, in the famous Scottish Coffee House in the city of Lw6w (then Poland, 
now Ukraine) a group of mathematicians, led by Stefan Banach, begun their regular 
meetings, in which they discussed on mathematical problems. One morning they 
could not remember the solution of the problem solved last night and, therefore, 
they decided to write the problems into a notebook. This lasted until 1941. After 
the World War II Stanislaw Ulam, one of the regular participants, published the 
book titled "The Scottish Book" containing almost 200 problems from the note-
book. The revised version of the book, edited by Daniel Mauldin, was published 
in 1981 [38] . 
On July 4th, 1937 John von Neumann wrote Problem 163: Is each ccc weakly 
distributive complete Boolean algebra a measure algebra? The prize for the solu-
tion was a bottle of whiskey of measure greater than zero. This problem is known 
as von Neumann's Problem. 
In 1947 Dorothy Maharam [37] proved that each complete Boolean algebra 
which caries a continuous strictly positive submeasure (Maharam submeasure) is 
ccc and weakly distributive. Today a Boolean algebra carrying a Maharam sub-
measure is called a Maharam algebra. After that, von Neumann's Problem has 
been divided into two problems: 
Problem 1: Is every Maharam algebra a measure algebra? 
Problem 2: Is every ccc weakly distributive complete Boolean algebra a Ma-
haram algebra? 
The first problem is known as the Control Measure Problem. Considering 
this problem, D. Maharam has investigated the sequential topology Ts on com-
plete Boolean algebras. She showed that the sequential topology Ts on a Maharam 
algebra with a submeasure m coincides with the topology induced by the metric 
d defined by d(a , b) = m(a t::. b) and that a complete Boolean algebra lB is a 
Maharam algebra iff the sequential topology Ts on lB is metrizable. Therefore, the 
Control Measure Problem can be reformulated: 
1lI 
· Does the metrizability of the space (lffi, Ts) imply Iffi is a measure algebra? 
In 1983 Kalton and Roberts [28] proved that every uniformly exhaustive sub-
measure on a Boolean algebra is equivalent to a finitely additive measure, where 
two submeasures m and J-L are equivalent iff m( an) -+ 0 whenever J-L( an) -+ 0 and 
vice versa. Since every Maharam submeasure is exhaustive, as a corollary of this 
theorem we have the following reformulation of the Control Measure Problem: 
· Is each exhaustive submeasure on a complete Boolean algebra uniformly ex-
haustive? 
The statement that each exhaustive submeasure is uniformly exhaustive is equ-
ivalent to a rr~ statement, which is absolute for inner models and for generic ex-
tensions. Therefore, if every Maharam algebra is a measure algebra in one model 
of ZFC, then this holds in all its inner models and generic extensions. So, this 
problem can not be solved by forcing or by the tools for constructing inner models, 
developed by G6del [24] . 
In January 2006 Michael Talagrand [47,48] managed to construct an exhaus-
tive, but not uniformly exhaustive submeasure on the Cantor algebra and, after 59 
years, solved the Control Measure Problem. The answer is NO. 
The nature of Problem 2 is completely different. In [37] D. Maharam showed 
that each Suslin algebra is a ccc weakly distributive complete Boolean algebra 
which does not carry a Maharam submeasure. So, the answer is NO. But the non-
existence of a Suslin algebra is consistent with ZFC. Therefore, Problem 2 was 
reformulated, and now it is known as the von Neumann - Maharam Problem: 
Problem 2': Is it consistent with ZFC that every ccc weakly distributive com-
plete Boolean algebra is a Maharam algebra? 
This problem can be also reformulated using terms of the sequential topology 
· Is the topology Ts on a ccc weakly distributive complete Boolean algebra 
metrizable? 
In 1998 Balcar, Gl6wczynsky and Jech [5] showed that Ts is metrizable iff lffi 
is a ccc algebra and (lffi, Ts) is a Hausdorff space. In December 2003 Balcar, Jech 
and Pazak [6] proved that Ts is metrizable iff lffi is weakly distributive and {O} is 
Go set. In 2004 Stevo Todorcevic [50] proved that Iffi is a Maharam algebra iff it is 
weakly distributive and satisfies the O"-finite chain condition. 
Finally, Balcar, Jech and Pazak [6] and, independently, Velickovic [54] showed 
that under the P-ideal dichotomy (stated by Abraham and Todorcevic [1] and ex-
tended by Todorcevic [49]) every complete ccc weakly distributive Boolean algebra 
is a Maharam algebra. So, the answer to the von Neumann - Maharam problem is 
YES. 
The Serbian mathematicians had a significant role in solving the von Neumann 
- Maharam Problem. We have already mentioned Stevo Todorcevic and Boban 
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Velickovic. In 1935 Duro Kurepa [34] defined a Suslin tree and proved that its 
existence is equivalent to the existence of a Suslin line. Completing a Suslin tree 
we obtain a Suslin algebra, a counterexample related to Problem 2. 
The study of convergence structures is older than von Neumann's Problem. An 
a priori limit operator on the set X is a mapping A : X W ........ P(X) . In 1906 Fn!chet 
made first steps in defining topological structures using a priori limit operators (see 
[21] and [22]) . This was followed by Uryson [52]. Using an operator A such that 
I A(X) I ~ 1, for each sequence x , they defined the sequential closure of a set A, and 
isolated necessary and sufficient conditions (L 1)-(L4) for an a priori limit operator, 
such that the sequential closure coincides with the topological closure. In 1960, 
Kisynski [32] defined sequentially-closed sets and, in the case when IA(X)I ~ 1, 
proved that an a priori limit operator satisfies (Ll)-(L3) iff the family of closed sets 
coincides with the family of sequentially-closed sets. 
In 1970, Antosik [2] , considering the case when the limit of a sequence is not 
unique, gave a sufficient condition for an a priori limit operator to be topological. 
Having this result as a starting point, and motivated by problems of Mikusinski 
operator calcu lus, in the late 70's, a group of Polish mathematicians improved An-
tosik's results. Kaminski [29] simplified Antosik 's result omitting one of the con-
ditions. Ferens, Kaminski and Klis [18] showed, by examples, that some sufficient 
conditions are not necessary. Kaminski in [30] (see also [31]) studied the rela-
tions between the properties of a priori limit operators . He presented sufficient and 
necessary conditions for an a priori limit operator to be topological, but these con-
ditions were not operative. All of these resu lts were presented on the Conference 
of Convergence, held in Szczyrk in October 1979. 
Sequential and Fn~chet spaces belonged to the folklore almost since the origin 
of general topology, but their extensive examination started Franklin in 1965 (see 
[19] and [20]). 
The a priori limit operators are not strong enough for describing each topolog-
ical structure. The first steps in generalization of sequences and their limits were 
made in 1915 by E.H. Moore (see [40] and [41]). He has considered nets, general-
ized sequences indexed by directed sets (partial orders in which each two elements 
have a common upper bound). In 1937 G. Birkhoff [9] applied nets in general 
topology. 
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The aim and structure of the thesis 
Since Von Neumann's Problem is related to a restricted class of c.B.a.'s (weakly 
distributive and ccc), the sequential topology on other Boolean algebras is not 
widely investigated . Hence, the first aim of this thesis is to investigate other prop-
erties of the sequential topology which are relevant to a wider class of c.B.a.'s. 
The sequential topology on c.B.a. is just one example of using an a priori limit 
operator in defining topological structures. Therefore, the second aim of the thesis 
is to obtain other topologies on c.B.a.'s, changing the initial a priori limit operator, 
and to explore the relations between the algebraic and topological properties of 
Boolean algebras. 
The thesis is divided into two parts . 
In the first part the known facts about the tool s and structures we will be dealing 
with are collected. 
Chapter 1 contains definitions related to sets, functions, partially ordered sets 
and small cardinals. 
In Chapter 2 some basic facts concerning topological spaces and limit operators 
are given. Also a tool for constructing a topology on a set X using an a priori limit 
operator A : XW -> P(X) is developed. This idea is not a new one and can be 
found in Uryson's papers (see [52] and [16]). But our method does not demand 
any prerequisites to A, which distinguish these two methods. 
Chapter 3 gives some elementary information about Boolean algebras with the 
accent on the properties of algebraic convergence of sequences. 
Chapter 4 is reserved for forcing . Some basic notions concerning forcing are 
presented and the effects of forcing on the set P( w) are considered. Each sequence 
in a Boolean algebra determines a name for a subset of w. Each subset of w de-
termines a real. The Boolean values of some properties of reals are calculated and 
two Boolean values, ax and bx , related to sequences are introduced. Also, the basic 
distributivity laws in Boolean algebra are presented. 
In the second part the results concerning topologies on complete Boolean alge-
bras are given. 
Chapter 5 is reserved for the already mentioned sequential topology Ts on com-
plete Boolean algebras. In Section 5.1 the known results related to Ts are presented. 
In Section 5.2 the class of lim sup-stable algebras (algebras which satisfy condi-
tion (fi)) is isolated and in Section 5.3 its relations to other classes are investigated. 
Section 5.4 is reserved for new results about topological limit in Boolean algebras 
with the sequential topology. It is known that the algebraic convergence, as an a 
priori convergence does not coincide with the topological convergence (the a pos-
vi 
teriori convergence). Here we give two characterizations of both convergences, 
one using tall ideals and the second one using forcing . Also, it is proved that a 
necessary condition for the a posteriori convergence is a x = bx , which is also a 
sufficient condition in the class oflim sup-stable algebras. In Section 5.5 the class 
of sequentially compact spaces with the sequential topology is characterized. It 
is proved that the space (lffi , Ts) is sequentially compact iff lffi is a lim sup-stable 
algebra and forcing by lffi does not produce independent reals. 
The main topic of Chapter 6 is investigating the topology obtained using an the 
a priori limit operator Asup , defined on a c.B.a. by Asup ( X ) = {lim sup x }. Closing 
the operator Asup to fulfill (L2) is the first task in Section 6.l. Since, 5.sup (x ) = 
(limsup x) j , the topology generated by Asup is denoted by aT. Properties of 
the operators u and clW1 are investigated, closure of some specific sets has been 
determined, and, using a new set operator Dec, a closed set in the space (lffi , aT) is 
characterized as an upward closed WI-closed set. In such way we have obtained a 
To, connected, compact space in which a V x and a 1\ x are continuous functions for 
each fixed a. In ccc c.B.a.'s a closed set is described by the family of its minimal 
elements. Some necessary conditions for a subset of lffi to be the set of minimal 
elements of a closed set are isolated. 
Section 6.2 gives an answer to the question: which algebraic properties of a 
c.B.a. lffi ensures that the space (lffi , aT) is Frechet? Since the property u = u 2 
implies that the space (lffi, aT) is a Frechet space, the Boolean algebras with this 
property are fully characterized. They are weakly distributive o-cc c.B.a.s. 
In Sections 6.3 and 6.4 the properties of the a posteriori limit in the space (lffi, a T) 
are investigated, firstly in general case, and then on weakly distributive o-cc c.B.a.s. 
Section 6.5 characterizes the set of minimal elements of a closed set in the 
algebra P (w ), using the notion of subbase countable compactness. 
Chapter 7 describes the topologies obtained by some other a priori limit oper-
ators. Also, 0 1, the dual topology of a T is introduced. Using the join of these 
two topologies as a subbase of a topological space, the new topology, 0 * , is ob-
tained. It is proved that the topological limits in 0 * and Ts coincide in the class of 
lim sup-stable algebras and that these two topologies are equal on P(w). 
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Part I 
Preliminaries 
T 
Chapter 1 
Set Theory 
The infinite! 
No other question has ever moved 
so profoundly the spirit of man. 
David Hilbert 
This chapter contains definitions related to sets, functions , partially ordered sets 
and small cardinals. 
1.1 Sets, functions and relations 
w denotes the set of natural numbers. For a set A and a cardinal ~, P(A) denotes 
the power set of A, [A]I< the family of subsets of A of cardinality ~,and [A] <I< the 
family of subsets of A of cardinality less than ~ . Therefore, [w]W is the family of 
all infinite subsets of wand [w] <w is the family of all finite subsets of w. 
For two sets, A and B , BA denotes the family of all functions from A into 
B, in particular, AW is the family of all functions from w into A (sequences in A). 
A<w = U nEw An is the family of finite approximations of sequences in A and 
w lw denotes the family of strictly increasing functions from w into w. By idA is 
denoted the identity mapping from the set A into itself defined by idA (x ) = x . 
If f : A -> B and if X c A and Y c B, then f(X] = {f(x) : x E X} and 
f - l [y] = {a E A : f(a) E Y}. 
For a set A, each subset {! C A2 is a binary relation on A. Instead of (a , b) E {!, 
we often write a{!b. The relation {! is 
• reflexive iff a{!a, for each a E A; 
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• symmetric iff a{!b implies b{!a, for each a, b E A; 
• antisymmetric iff a{!b and b{!a implies a = b, for each a, b E A; 
• transitive iff a{!b and b{!c implies a{!c, for each a, b, c E A. 
A reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation is called an equivalence relation. 
A reflexive, anti symmetric and transitive rel ation is called a partial ordering. 
1.2 Partially ordered sets 
A pair (P, ::;), where::; is a partial ordering on P is a partially ordered set. 
Let 0 # X c P. An element a E Pis: 
• an upper bound of X iff 'v'x E X x ::; a; 
• a lower bound of X iff 'v'x E X a::; x; 
• the supremum of X (sup X) iff a is an upper bound of X and for each upper 
bound b of X there holds a ::; b; 
• the infimum of X (inf X) iff a is a lower bound of X and for each lower 
bound b of X there holds b ::; a; 
• the maximum of X iff a E X and for each x E X there holds x ::; a; 
• the minimum of X iff a E X and for each x E X there holds a ::; x. 
Let (P, ::;) be a partially ordered set. A set A c P is upward closed iff b 2 
a E A implies b E A. A set A c P is downward closed iff b ::; a E A implies 
b E A. Downward closed sets are also called open sets. A set D c P is dense in 
P iff for each x E P there exists y E D such that y ::; x . Elements x, yEP are 
compatible iff there exists z E P such that z ::; x and z ::; y. Otherwise, they are 
incompatible. Elements x and yare comparable iff x::; y or y ::; x. 
A set A c P is a chain iff each two elements of A are comparable. A set 
A c P is an antichain iff all elements of A are pairwise incompatible. A partially 
ordered set (P , ::;) satisfies the countable chain condition (briefly ccc) iff each an-
tichain in P is countable. 
Two partially ordered sets (PI, ::;1) and (P2 , ::;2) are isomorphic iff there exists 
a bijection f : PI -; P2 such that a ::; b ¢} f(a) ::; f(b). 
A parti ally ordered set (P , ::;) is linearly ordered iff each two elements of P 
are comparable. P is well-ordered iff each nonempty set A c P has the minimum. 
A tree is a partially ordered set (T , ::;) such that for each t E T, the set {s E T : 
s < t} is well-ordered by the relation ::; . 
1.3. Small cardinals 5 
1.3 Small cardinals 
According to the well known result of Cohen [l4] it is consistent that the first 
uncountable cardinal Nl is less than the continuum c, the cardinality of the power 
set of w. The so called small cardinals express the size of subsets of P(w) or WW 
and all of them are between Nl and c. Of course, assuming CH, they are all equal 
to c. 
Sets A and B are almost disjoint iff the set A n B is finite. A c [w]W is an 
almost disjoint family (briefly ad!) iff each two sets from A are almost disjoint. An 
adf A is a maximal almost disjoint family (briefly mad!) iff for each X E [w]W there 
exists A E A such that the set A n X is infinite, and the cardinal (l is defined by 
(l = min{IAI : A c [w]W is an infinite madf} . 
An infinite set 5 c w splits a set A c w iff the-sets An5 and A \5 are infinite. 
S C [w]W is a splitting family iff for each infinite A C w there exists 5 E S such 
that 5 splits A. The cardinal s is defined by 
s = min{ISI : S C [wt is a splitting family}. 
For sets A , B c w let A c* B iff A \ B is finite. Also A <;; * B iff A c* B 
and B ct. * A. An infinite set Q is a pseudointersection of a family P c [w]W iff 
Q c* P for each P E P. A family P has the strong fin ite intersection property 
(briefly sfip) iff each finite subfamily {PI, P2 , . . . , Pn } of P has infinite intersec-
tion. A family T c [w]W is a tower iff (T , *:l) is a well-ordered set and T has no 
pseudointersection. The cardinals p, t and I:J are defined by 
p = min{IPI : P c [wt has the sfip and has no pseudointersection}. 
t = min{ITI : T c [wt is a tower}. 
I:J = min{IHI: H is a family of open dense subsets of ([wt , CO) 
and n H is not dense} . 
For functions J, 9 E W W let J :S* 9 iff there exists ko E w such that k ~ ko 
implies J (k ) :S g( k). B c W W is a bounded family iff there exists 9 E WW such that 
J :S* g, for each J E B. V c WW is a dominating family iff for each J E WW there 
exists 9 E V such that f :S* g . The cardinals band () are defined by 
b = min{IBI : B e W W is an unbounded family}. 
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() = min{IVI : V C W W is a dominating family}. 
More information about the small cardinals can be found in [15] and [12]. 
The relations between small cardinals mentioned above are given in Figure 1.1. 
A line between K- and A, where K- is under A, means that K- ~ A is a theorem of ZFC. 
5 
t 
p 
~l 
Figure 1.1: The ZFC inequalities between the small cardinals 
Chapter 2 
General topology 
Pure mathematics is, in its way, 
the poetry of logical ideas. 
Albert Einstein 
In this chapter some basic facts concerning topological spaces and limit operators 
are given. Also a tool for constructing a topology on a set X using an a priori limit 
operator). : XW -+ P(X) is developed. 
2.1 Definitions and basic facts 
Open and closed sets 
Let X be a non-empty set. A family 0 c P(X) is a topology on X iff 
(01) 0,X E 0; 
(02) 0 1, 02 E O=? 0 1 n 02 E 0; 
(03) A c O=? U A E O. 
The elements of 0 are called open sets, and the pair (X, 0 ) is a topological 
space. A set F c X is closed iff X \ F is open. The fam ily of closed sets is 
denoted by F and has the fo llowing properties: 
(el) 0, X E F ; 
(e2) Ft , F2 E F =? F1 U F2 E F; 
(e3) 0 oF A c F =? n A E :F. 
If an arbitrary family F C P(X) satisfies conditions (el)-(e3), then 0 = 
{X \ F : F E F} is a topology on the set X. 
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A c X is a clopen set iff A E On:F. A countable union of closed sets is 
called an Fa-set. A countable intersection of open sets is called a G6-set. 
A point x E X is isolated in (X, 0 ) iff {x } E O. A space without isolated 
points is called perfect. 
For two topologies 0 1 and 02 on a set X such that 0 1 c 02 we say that O2 
isfmer than 0 1, or that 0 1 is coarser than 0 2. 
Base and subbase 
If (X , 0 ) is a topological space, a family B e P(X) is a base for the topology 0 
iff: 
(Bl) B c 0; 
(B2) Each open set is the union of some subfamily of B. 
A family P c P(X) is a subbase for 0 iff 
(PBl) P c 0; 
(PB2) The family of finite intersections of members of P is a base for O. 
A family Be P(X) is called a base for some topology on the set X iff {U B1 : 
B1 C B} is a topology on X. This holds iff 
(BNl) UB = X; 
(BN2) VB1, B2 E B 3B1 C B (B1 n B2 = UBI) . 
A family P C P(X) is a subbase for some topology on X iff {n PI : PI E 
[P] <w \ {0}} is a base for some topology on X. This holds iff U P = X. 
A topological space (X, 0) is second-countable iff there exists a countable 
base for the topology O. 
Neighborhoods 
In a topological space (X,O) a set U C X is a neighborhood of x E X iff 
x E U E O . The family of all neighborhoods of x is denoted by U( x). 
A family B(x ) is a neighborhood base at the point x iff 
(BOl) B(x ) c U( x ); 
(B02) VU E U(x) 3B E B(x) (B c U). 
A topological space (X , 0 ) isjirst-countable iff a countable neighborhood base 
exists at each point x. Each second-countable space is first-countable. 
Closure, derived set and separable spaces 
In a topological space (X, 0 ) a closure of A C X, denoted by Jr, is the smallest 
closed set containing A. The closure operator on the space (X, 0 ) has the follow-
ing properties: 
2.1. Definitions and basic facts 
(COl) '0 = 0; 
(CO2) A c A; 
(C03) AU B = Au B; 
(C04) A = (A). 
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A point x E X is an accumulation point of A iff x E A \ {x}. The set of all 
accumulation points of the set A is called the derived set of A, denoted by Ad. 
A set D c X is dense in X iff D = X. If B is a base for the topology 0, 
then a set D is dense in X iff it meets each non-empty set from B. A space X 
is separable iff it contains a countable dense set. Each second-countable space is 
separable. 
Subspaces 
For a set A c X the family 0 A = {O n A : 0 E O} is the induced topology, and 
(A, 0 A) is a subspace of the space (X, 0). If A E 0, then A is an open subspace 
and if A E F , then A is a closed subspace of X . 
Continuous mappings 
Let (X, Ox) and (Y, Oy) be topological spaces and let Xo EX. A mapping 
f : X -> Y is continuous at the point Xo iff for each V E Uy (J (xo)) there exists 
U E Ux(xo) such that nUl c v. A mapping f : X -> Y is continuous iff it is 
continuous at each point of X iff for each 0 E Oy we have f - 1 [0] E Ox . The 
mapping f is open iff 0 E Ox implies frO] E Oy and f is closed iff F E Fx 
implies J[F] E Fy . f is a homeomorphism iff it is a continuous bijection and f - 1 
is continuous. A continuous bijection f is a homeomorphism iff it is open iff it is 
closed. Spaces (X, Ox) and (Y, Oy) are homeomorphic, in notation X ~ Y, iff 
there exists a homeomorphism f : X -> Y . f is an embedding iff its surjective 
restriction fix: X -> f[X] is a homeomorphism. 
Separation axioms 
A topological space (X, 0 ) is called 
• a To-space iff 
'ix,y E X 30 E O (IOn {x,y }1 = 1) ; 
• a Tl -space iff 
'ix,y E X (x # y =? 30 E 0 (x E 0 ~ y)); 
• a T2-space or a Hausdorff space iff 
'ix,y E X (x # y =? 301,02 E 0 (x E 0 1 /\ y E O2 /\ 0 1 n02 = 0)); 
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• a regular space iff 
'i/P E F'i/x E X \ F 301, 02 E 0 (x E 0 1 A F e 0 2 A 0 1 n 02 = 0) , 
a regular T1-space is called a T3-space. 
• a normal space iff 
'i/Fl , F2 E F 
(Fl n Fl = 0 =? 301, 02 E 0 (Fl C 0 1 A F2 C O2 A 0 1 n 0 2 = 0)), 
a normal T1-space space is called a T4-space. 
A topological space is a T1-space iff all singletons are closed. 
It is well known that T4 =? T3 =? T2 =? Tl =? To. 
Covering properties 
A topological space (X, 0) is 
• compact iff every open cover of the set X has a finite subcover; 
• sequentially compact iff each sequence in X has a convergent subsequence; 
• countably compact iff every infinite subset of X has an accumulation point; 
• a LindelOf space iff it is a T3-space and every open cover of the set X has a 
countable subcover. 
Each compact space is countably compact, and each sequentially compact space is 
countably compact. 
Connected spaces 
A topological space (X, 0 ) is connected iff it is not the union of two disjoint non-
empty open sets. Otherwise, X is disconnected. X is zero-dimensional iff it is a 
T1-space having a clopen base. 
Tychonofl' product of spaces 
Let {(Xi, Oi) : i E I} be a family of topological spaces and for j E I let Pj 
ITiE I Xi -> Xj be the mappings defined by Pj ((Xi : i E I )) = Xj. Then the 
family UiEI{P;I[Oj : 0 E Od is a subbase for the Tychonoff topology on the 
Cartesian product ITiEI Xi. If all of the spaces (Xi, Oi), i E I are the same, then 
the product is denoted by Xl, where X = Xi, i E I . 
The Tychonoff product of compact Hausdorff spaces is a compact Hausdorff 
space. 
By 2K is denoted the Cantor cube, the product of I\;-many discrete two element 
spaces {O, I}. 2w is known as the Cantor set. 
2.2. Sequences in topological spaces 
Cardinal functions 
In this thesis we wi ll consider the following cardinal functions : 
• The weight of the space (X , 0 ): 
w(X) = min{[B[ : B is a base for O} + ~o. 
• The character of the point x in the space (X , 0 ): 
X(x, X) = min{ [B(x)[ : B(x) is a neighborhood base at x} + ~o . 
• The character of the space (X , 0 ): 
X(X) = sup{X(x, X) : x E X}. 
• The pseudocharacter of a point x in a T1-space (X , 0 ) 
'IjJ (x, X) = min{[U[ : U C 0 t\ nU = {x}} + ~o . 
• The pseudocharacter of a Tl-space (X , 0 ) 
'IjJ (X) = sup{ 1/J (x, X) : x E X} . 
• The density of the space (X , 0 ): 
d(X) = min{[D[ : D = X} + ~O . 
• The cellularity or the Suslin number of the space (X , O ): 
c(X) = min {I\; : Each disjoint family of open sets has size ::; I\;} + ~o . 
• The LindelOf number of the space (X , 0 ): 
l (X) = min {I\; : Each open cover has a subcover of size ::; I\;} + ~o . 
2.2 Sequences in topological spaces 
The limit operator 
II 
A sequence x : w ---> X in the set X will be denoted by (x n : n E w ), or briefly by 
(x n ) . A sequence y is a subsequence of a sequence x iff there exists J E W Tw such 
that y = x 0 f . 
Let (X , O ) be a topological space and x = (xn : n E w ) a sequence in X. 
Then the sequence x converges to a point a of X (or a is a limit point of the 
sequence x ) iff each neighborhood U of the point a contains all but fin itely many 
members of the sequence x , i.e. 
de! 
X --->0 a ~ 'tIU E U(a) 3no E w 'tin ~ nO Xn E U. (2.1) 
The set of all limit points of the sequence x wi ll be denoted by limo x, or briefly 
by lim x when it is clear in which space we are working, and called the limit of 
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the sequence x . In this way the operator limo : XW -> P(X) is determined and 
we call it the limit operator on the topological space (X , 0) . 
If every sequence in a topological space (X, 0) has at most one limit point, 
instead of lim x = {a}, we will write lim x = a. 
Here are some elementary properties of the limit operator. 
Fact 2.2.1 Let x be a sequence in a topological space (X, 0). Then 
(a) 
lim x n {F E :F: Xn E F for infinitely many nEw} 
nAE[w]W {xn : n E A} 
njEwTw{ Xj(n) :nEw}. 
(b) lim x is a closed set. 
(c) {xn : n E w} U lim x C {xn : n E w}, but the reversed inclusion is not true 
in general. 
(d) For each m E w there holds lim(xn : nEw) = lim(xm+n : nEw). 
Proof (a) Let us prove that 
lim x = n {F E :F : x n E F for infinitely many nEw} . 
(C) Let a E lim x and let F E F where Xn E F for infinitely many n Ew. 
The set X \ F is an open set which does not contain all but fi nitely many members 
of the sequence x . Hence a F/ X \ F, that is A E F . 
(~) Let a E A = n {F E:F: Xn E F for infinitely many nEw} . Then A 
is a closed set. Let us suppose that a F/ lim x. Then there exists an open set U 
containing a such that X \ U contains infinitely many members of x , so a E X \ u. 
To prove the second equality it is sufficient to prove that for each F E F 
such that Xn E F for infinitely many n E w there exists A E [w]W such that 
{xn : n E A} C F. For the set A = {n E w : Xn E F} there holds {xn : n E 
A} C F, which implies that {xn : n E A} c F. The last equality is obvious. 
(b) is a direct consequence of (a). 
(c) The inclusion follows directly from (a). Let JR be the real line with the 
standard topology and let x = (qn : n E w ) be an enumeration of the set of all 
rational numbers . Then lim x = 0, but {qn : n Ew } = JR. 
(d) Follows directly from the first equality of (a) . 0 
Fact 2.2.2 Let (X , 0 ) be a topological space. Then (a) => (b) =>(c) where: 
(a) (X , 0 ) is a Hausdorff space; 
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(b) For each sequence x in X, I lim x l ::; 1; 
(c) (X, 0 ) is a T1-space. 
Fact 2.2.3 For two topologies 0 1 and 02 on a non-empty set X such that 0 1 C 
O2 we have that limo2(x) C limo, (x), for each x E XW. 
Sequential and Frechet spaces 
Definition 2.2.4 A topological space (X, 0 ) is 
• sequential iff a set A C X is closed whenever lim x C A, for each sequence 
x inA; 
• a Frechet space iff for every set A C X we have A = {a E X ::Ix E 
AWaElimx}. 
Fact 2.2.5 
(a) Each Frechet space is sequential. 
(b) A topological space (X, 0 ) is a Frechet space iff for each set A C X and 
each b E A \ A there exists a sequence x in A such that b E limo x . 
(c) [16, 2.3 .K] The product of two Frechet spaces must not be a sequential 
space. 
Fact 2.2.6 Let (X, Ox ) and (Y, Oy ) be topological spaces and f : X ---t Y. Then 
(a) [16, Prop. l.6.6.] f is continuous => Vx E X W J[lim(xn ) ] C lim(f(x n )). 
(b) [16, Prop. 1.6.15.] If X is a sequential space then "{=}" holds in (a). 
Convergence structures, S* and £ *-spaces 
If (X , 0 ) is a topological space, then the pair (X, limo ) satisfies conditions (Ll)-
(L3) from the definition of £ * -spaces in the sense od Frechet and Urysohn (see 
[16, 1.7.18]), except the uniqueness of the limit point. Precisely, there holds 
Theorem 2.2.7 Let (X , 0) be a topological space and let>. = limo : X W ---t 
P(X) be the corresponding limit operator. Then 
(Ll) Each element a of X is a limit point of the constant sequence (a : nEw), 
i.e. 
Va E X a E >.((a)). 
(L2) Each limit point of a sequence x is also a limit point of each subsequence 
of x, i.e. 
Vx E X W Vf E wTw >.(x) C >.(x 0 f). 
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(L3) If each subsequence of a sequence x has a subsequence which converges 
to the point a, then the sequence x also converges to a, i.e. 
Vx E x w ( '<I f E wTw 3g E wTw a E >. (x 0 f o g) =:> a E >.( x)) . 
In Frechet spaces, the limit operator fu lfi ls the additional condition from the 
definition of S* -spaces (see [16, 1.7.18 (b)]) 
Theorem 2.2.8 Let (X , 0 ) be a Frechet space and let >. = lima : X W --> P(X) 
be the corresponding limit operator. Then 
(L4) If a E >.( (xn : n Ew) ) and if xn E >,( (xi : i E w) ) for each n E w, then 
there exists a sequence x in {xi : n , i E w} such that a E >.(x ). 
2.3 Topologies generated by a priori limit operators 
An arbitrary a priori limit operator, the mapping>. : X W ---> P(X) must not fulfil 
conditions (U)-(L3). Therefore, it is possible that there does not exist a topology 
o on the set X such that>. = lima. Since for the anti-discrete topology Oad on X, 
we have >.(x ) C limoad(x) = X, for each x E X W, the family [lA of topologies 0 
on the set X satisfying 
Vx E X W >.(x) C lima(x ), (2.2) 
where lima is the limit operator in the space (X, 0 ), is not empty. By Fact 2.2.3 
finer topology produces smaller set of limit points. Therefore, it is natural to ask 
whether there is the maximal topology satisfying (2.2). For that purpose, on the set 
of all a priori limit operators on a set X we define the order ~ by 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let>. be an a priori limit operator defined on a non-empty set X . 
Let [l A be a family of topologies 0 on the set X satisfying (2.2). Then 
(a) There exists a maximal topology OA in the family !1A ; 
(b) Olimo,\ = O A, where Olimo,\ is the maximum of [llimo,\ ; 
(c) 1imo,\ is the smallest limit operator greater than or equal to >.. 
Proof (a) The family [lA is not empty, since the anti-discrete topology fulfils 
condition (2.2). The set U [lA is a subbase for a topology on the set X denoted by 
O A' Obviously, for each 0 E [l A, we have 0 C OA ' Let us prove that OA satisfies 
condition (2.2) . Let x be a sequence in X and let a E >.(x). For each 0 E OA 
such that a E 0 there exist topologies Oi E [l A and sets Oi E O i, i = 1, 2, ... , k 
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such that a E n~l Oi c O. So, for each i ::; k, a E Oi. Since Vi E !lA, we 
have a E limo, (x) so there exists nb such that for all n 2: nb there holds Xn E Oi. 
Therefore, for each n 2: max {nb : i ::; k} we have that Xn EO, which implies 
that a E limo>. (x). So, V A E !lA' 
(b) According to (a), fo r each topology V on the set X satisfying limo>. ::; 
limo there holds V C Vlimo >. so, for V = VA we obtain VA C V limo >.' On the 
other hand, since A ::; limo>., we have !llimo>. c !lA and since Vlimo>. E !llimo>. ' 
we have Vlimo >. E !lA, which implies that V 1imo >. e VA ' 
(c) Follows directly from the Fact 2.2.3. 0 
The limit operator limo>. obtained in the previous lemma will be called the a 
posteriori limit operator and the corresponding convergence will be called the a 
posteriori convergence. 
Lemma 2.3.2 If A1 and A2 are two a priori limit operators on X such that A1 ::; A2, 
then o.~2 C VAl' 
Proof Since A1 ::; A2 ::; limo>'2 we have V A2 E !lAl = {V : A1 ::; limo}, which, 
by the maximality of VAl ' implies that V A2 C VAl ' 0 
For an a priori limit operator A, we can describe the topology VA in another 
way. 
Theorem 2.3.3 (see [2]) If A : XW ----> P(X) is an a priori limit operator, then 
VA = 7>. where 
7>. = {O e X: \Ix E XW (0 n A(X) # 0 => 3no E w \In 2: no Xn EO)}. 
Proof First let us prove that 7>. is a topology on the set X. 
(01) 0 and X are evidently in 7>.. 
(02) Let 0 1 , 02 E 7>., and let x be a sequence in X. If (01 n O2) n A(X) # 0, 
then there ex ist n6 and n6 such that for all n 2: n6 we have Xn E 0 1, and for all 
n 2: n6 we have Xn E 02. Therefore, for no = max{ n6 , n6} and each n 2: no we 
have that Xn E 0 1 n 0 2, which proves that 0 1 n 02 E TA' 
(03) Let Oi E TA, i E I. If UiET Oi n A(X) # 0, then there exists io such that 
Oio n A(X) # 0. Therefore, there exists n~o such that for all n 2: n~o we have that 
Xn E Oio C UiEI Oi, which implies that U iEI Oi E 7>.. 
Now, let us prove that 7>. fulfils condition (2.2). Let x be a sequence in X, 
a E A( x ) and 0 an arbitrary neighborhood of the element a in the topology 7>.. 
Since 0 n A(X) # 0, by the definition of 7>., there exists an no such that Xn E 0, 
for n 2: no. So, a E limTJx ). Therefore, the topology 7>. satisfies (2.2), which 
implies that 7>. e VA' 
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Let us prove that each 0 E 0), is a member of 7;.. . Let x E X W such that 
On ),(x) -10. By (2.2), for an a E O n ),(x ) we have a E limo), (x). Therefore, 
there exists no such that Xn E 0 for each n 2 no, which completes the proof. 0 
In the sequel we show that, for an a priori limit operator), satisfying conditions 
(Ll) and (L2), the topology 0), can be described in one more way - by an explicit 
definition of closed sets . 
Theorem 2.3.4 (see [31]) Let), be an a priori limit operator on a set X satisfying 
(Ll) and (L2) and let 
F~ = {F e X : \;Ix E Pw ),(x) C F}. (2.3) 
(a) The family F~ satisfies the axioms (Cl)-(C3) for closed sets; 
(b) 0), = {X \ F : F E FD. 
Proof (a) (Cl) The sets 0 and X are obviously in F~ . 
(C2) Let A , B E F~. Let us prove that for each x = (xn : nEw) E (A U B)W 
we have ), (x) C AU B . Without loss of generality, we can suppose that for each 
n there exists m 2 n such that Xm E A. Therefore, there exists y -< x such that 
y E AW. Since), satisfies (L2), and since ),(y) C A, we have ),(x) C ),(y) cAe 
AuB. 
(C3) Let Ai, i E I , be a family of sets belonging to F~ and let x be a sequence 
in n iE1Ai. Then ),(x) C Ai, for each i E I, which implies ),(x) C n EIAi. 0 
(b) Let O~ = {X \ F: F E FD. Let us prove that O~ = 0), 
(C) We check that O~ satisfies (2.2). Let x = (xn : nEw) be a sequence in 
X and a E ),(x). Suppose that a tj limol x. Then there exists a neighborhood 
), 
U of the point a which does not contain infinitely many members of the sequence 
x. Therefore, there exists a subsequence y = (xnk : k E w) -< x such x nk tj U, 
k E w. Since), fulfils (L2), we have that a E A(y), and, according to (2.3), 
a E {xnk : k E w}, but also { xnk : k E w} c X \ U, which implies that a E X \ u. 
A contradiction. So, the topology O~ satisfies condition (2.2), which implies that 
O~ C O),. 
(::» Suppose that there exists a closed set F in the space (X, 0), ) which is 
not closed in the space (X , O~ ). Then there exists an element a E X \ F and a 
sequence x in F such that a E ),(x), and therefore a E limo>, x . The set X \ F 
is in 0), and contains a, but does not contain any member of the sequence x . A 
contradiction. 0 
For an a priori limit operator), : XW -7 P(X) we have determined the max-
imal topology 0), on the set X satisfying (2.2). Therefore, the a posteriori con-
vergence limo>, in the space (X, 0 ),) is determined by the a priori limit operator 
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>.. The first question is: When the a priori and the a posteriori limit operator co-
incide? Obviously, by Theorem 2.2.7, (U)-(L3) are necessary conditions for the 
a priori operator. Therefore, we can ask: Are conditions (U)-(L3) sufficient for 
the equality of these two operators? According to [16, 1.7.19] (see also [32]) and 
Theorem 2.3.4, if I),(x ) I ::; 1 for each sequence x in X then the answer is YES. 
The following example will show that this is not true in general. 
Example 2.3.5 The operator>. : XW -+ P(X) satisfies (L1 )-(L3), but the conver-
gence a priori and a posteriori are not equal. 
Let X = {I , 2, 3}. For a sequence x = (xn : n E w) E X W let us define 
ranoo (x) by 
ranoo (x) = {a EX : I{n : xn = a}1 = No}. 
Let>. : X W -+ P(X) be defined by 
>.(x) = 
{I , 2} , 
{2,3} , 
{3}, 
{2} , 
0, 
{3} , 
0, 
ifranoo (x ) = {I} , 
ifranoo (x) = {2} , 
ifranoo (x) = {3} , 
ifranoo (x) = {I , 2} , 
ifranoo (x) = {I , 3} , 
ifranoo (x) = {2, 3} , 
ifranoo (x) = {I , 2, 3}. 
Since for each a E {I, 2, 3} we have a E >.( (a)), the operator>. sati sfies (L1) . 
Claim 1. The operator>. satisfies (L2). 
Proof of Claim 1. Let x be a sequence in X and y a subsequence of x . We will 
provethat),(x) C >.(y). 
· If Iranoo (x )1 = 1, then also, Iranoo (Y) I = 1 and ranoo (x) = ranoo (Y) , 
which implies that >.(x) = >.(y). 
· If ranoo (x ) = {I, 3}, or ranoo (x) = {I , 2, 3}, then >.(x ) = 0 c >.(y). 
· Ifranoo (x) = {I , 2}, then ),(x) = {2} . Also, ranoo (Y) E {{I} , {2} , {I , 2}}. 
So, >.(y) E {{I , 2} , {2, 3} , {2}}, and, in each case, >.(x) C >.(y). 
· If ranoo (x) = {2, 3} , then ),(x) = {3}, so ranoo (Y) E {{2}, {3} , {2, 3}}, 
which implies that >.(y) E {{2, 3} , {3}}, and, in each case, ),(x) C >.(y). 
This fini shes the proof of Claim I. 
Claim 2. The operator), satisfies (L3) . 
Proof of Claim 2. We will prove that for each x E X W we have 
(Vy -< x 3z -< ya E >.(z)) => a E ), (x), 
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or equivalently 
a (j. ),(x) ~ {3y -< x Vz -< ya (j. ),(z) ). (2.4) 
Let x E X W and a (j. ),(x). 
· If Iranoo{x) I = 1, then also, Iranoo{Y)I = Iranoo{z)I = 1, which implies 
that ),(x) = ),(y) = ), (z). Therefore a (j. ),(x) implies a (j. ),(z) witnessing (2.4). 
· If ranoo{x) = {1 , 2} , then ),(x ) = {2}. Then a E {1 ,3}. For a = 1, let 
y -< x be such that y = (2), which implies that for each z -< y, z = (2), i.e. 
), (z) = {2, 3} ;il l. For a = 3, let y -< x be such that y = (1), which implies that 
for each z -< y, z = (1), i.e. ),(z) = {I , 2} ;il3. 
· If ranoo{x) = {1 , 3} or ranoo{x) = {I , 2, 3} then ),(x) = 0, so a E 
{I , 2, 3} . For a = 1 or a = 2, let y = (3). Obviously, for each z -< y we 
have z = (3) and a (j. ),(z) = {3} . For a = 3, let y = (1). Then for each z -< y 
we have z = (1) and 3 (j. ), (z) = {1,2}. 
· If ranoo {x) = {2, 3}, then a E {I , 2}. For y = (3), since for each z -< y we 
have z = (3), we obtain 1,2 (j. ),(z). 
This fini shes the proof of Claim 2. 
Now we reconstruct the topology 0).. determined by the operator ),. According 
to Theorem 2.3.4, F).. = {F c X : Vx E F W ),(x) c F} is the corresponding 
family of closed sets. So, if 1 E F E F).., then ),( (1)) = {1,2} c= F thus 
2 E F. Consequently, {I} , {I , 3} (j. F)... Similarly 2 E F E F).. implies 3 E F 
and hence {2} , {I , 2} (j. FA' Since),{ (3)) = {3} we have {3} E F)... Since for 
each x E {2, 3}W we have ), (x) E {{2, 3}, {3}}, implying ),(x ) C {2, 3}, we have 
{2 ,3} E F).. . Thus 0).. = {0, {I}, {I , 2} , {I , 2, 3}}. 
Finally, since X is the only neighborhood of the point 3, we have 3 E limo" {( I )) 
although 3 (j. ),( (1)), which implies that), -I limo". 0 
2.3.1 Closures of an operator A under (Ll), (L2) and (L3) 
According to Theorem 2.2.7 if (X, 0 ) is a topological space and), = limo 
XW -7 P{X) corresponding limit operator then 
(L1) Va E X a E ),( (a)); 
(L2) Vx E XW Vf E wTw ),(x) C ),(x 0 f); 
(L3) VxEXw (Vf EwTW3gEwTwaE ),{xo f o g)~a E ), {x)). 
So, if we minimally close an a priori limit operator), : X W -7 P{X) under (L1 ), 
(L2) or (L3), we can expect that the obtained operator wi ll be still included in 
limo>. and that the corresponding topology will coincide with 0)... 
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An a priori limit operator .\ can be easily closed to fulfill condition (Ll) adding 
an element a to each set of the form .\{ (a, a, ... )). Formally, let .\' : X W --> P{X) 
be defined by 
.\'{x) = { .\(x) U {a} 
.\(x) 
if x = (a) for some a E X, 
otherwise. 
Clearly, X is the minimal closure of .\ under (Ll). 
The closure under (L2) and (L3) is considered in the sequel. 
(2.5) 
Lemma 2.3.6 Let.\ be an a priori Limit operator satisfying (Ll). Then .\ fulfils 
conditions (L2) and (L3) iff for each sequence x E XW there holds 
.\(x) = njEwTW .\(x 0 f) = njEwTW U gEwTW >-(x 0 f og). 
Proof (=?) Let .\ fulfil (L2) and (L3). Then, for each sequence x we have 
(L3) (L2) 
n jEwTW U 9 EWTW >-(x 0 f og) c >-(x) c n jEwTW .\(x 0 f). (2.6) 
Since idw is a strictly increasing function and x 0 f = x 0 f 0 idw we have 
n jEwTW .\(x 0 f) c n jEwTW U gEWTW .\(x 0 f og), (2.7) 
which, together with (2.6), gives the desired equality. 
(¢=) Since for each x E X W we have .\ (x) = njEwTW >-(x 0 f), this implies 
.\(x) c njEwTW >-(x 0 f), x E X W, which is equivalent to (L2) . Also .\(x) = 
n jEwTW U gEwTW >-(xo f og), x E XW implies.\{x):J n j EwTW U gEw TW .\(xo f og), 
x E XW, a condition equivalent to (L3). 0 
Now, let us close an a priori limit operator to fulfill (L2). 
Theorem 2.3.7 For an a priori limit operator >- : XW --> P {X) satisfying (Ll), let 
5. : XW --> P{X) be the a priori limit operator defined by 
5.{x) = U .\(x). 
yExw,!EwTw,x=yoj 
Then 
(a) .\(x) c ).(x) for each x E X W; 
(b) ). satisfies conditions (Ll ) and (L2); 
(c) 5. is the minimal operator satisfying (a) and (b). 
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Proof (a) Let x E X W. For 1 = idw , by the definition of .A, we conclude that 
A(X 0 1) = A(X) C .A(x). 
(b) From (a) it follows that .A satisfies (Ll). Let us prove that .A satisfies (L2), 
which is eqivalent to the fact that for each sequence Y and each 9 E w Tw we have 
.A(X) C .A(x 0 g). (2.8) 
Let a E .A(x ). Then there exist y E X W and 1 E wTw such that x = yo 1 
and a E A(y) , Since x 0 9 = y o 1 0 g, and since 1 0 9 E w Tw , we have that 
a E A(Y) C .A(x 0 g) , which proves (2.8) . 
(c) Let us suppose that Al is an a priori limit operator satisfying (Ll) and (L2) 
such that A ~ AI . Let us prove that .A ~ AI . Let x be a sequence in X and 
a E .A(x). Then, there exist y E X W and 1 E wTw such that x = y o 1 and 
a E A(y), Then, from A ~ Al it follows that a E Al(Y), and, since Al fulfils (L2), 
a E Al(X), Thus.A ~ AI . 0 
Now, let us close an a priori operator A satisfying (LI) and (L2) under (L3) . 
Theorem 2.3.8 For an a priori limit operator A satisfying (Ll) and (L2), let A* 
X W --> P(X) be the a priori limit operator defined by 
A*(X) = n!EwTW U 9EwTW A(X 0 1 0 g). (2.9) 
Then 
(a) A(X ) C A* (X) for each x E X W. 
(b) A* satisfies conditions (Ll), (L2) and (L3) . 
(c) A * is the minimal operator satisfying (a) and (b). 
Proof (a) Let a E A(X) and 1 E wTw. Since idw E wTw and by property (L2) of A 
we have a E A(X) C A(X 0 f) = A(X 0 1 0 idw) C A*(X). 
(b) By (a), it is obvious that A* fulfil s (Ll). Let us prove that A* fulfils (L2). Let 
x be a sequence in X , a E A*(X) and h E wTw. We will show that a E A*(X 0 h) , 
which is, by the definition of A *, equivalent to 
Vr.p E wTw 3g E wTw a E A(X 0 h 0 r.p 0 g). (2.10) 
Since a E A*(X) there holds 
VI E wTw 3g E wTw a E A(X 0 1 0 g) . (2.11) 
For r.p E w Tw we have h 0 r.p E w Tw. Therefore, equation (2.11), for 1 = h 0 r.p , 
implies that there exists 9 E wTw such that a E A(X 0 1 0 g) = A(X 0 h 0 r.p 0 g), 
witnessing (2.10). 
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Now, let us prove that A* satisfies (L3). Let x be a sequence in X and a E X 
such that 
v f Ew iw 3g E w Tw a E A * (x 0 f o g). 
This is equivalent to 
v f E w Tw 3g E w Tw V F Ew Tw 3G E w iw a E A(X 0 f o g 0 F o G). (2 .12) 
Let us prove that a E A*(X), i.e. 
Vtp E wTw 3'1j; E wTw a E A(X 0 tp 0 'Ij;). (2.13) 
For each tp E w Tw, by (2.12) there exists 9 E w Tw such that 
VF E wTw3G E wTwa E A(X 0 tp 0 9 0 F o G) . 
So, for F = idw there exists G E w iw such that a E A (x 0 tp 0 g o G). The fact that 
g o G E w Tw completes the proof of (2.13). 
(c) Let us suppose that A1 is an a priori limit operator satisfying (Ll), (L2) and 
(L3) such that A ~ A1. Let us prove that A* ~ A1. Let x be a sequence in X and 
a E A* (x). Then, for each J EW Tw there exists 9 E w Tw such that a E A(X 0 f o g). 
By A ~ A1, we have that a E A1 (x 0 f o g), and, since A1 fulfil s (L3), it implies 
that a E A1(X), Thus A* ~ A1. 0 
Theorem 2.3.9 Let A : X W --> P(X) be an a priori limit operator satisfying (Ll) 
and (L2) such that for each x E X W we have IA(X)I :::; 1. Then for each x E X W 
we have IA*(x)1 ~ 1. 
Proof Let us suppose that there exist x E XW and a, b E X such that a, b E A * (x ). 
Since idw E wTw, by (2.9), there exists ga E wTw such that a E A(X 0 idw 0 gal = 
A(X 0 ga) . Also, by (2.9), there exists gb such that b E A(X 0 ga 0 gb)' 
Since x 0 ga 0 gb -< x 0 ga and A satisfies (L2) we have that a E A(X 0 ga 0 gb). 
Since IA(X 0 ga 0 gb)1 ~ 1 we have that a = b. 0 
Let A : X W --> P (X ) be an arbitrary a priori limit operator. If we close it under 
(Ll ), then under (L2) and, finally, under (L3) , we obtain the sequence of operators 
A ~ A' ~ ),'- ~ ),'-*. The last one fulfil s conditions (Ll )-(L3). Let us prove that 
all these four a priori operators generate the same maximal topology in the sense 
of Theorem 2.3.1 , 
Theorem 2.3.10 Let A : X W --> P (X) be an a priori limit operator. Then 0). = 
0>-, = 0>-, - = 0>-, - * . 
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Proof By Theorem 2.2.7, the operator limo~ satisfies (Ll)-(L3). From A :::; limo~ 
and the fact that X is the minimal closure of A under (Ll) it follows that A' :::; 
limo~ . Similarly, from the minimality of A'- (Theorem 2.3.7 (c)) it follows X - :::; 
limo~. Finally, by Theorem 2.3.8 (c), it follows A'-* :::; limo~. So, A :::; X :::; 
X - :::; A'-* :::; limo~, which, by Lemma 2.3.2, implies 0), ::J 0 ),' ::J 0),'- ::J 
0 ),1-_ ::J Olimo~' Hence, by Theorem 2.3. 1, we have that 0), = Olimo~' which 
completes the proof. 0 
2.3.2 The operators u), and clw1 
For an a priori limit operator A : XW -> P(X) , we found the maximal topology 
on the set X with property (2.2), 0), . If A satisfies (Ll) and (L2) this topology is 
determined by the family of closed sets, as in Theorem 2.3.4. In this subsection we 
will describe the topological closure operator in the space (X, 0), ) in terms of A. 
Definition 2.3.11 For an a priori limit operator A : X W -> P(X) let u), : P(X) -> 
P(X ) be the operator defin ed by 
When it is clear which a priori limit operator is used, instead of u), we will 
briefly write u . 
Lemma 2.3.12 If an a priori limit operator A satisfies conditions (Ll) and (L2) 
then 
(a) u(0) = 0; 
(b) A c u(A); 
(c) A c B =? u(A) c u(B); 
(d) u(A U B) = u(A) U u(B). 
Proof Assertions (a) and (c) are obvious, and (b) foll ows from condition (Ll). Let 
us prove (d). From (c) it follows that u(A) Uu(B) c u(AUB). Let a E u(AUB). 
Then there exists a sequence Y E (AUB)W such that a E A(y) . Clearly, there exists 
a subsequence x -< y such that x E AW or x E BW. Since A fulfil s (L2), we have 
that a E A(X) . In the first case, a E u(A), and in the second, a E u(B). 0 
Theorem 2.3.13 Let A be an a priori limit operator satisfying (Ll) and (L2) and 
let A c X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The set A c X is closed in the topology 0), ; 
(b) A = u(A); 
(c) A-limit of each sequence in A is a subset of A. 
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Proof By Theorem 2.3.4, we have that (a) is equivalent to (c), and that (a) is 
equivalent to u(A) c A. Since, by Lemma 2.3. 12 (b), we have A c u(A), there 
holds equivalence (a) and (b). 0 
Let us notice that the operator u must not be a closure operator in generaJ, 
since u(A) is not always equal to u(u(A)) (property (C04)). Iterating operator u 
WI -times we obtain a new operator. 
Theorem 2.3.14 Let A be an a priori limit operator which satisfies conditions (Ll ) 
and (L2). Let clo : P(X) -> P(X), Q :S WI, be a family of mappings such that 
· clo(A) = A 
· clo+I(A) = u(clo(A)) 
· cLy(A) = Uo<-t clo(A), for the limit ordinal ,. 
Then clwJ is the closure operator on the topological space (X, OA), i.e. for each 
-A A c X we have clwJ (A) = A . 
Proof By Theorem 2.3.13, a set F is closed iff u(F) = F. Therefore, it is 
sufficient to prove that for each set A, the set clw, (A) is the smallest closed set 
containing A. 
Let us show that A c clw, (A). We have that A = clo(A). Let us suppose 
that for each Q < f3 we have A c clo(A). If f3 = , + 1, then, by Lemma 
2.3. 12 (b), A c cL,/ (A) c u( cLy(A)) = clfJ (A). If f3 is a limit ordinal, then 
A C Uo<fJ clo(A) = clfJ (A). 
Let us show that u(clw, (A)) = clw,(A). By Lemma 2.3.12 (b), clw,(A) c 
u(clwJ(A)). Let x be a sequence in clw,(A) = Uo<w, clo(A). Then, there ex-
ists f3 < WI such that x is a sequence in clfJ (A), which implies that A(X) C 
u( clfJ( A)) = clfJ+ I (A) C clw, (A). 
Let us prove the minimality of clw, (A). Let F be a closed set containing A. 
Then, by Theorem 2.3. 13, u(F) = F. We will prove that for each Q :S WI we have 
clo(A) C F. For Q = 0 we have clo(A) = A c F. Let us suppose that for each 
f3 < Q we have clfJ (A) C F. If Q = , + 1, from cl-y(A) C F and by Lemma 
2.3. 12 (c), we have clo(A) = cLy+I (A) = u(cLy(A)) C u(F) = F. If Q is a limit 
ordinal, then clo(A) = UfJ<o clfJ (A) C UfJ<o F = F. 0 
Theorem 2.3.15 Let A be an a priori limit operator with properties (L I) and (L2). 
Then the topological space (X , OA) is sequential, i.e. 
Proof ('*) holds in each topological space. 
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(<=) Let for each y E AW we have limo.,,(y) C A. According to Theorem 
2.3.13 we prove A = u(A). Let a E u(A) . Then there exists a sequence y in A 
such that a E .>.(y) . Since .>.(y) C limo.Jy) C A we have a E A. Thus u(A) c A 
and, clearly, A C u(A). 0 
2.3.3 The equality u2 = u. Frechet spaces 
Theorem 2.3.16 If an a priori limit operator.>. : XW -> P(X) satisfies conditions 
(Ll) and (L2), then the following conditions are equivalent 
(a) u2 = u; 
(b) u = clW1 ; 
(c) The operator.>. satisfies condition (L4). 
Proof ((a)=>(b)) Let u 2 = u. Using induction it is easy to prove that for each 
Cl' :s; WI for each A C X there holds cla(A) C u(A) so clw , (A) c u(A) and the 
reversed inclusion is trivial. 
(b)=>(c). Suppose u(A) = Clw, A, for all A C X. Let a E ,>,((xn : nEw)) 
and for each nEw let Xn E .>.( (Yk : k E w)). If Y = {Yk : n, k E w}, 
then for each nEw there holds Xn E u(Y) so x E u(Y)W and consequently 
a E .>.(x) C u(u(Y)) = clWl (clw, (Y)) = clw, (Y) = u(Y) thus there is z E yw 
such that a E .>.(z). 
(c)=>(a). Suppose.>. satisfies (L4). For A C X we prove u(u(A)) C u(A). Let 
a E u(u(A)). Then there is x E u(A)W such that a E .>.(x). For each nEw we 
have xn E u(A) hence there is (Yk : k E w) E AW such that xn E .>.( (Yk : k E w)) . 
By (L4) there is z E {Yk : n, k E w}W c AW such that a E '>'(z) so, since z E AW, 
we have a E u(A). 0 
Corollary 2.3.17 For an a priori operator.>. : XW -> P(X) the following condi-
tions are equivalent. 
(a) There exists A C X such that u(u(A)) i= u(A). 
(b) There exist set {xi: n, i E w} C X, sequence (xn : nEw) E X W and 
element bE X such that bE .>.( (xn : nEw)), xn E .>.( (xi: i E w)), nEw, and 
for each x E ZW we have b rf. .>.(x). 
Theorem 2.3.18 If for each A C X we have u(u(A)) = u(A) then the space 
(X, OA) is a Frechet space. 
Proof Let A C X and let b E Clw, (A). By Theorem 2.3.16, we have b E u(A). 
So, there exists a sequence x in A such that b E .>.( x) C limo,\ (x) . 0 
The inverse implication must not be true. 
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Example 2.3.19 A Frechet space in which u~ i= u),. 
Let us consider a set X = {I, 2, 3} and the a priori limit operator A defined in 
Example 2.3 .5. We have shown that 0), = {0, {I} , {I , 2}, X} . We will prove that 
(X , O;.,) is a Frechet space, i.e. 
VA c X Vb E clWI (A) \ A ~x E A W b E limoA x . (2.14) 
Let us notice that the only open set containing 3is the whole set X, and therefore 
each sequence converges to the point 3. So, we will prove' that formula (2.14) is 
equivalent to 
VA c X Vb E clW I (A) \ (A U {3}) ~x E AW b E limoA x. (2.15) 
Obviously, from (2.14) it follows (2.15). Let us prove the inverse implication. Let 
A c X and b E clWI (A) \ A. For b i= 3 the implication is obvious. If b = 3 for 
any a E A we have 3 E limoA (a) . 
It is easy to verify that the only two sets such that clWI (A) \ (A U {3} ) is 
non-empty are {I} and {I, 3}. The closure of both of them is the set X . For 
both sets we have elw, (A) \ (A U {3}) = {2} and both of them contain 1. Since 
A( (1)) = {I, 2}, we have 2 E A( (1)) C limoA (1), which proves that the space is 
Frechet. But, 
u({I}) = U XE{l}W A(X) = A( (I )) = {1 , 2}. 
u(u( {I})) = U XE{l ,2}"' A(X) = {I , 2} U {2,3} U {2} = {l , 2, 3} . 
This implies that u(u( {I})) i= u( {I}) . 
On the set X, using different a priori limit operators, we can generate several 
sequential topologies. 
Theorem 2.3.20 Let Al and A2 be a priori limit operators on X satisfying (Ll). 
Let >-1 and >-2 be operators defined in Theorem 2.3.7, and U'x, and U'x2 be operators 
defined in Definition 2.3.11 using >-1 and >-2.:. Let cl~, and cl~, be closure operators 
defined in Theorem 2.3.14 using operators Al and A2 respectively. 
If Al :::; A2 then 
(a) >-1 :::; >-2; 
(b) u'x, (A) c u'x2(A), for each A c X; 
(c) cl~, (A) c cl~, (A), for each A c X; 
(d) 0 ).2 C O).,; 
(e) lim)., :::; lim).2' 
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Proof 
(a) >-l(X) = Ux-<yAl(Y) C Ux-<yA2(Y) = >-2. 
(b) U-Xl (A) = UyEAw >-l(Y) C UyEAw >-2(Y) = u-x2(A). 
(c) Can be easily obtained by induction using (b). 
(d) This is Theorem 2.3.2. 
(e) Follows directly from (d) and Fact 2.2.3. o 
Chapter 3 
Boolean algebras 
The Good Lord made all the integers; 
the rest is man 's doing. 
Leopold Kronecker 
In this chapter we give some elementary information about Boolean algebras with 
the accent on the properties of algebraic convergence of sequences. 
3.1 Definitions and basic facts 
On a Boolean algebra (lffi, A, V, ' , 0, 1) the partial order :::; is defined by 
a :::; b {=} a A b = a. 
Then, the supremum (infimum) of a two element set { a, b} is a V b (a A b). The 
supremum (infimum) of a set A c IBl (if it exists) is denoted by V aEA a (/\aEA a) 
or just by V A (/\ A). 
1Bl+ denotes the set of all posi tive e lements of lffi, i.e.lBl+ = IBl \ {O} . An element 
b E 1Bl+ is an atom iff it is a minimal e lement oflBl +. ABoolean algebra IBl is atomic 
iff for each a E 1Bl+ there exists an atom b such that b :::; a. A set A c IBl is a well-
ordered chain iff there exists an ordinal a such that A = {a/3 : (3 < a} and for 
(3 < I < a we have a/3 < aT A set A C 1Bl+ is an antichain iff for each different 
a, b E A there holds a A b = O. For a cardinal r;" lffi satisfies the r;,-cc (r;, chain 
condition) iff lffi does not contain r;,-s ized antichains. In particular, instead of ~l-CC 
we write ccc (the countable chain condition). A set A c lffi is a quasi-partition of 
an element c iff for each different a, b E A there holds a A b = 0 and V A = c. A 
quasi-partition A of c E lffi+ is a partition of c iff A c lffi+. A Boolean a lgebra is 
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",-complete iff each set A c Ja of size less than", has the supremum (equivalently, 
the infimum). A Boolean algebra is a u-algebra iff it is an N1-complete algebra. A 
Boolean algebra is complete iff each set A c Ja has the supremum. Often, instead 
of "complete Boolean algebra", the abbreviation c.B .a. will be used. The power set 
of a cardinal "', (P( "'), n, u, c, 0, ",), is an example of a complete atomic Boolean 
algebra and for each atomic c.B.a. Ja there exists", such that Ja is isomorphic to 
P(",). 
For a set A C Ja let 
A i = {b E Ja : 3a E A a :::; b} and A 1 = {b E Ja : 3a E A a 2: b}. 
Instead of {b} i and {b} 1 we write b i and b 1 respectively. Clearly, A i= 
UaEA (aT) and Al= UaEA(al). 
We will say that a subset D C Ja+ is dense in a Boolean algebra Jffi iff D is 
dense in the partial order (Ja+, :::;). 
For more details about Boolean algebras we recommend [25] , [46] and [39]. 
3.2 Tall ideals 
If Ja is a Boolean algebra, a family J C Ja is an ideal iff 
(I1)OEJ~l; (I2)a:::;bEJ=>a E J ; (I3)a,bEJ=>a V bEJ. 
A family <I> C Ja is afilter iff 
(FI) 1 E <I> ~ 0; (F2) a 2: b E <I> => a E <I>; (F3) a, b E <I> => a 1\ b E <I>. 
If J is an ideal in Jffi, then the set J* = {a' : a E J} is a filter in Jffi, called 
the dual filter. The dual ideal is defined similarly. A maximal filter is called an 
ultrafilter. A filter <I> is an ultrafilter iff for each element b E Ja either b E <I> or 
b' E <I>. 
Definition 3.2.1 Let A be a countable set. An ideal J C P(A) is a tall ideal iff 
\:IX E [A]W 31 E J IX n I I = No. 
The set of all tall ideals in P(w) will be denoted by Tall(w) . 
Fact 3.2.2 (a) An ideal J C P(w) is a tall ideal iff \:IX E [w]W 31 E J n [w]W I e 
X. 
(b) If J is a tall ideal on P (w) then V = J n [w]W is a dense set in ([w]W, c) 
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(c) An ideal J C P(w) is a tall ideal iff the dual filter J * has no pseudointer-
section. 
(d) IfU C P(w) is an ultrafilter, then its dual U* is a tall ideal. 
(e) If A C P(w) is madfthen JA = {I C w: 3.1" E [A] <w I e U.1"} is a tall 
ideal. 
Example 3.2.3 Let S = {S E [<w2]W : S is a chain or an antichain} . Let us prove 
that the set 
is a tall ideal on <w2. 
One can verify that JS is an ideal on <w2. 
Let X E [<w2]W and 
Ho = { {x, y} E [Xf : x < y V y < x} , HI = [Xf \ Ho· 
Since [xj2 = HoUHl. the Ramsey theorem (see [43]) implies that there exists 
H E [X]W such that [H]2 C Ho or [H]2 C HI . If 
· [Hf C Ho, then all elements in H are comparable, which implies that H is 
infinite chain. 
· [Hf c HI , then all elements in H are not comparable, which implies that H 
is infinite antichain. 
Therefore H E S C JS and H is an infinite subset of X, witnessing that JS 
is a tall ideal on <w 2. 
3.3 Sequences in Boolean algebras, lim sup and lim inf 
In this section some definitions concerning sequences and matrices on a Boolean 
algebra will be given. Also, the algebraic convergence of sequences and its basic 
properties will be considered. 
Definition 3.3.1 A sequence (ak : k E w) in a Boolean algebra lB is: 
· increasing iff ai :S aj for i < j . 
· decreasing iff ai ~ aj for i < j. 
We will write (ak) /" b iff (ak) is increasing and V kEw ak = band (ak) ~ b 
iff (ak) is decreasing and /\ kEW ak = b. 
Definition 3.3.2 A matrix lank ] E lBwXW is 
· increasing iff for each nEw the sequence (ank : k E w) /" l. 
· decreasing iff for each nEw the sequence (ank : k E w) ~ O. 
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Lemma 3.3.3 A sequence (xn ) is increasing iff the sequence (x~) is decreasing. 
A matrix lank] is increasing iff [a~k] is decreasing. 
Definition 3.3.4 Let x = (xn : nEw) be a sequence in a c.B.a. IE. Then 
lim sup x = I\kEw V n2:k Xn and lim inf x = V kEw I\n2:k x n · 
Lemma 3.3.5 For each sequence x E lEw there holds 
liminf x:::; lim supx. 
Lemma 3.3.6 Let x = (xn : nEw) be a sequence in a c.B.a. IE and] E wW. 
Then 
(a) if ] is an injection, then lim inf x :::; lim inf x 0 ] :::; lim sup x 0] :::; 
lim sup x; 
(b) if ] is a strictly increasing function , then lim inf x :::; lim inf x 0 ] :::; 
lim sup x 0] :::; lim sup x; 
(c) if ] is a bijection, then lim inf x = lim inf x 0] :::; lim sup x 0 ] 
lim sup x; 
(d) if ] is "finite to one", then lim inf x :::; lim inf x 0 ] :::; lim sup x 0 ] :::; 
lim sup x; 
(e) if ](n) = n+m, then liminf x = liminf x o ] :::; lim sup xo ] = lim sup x. 
Proof Only the proofs for lim sup will be given, since the proofs for lim inf are 
analogous. 
(a) Let k E w. Since] is an injection, the set Ak = rl[{l, 2, ... , k - I}] 
is finite and therefore it has the maximum. Let m(k) = maxAk + 1. Then 
V n2:m(k) x fen) :::; V n2:k xn · This implies that for each k we have I\I EW V n2:1 x fen) :::; 
V n>k x n · Therefore I\ IEw V n> l X fen) :::; I\kEw V n> k x n , i.e. lim sup x 0 ] :::; 
limsupx. - -
(b) follows directly form (a), since each strictly increasing function is an injec-
tion. 
(c) Since] and ] - 1 are injections, by (b), we have lim sup x 2: lim sup x o ] 2: 
limsupx 0 ] 0 ] - 1 = limsupx. 
(d) Since] is finite to one, the set Ak = ] - 1 [{I , 2, ... , k - I}] is finite for 
each k. Using the same argumentation as in (b), we conclude this proof. 
(e) lim sup x o ] = I\kEw V n2:k x f en) = I\ kEW V n2:k xn+m = I\kEw\m V n2:k Xn 
2: I\kEw V n>kxn = lim supx. Since] is an injection, the inverse inequality fol-
lows from (b). 0 
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Corollary 3.3.7 If y is a subsequence of a sequence x then lim inf x ~ lim inf Y 
~ limsupy ~ lim supx. 
Lemma 3.3.8 If x and yare sequences in lB such that Xn < Yn, nEw, then 
lim sup X ~ limsupy and liminf x ~ liminfy. 
Proof Directly follows from the definitions of lim sup and lim inf. o 
Lemma 3.3.9 [5, 2.2.(v)] For sequences (xn : nEw) and (Yn : nEw) we have 
lim sup(xn V Yn) = limsup(xn) V limsup(Yn)· 
Lemma 3.3.10 Let x = (xn : nEw) be a sequence in lB such that the set {xn : 
nEw} is finite, then 
lim sup x = V {b : xn = b for infinitely many nEw} , 
lim inf x = A {b : Xn = b for infinitely many nEw} . 
Proof Since the set {xn : nEw} is finite, there exists mEw such that for each 
nl 2: m there exists n2 > nl such that xn2 = xn1 . For k 2: m let Xk = {xn : 
n 2: k}. Let us notice that Xm = {b : Xn = b for infinitely many nEw} and 
that Xk = Xl for each k, I 2: m . By this and by Lemma 3.3.6 (e) we have that 
lim sup x = lim sup(xn : n 2: m ) = AkEw V n>kxn+m AkEW V X k+m = 
V X m · The proof for lim inf is analogous. - 0 
Definition 3.3.11 Let (xn : n Ew) be a sequence in a c.B.a. lB and let A be a 
subset of w. Then 
lim sUPnEA Xn = AkEW V nEA\k Xn and lim infnEA Xn = V kEw A nEA\k Xn 
Definition 3.3.12 A sequence x E lBw algebraically converges to a, in notation 
x --? a, iff lim sup x = lim inf x = a. 
Theorem 3.3.13 [37] , [5] Let x = (xn : nE w) be a sequence in a c.B.a. lB and 
let a be an element of R Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) x --? a; 
(b) lim sup(xn6a) = 0; 
(c) There exists an increasing sequence (an: nEw) and a decreasing sequence 
(bn : n Ew) such that an ~ xn ~ bn, nEw and V nEw an = AnEw bn = a. 
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Lemma 3.3.14 [37, 2.1-2.9] , [5,2.2] For the algebraic convergence of sequences 
there holds: 
(a) (b! -> b; (Ll) 
(b) If x -> band Y -< x then y -> b; (L2) 
(c) Each sequence algebraically converges to at most one element; 
(d) If x is an increasing sequence, then x -> V nEw xn; 
(e) If x is a decreasing sequence, then x -> A nEw X n ; 
(f) x -> 0 ¢? lim sup x = 0; 
(g) If the elements of a sequence x are pairwise disjoint, then x -> 0; 
(h) If (xn! ---7 band (Yn! -> c, then (xn A Yn! -> b A c, (xn V Yn! -> b V c, 
(xn6.Yn! -> b6.c and (x~! -> b'. 
For more details about algebraic convergence of sequences in Boolean algebras 
we refer to [5] and [37]. 
3.4 Measure and submeasure 
Definition 3.4.1 Let lffi be a Boolean algebra. A function /-L IE -> [0,00) is a 
submeasure on IE iff 
(i) /-L(O) = 0 
(ii) a :s b =? /-L(a) :s /-L (b) 
(iii) /-L(a V b) :s /-L(a) + /-L(b) 
A submeasure /-L is: 
· strictly positive iff 
(i') /-L(a) = 0 ¢? a = 0 
· exhaustive iff 
(iv) For each countable family {an n Ew} of disjoint elements we have 
lim/-L(an) = 0 
· uniformly exhaustive iff 
(iv') For every E > 0 there ex ists nEw such that there are no n disjoint 
elements al , ... , an E IE such that /-L (ai) > E, i = 1, . . . , n . 
· a measure iff 
(v) a A b = 0 =} /-L (a V b) = /-L(a) + /-L(b) 
· continuous iff 
(vi) (an) '" 0 =? lim/-L(an) = 0 
· a a-additive measure iff /-L is a measure and 
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(vii) p,(V nEw an) = LnEw p,(an) for each sequence (an) of pairwise disjoint 
elements of Ia. 
. normed iff 
(viii) p,(l) = 1 
Lemma 3.4.2 [5] A measure p, on a Boolean algebra is continuous iff p, is (J"-
additive. 
Definition 3.4.3 A Boolean algebra lfB is a measure algebra iff lfB is (J"-complete 
and there exists a (J"-additive, strictly positive and normed measure p, on Ia. 
It is well known that each measure algebra is a complete algebra and satis-
fies the countable chain condition. Also, a measure on a measure algebra lfB can 
generate a metric. Precisely, 
Theorem 3.4.4 [37,2. 13] Let lfB be a measure algebra with a measure p,. Then the 
function d : lfB2 ~ [0, 00), defined by: 
d(a ,b) = p,(a6b) , 
is a metric, and (lfB, d) is a complete metric space. 
l 
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Chapter 4 
Forcing 
One of the endlessly alluring aspects of mathematics 
is that its thorniest paradoxes have a way of 
blooming into beautiful theories. 
Philip 1. Davis 
This chapter is reserved for forcing. Some basic notions concerning forcing are 
presented and the effects offorcing on the set P(w) are considered. Also, the basic 
distributivity laws in Boolean algebra are presented . 
4.1 Generic extension 
This section contains some basic facts about Boolean valued models and generic 
extensions of models of set theory. The results are mainly taken from [26] . 
Let V be a transitive countab le model of ZFC and lffi a c.B.a. in model V. 
Within the ground model V, the Boolean valued model VlIl is recursively defined 
by 
· VOlll = 0; 
· V:+ 1 = {T : T is a function such that dom(T) C V: and ran(T) C lffi}; 
· V~ = U a <I' V:+1, for a limit ordinal ,. 
Finally 
Elements of V lIl are called names and the rank of a name T E VII is defined by 
rank(T) = min{a : T E V: }. 
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Let <p(V1 ,"" vn ) be a fonnula let Tl , · ··, Tn be names. The Boolean value 
11 <p ( T1 , . . . ,Tn) II is recursively defined by 
· liT Eo-II = VOEdom(lT) (liT = 811 /\ 0-(8)); 
· liT C 0-11 = AOEdom(r ) (T(B) => liB Eo-II); 
· liT = 0-11 = liT C 0-11 /\ 110- C Til; 
' 11 1/;1/\ 1/;2 11 = 11 1/;111 /\ 11 1/;2 11 ; 
· 11·1/; 11 = 11 1/; 11'; 
· lI:Jx 1/;(X, T1, . . . ,Tn)1I = V r EVB II 1/;( T, T1 , . . . ,Tn)lI· 
A sentence <p is true in V III iff 11 <p 1I = 1. A fonnula <p ( VI , .. . , vn) is true in V B 
iff for each names Tl , ... ,Tn we have 1I <p( Tl , ... ,Tn) II = 1. 
Fact 4.1.1 a) Each axiom of ZFC is true in V B; 
b) Each theorem of ZFC is true in VB; 
c) V B is a Boolean valued model ofZFC. 
A filter G C Ja is a generic fi lter iff it intersects each dense set ofJa belonging to 
V . Since V is a countable model ofZFC, the family of dense sets is also countable. 
Therefore, there exists a generic filter G, which, in general, is not an element of 
the ground model V. 
The generic extension VB [Gj, an extension of the ground model V by the 
generic filter G , is defined by 
VldGj = {TC: T E V B}, 
where 0c = 0 and TC = {o-c : :Jb E G (0-, b) E T}. 
For each set A E VR[G] there exists a name A E VR such that Ac = A. Such 
name is not unique. For a set A E V the canonical name is 
A={(a,1) :aEA}. 
For example, 0 = 0 and (0)c = 0. Also i = {0}" = { (0, 1)}, so ic 
{ (0, 1)}c = {0} c = {0}. Inductively, one can prove that 
n={(m, 1): m < n} . 
The properties of generic extensions are controlled by the choice of Ja and G 
and by the forcing relation II-. For an element p E Ja and fonnula ¢( VI , V2, . .. , vn) 
the forcing relation is defined by 
p II- ¢( T1, T2, . .. ,Tn) iff for each generic filter G containing p 
VldGj t= ¢((TIlc , (T2)c,· ·· , (Tn)C). 
p II- ¢ can be read as "p forces ¢", and instead of VB[Gj t= ¢ we can also write 
[¢jVB[cJ. 
4.2. Subsets ofw and sequences 
Fact 4.1.2 
(a) b If- ¢(Tl , .. . ,Tn) iff b :S 1I ¢(Tl , ... ,Tn)ll. 
(b) 1 If- ¢ => 1/; iff II ¢II :S 11 1/; 11· 
(c) VII [G) ~ ¢ iff II ¢II E G. (Forcing Theorem) 
(d) Ve [G) ~ ¢ iff:Jp E Gp If- ¢. 
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(e) If 1 If- ::Ix ¢(x) , then 1 If- ¢( T) for some T E V II (The Maximum Principle) . 
Theorem 4.1.3 Ve [G) is the smallest transitive model of the ZFC theory extending 
V and containing G as an element. 
4.2 Subsets of w and sequences 
Each subset of w is represented by its characteristic function, which is an element 
of 2w. Also, each function! E 2w represents by L:nEw!(n)2- (n+l) a member 
of the set of the real numbers lR, called a real. Therefore, subsets of ware, in the 
language of forcing, usually called reals. 
If x = (xn : nEw) is a sequence in a c.B.a. Jffi, then Tx = {(n, xn) : n E 
w} E V IR and 1 If- Tx C W. Clearly lin E Txll = Xn, for each nEw. Moreover 
if r E P(w) n Ve [G), then r = TG for some T E VIlI and there is bEG such that 
b If- T C W. If, in addition, Xn = lin E Til, nEw, then b If- T = Tx, so each real 
belonging to VB[G) can be represented by a name of the form Tx. Such names will 
be called nice. 
A real r E [w)W belonging to a generic extension VB[G) is new iff r rt V. 
A real r E [w)W n VJ!I [G) is a dependent real iff there exists A E [w)W n V such 
that A C r or A C w \ r. r is an independent real iff it is not dependent. r is 
supported iff there exists A E [w)W n V such that A C r and it is unsupported iff it 
is not supported . 
A real r E [w)W n Ve [G) kills a tall ideal J C P(w), J E V, iff VI E J 
Ir n II < ~o. Concerning killing tall ideals we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.1 There exists a tall ideal J on w which is ki lled in each generic 
extension containing new reals. 
Proof Let r C w be a new real from VJ!I [G). Then its characteristic function, 
Xr E 2w n VB[G) determines a new branch B = {Xr in : n Ew } in the tree <w2 
which clearly kills the tall ideal Js defined in Example 3.2.3. Let! : <w2 ----> w 
be a bijection. Then J = {I[S) : S E Js} is a tali ideal on w. Consequently, the 
real J[B) C w kills the tall ideal J . 0 
In the following theorem we wi ll calcul ate the Boolean values of several prop-
erties related to the nice name of a real. 
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Theorem 4.2.2 Let x = (Xn : n Ew) be a sequence in a c.B.a. Jffi, Tx = {(n , xn) : 
n Ew} the corresponding nice name for a real, and A an infinite subset of w. If 
for an element b E Jffi we denote b1 = band bO = b' then 
(a) II Tx = w ll = I\nEw Xn; 
(b) II Tx is cofinite II = V kEw I\n>k Xn(= liminf x); 
(c) II Tx is old infinite II = V BE[W~W I\nEw xnXB(n); 
(d) Ih is supported II = V BE[wJw I\nEB Xn; 
(e) II Tx is dependent II = V BE [wJw (I\nEB Xn V I\nEB X~); 
(0 IITx is infinite II = I\ kEw V k?n Xn (= lim sup x); 
(g) li B c' Tx ll = V kEw I\nEB\k xn( = liminfnEB xn); 
(h) IllTxnB I =wll = I\kEw V nEB\kxn(=limsuPnEBxn), 
Proof 
(a) II Tx = w ll = II Vn E w n E Tx ll = I\nEw li n E Txll = I\nEw Xn· 
(b) II Tx is cofinitell = 11 3k E w Vn :::: k n E Txll = V kEw I\n>k li n E Tx ll = 
V kEw I\n>k xn· -
(c) liT: is old infinitell = 11 3B E ([w]W)V· Tx = BII = V BE[wJw Ih = BII = 
V BE[wJw II Vn E w n E Tx {=} n E B II = V BE[wJw I\nEw li n E Tx {=} n E BII = 
V BE[w)w I\nEw (lin E Tx 1\ n E BII v li n if- Tx 1\ n if- BII) = (V BE[wJw I\nEB Xn ) 
v (V BE [wJW I\nEw\B X~) = V BE[w)w I\nEw x~B(n) . 
(d) II Tx is supported II = 11 3B E ([w]W)v· B C Txl l = V BE[wJW liB C Tx ll = 
V BE[wJW II Vn E B n E Tx ll = V BE[wJW I\nEB lin E Tx ll = V BE[wJW I\nEB xn· 
(e) IITx is dependent II = 11 3B E ([w]W)v· B C Tx V B e w \ Txll = V BE[w)w 
liB C Tx V B e w \ Tx ll = V BE[wJW II Vn E B n E Txll V II Vn E B n if- Tx ll = 
V BE[wJW (I\nEB Xn V I\nEB x~) . 
(0 II Tx is infinitell = II Vk E w 3n :::: k n E Tx II = I\kEw V k>n Xn· 
(g) li B c' Txll = 113k E w Vn E B \ k n E Tx ll = V kEw I\~EB\k Xn· 
(h) Ill Tx n BI = wll = II Vk E w 3n :::: k n E Tx 1\ n E BII = I\kEw 11 3n E 
(B \ k)" n E Txll = I\k Ew V nEB\k Xn. 0 
Lemma 4.2.3 For an arbi trary sequence x and an infinite A C w we have 
Ih = wll ::; IITx is cofinitell ::; II Tx is old infinite II ::; 
::; Ih is supported II ::; II Tx is infinite dependent II ::; IITx is infinitell ; 
II Tx is cofinitell ::; IIA C' Tx II ::; IllTx n AI = w ll ::; II Tx is infinitell· 
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Proof The first sequence of inequalities follows from the sequence of implications 
A = w ~ A is cofinite ~ A is old infinite ~ 
~ A is supported ~ A is infinite dependent ~ A is intinite. 
The second sequence of inequalities follows from Lemma 3.3.5. o 
For each y -< x there exists f Ew T such that y = x 0 f. Can we express 
lim supy, lim supy and the nice name Ty, by Tx and f ? The answer is in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.4 If x is a sequence in IB and f Ew Tw then 
(a) 1 11- Txof = ]-1 [Tx]. 
(b) lim supx 0 f = IIlf[wr n Tx l = wll· 
(c) lim inf x 0 f = IIJ[wr c· Txll . 
(d) 1 11- Tx' = w \ Tx, where x' = (x~ : n Ew). 
Proof (a) Suppose G is a B-generic tilter over V. Then n E (Txof)C iff x f(n) E G 
iff f(n) E (Tx)C iff n E f - l[(Tx)C], which completes this part of the proof. 
(b) Using (a) and Theorem 4.2.2(f), since f is an injection, we obtain that 
limsup x 0 f = IllTxof l = wll = II If-I [TX] I = wll = II/f [wr n Txl = wll· 
(c) Similar to the proof of (b). 
(d) Follows from the fact that n E (Tx')C iff x~ E G iff Xn if. G iff n E 
w \ (Tx)c. 0 
For a sequence x in a c.B .a. IB we introduce two elements ax and bx . 
Definition 4.2.5 Let IB be a c.B.a. If x is a sequence in IB, then let 
ax I\ AE[w]W V BE[A]w V kEw I\nEB\k Xn ; 
bx V AE[w]w I\ BE[AjW I\ kEw V nEB\k x n · 
Lemma 4.2.6 Let x be a sequence in a c.B.a IB. Then 
ax I\ AE[wjW V B E[Ajw lim in fn EB Xn 
I\ AE[wjW V BE[Ajw liB c· Txll 
IIVA E (([w]W)v)' 3B E (( [At)v)' B C· Txll 
IIVA E (( [w]W)v )' 3B E (([At) v)' B C Tx ll 
I\ AE[wjW V BE[Ajw I\nEB Xn ; 
bx V AE[wjw I\ BE[AjW lim s uPnEB Xn 
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V AElw]W !\ BEIA]W IllTx n HI = wll 
113A E (([wt) v)" \I B E (([Att )" /rx n BI = wl l 
113A E (([w]W)v)"\lB E (([A]W)v)" Tx n B # 011 
V AElw]W !\B EIA]W V nEB Xn · 
Lemma 4.2.7 For a sequence x E ]a we have 
lim inf x ::; ax ::; I/ Tx is supportedl/ ::; bx ::; lim sup x. 
Proof The only thing which is not obvious is I/Tx is supportedl/ ::; bx , i.e. 
V BE [w]w !\nEB Xn ::; V BE[w]w !\AEIB]W V nEA Xn · 
But, this follows directly from the statement 
where B is an infinite subset of w. o 
4.3 Mappings on wand matrices 
Definition 4.3.1 A c.B.a. lE is (1\: , A)-distributive iff for any matrix [aa,iJ a E 
1\:, {3 E A] in lE there holds 
lE is (1\: ,00 )-distributive iff it is (1\:, A) -distributive for every A, and ]a is com-
pletely distributive iff it is (1\:, A)-distributive for each I\: and A. 
If lE is (1\:, A)-distributive, then it is (1\:/, AI)-distributive, for each 1\:1 ::; I\: and 
AI ::; A. 
For finite I\: and A di stributive laws are satisfied. Al so, each Boolean algebra is 
(I\:, 1 )-distributive for each cardinal I\:. 
Remark 4.3.2 A complete Boolean algebra ]a is (1\:, A)-distributive iff in each 
generic extension each function from I\: to A belongs to the ground model. 
A complete Boolean algebra ]a is (w,2)-distributive iff lE does not add new 
reals by forcing . 
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Definition 4.3.3 A Boolean algebra lB is (w, K:)-weakly distributive iff for each 
matrix [ana : n Ew, a E K:] in lB we have 
A nEw V aEI< ana = V!:w_[I<J<w A nEw V aE! (n) ana· (4.2) 
A Boolean algebra lB is called weakly distributive iff it is (w, w)-weakly dis-
tributive. 
Namba [42] has shown the consistency of the equivalence between (w, wJ)-
weak distributivity and weak distributivity, and also the consistency that these two 
conditions are not equivalent. 
Now we give two technical lemmas about matrices in c.B.a.'s and names of 
functions from w into w. 
Lemma 4.3.4 Let b II- 7 C (w2 r. Then 
b II- 7 : W -t W <=} V'n E w {II (n , k t E 711 /\ b : k E w} is a quasi-partition of b. 
Proof First, let us notice that 
117 : W -t wll lIV'n E w 3k E w (n , k) E 711 
/\ lIV'n E wV'k E wV'1 > k-.( (n,k) E 7 /\ (n, l ) E 7)11 . 
(=» The inequality b S 117: w -t wll (which is equivalent to b II- 7 : W -t w) 
implies b S A nEw V kEw II (n , k)' E 7 11 . Therefore, for each nEw we have 
b = b /\ V kEW II (n,k), E 711. so 
b = V k Ew (lI (n , k)- E 711 /\ b). (4.3) 
Also, we have 
so for each n , k E w and I > k there holds 
i.e. 
b /\ ( lI (n, k)- E 711 /\ lI (n , l ), E 711 ) = O. 
Therefore 
( lI (n, k)' E 711 /\ b) /\ (lI (n , It E 7 11/\ b) = 0, k =I I (4.4) 
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(~) For each n E w let the fami ly {II (n, k)" E Til A b : k E w} be a quasi-
partition of b. Let us prove that b II- T : W -t W. Let bEG where G is a generic 
filter in llll and letn E w. The family {11 (n, k)"E Til A b : k E w} satisfies (4.3) and 
(4.4), which implies that 
{11(n, k)"E Til Ab : k E w} \ {OJ 
is a maximal antichain below b. So, there exists a unique k E w such that II (n, kt E 
Til A b E G, which gives us that II (n, kt E Til E G, i.e. (n, k) E Te. Hence, 
"In E w 31k E w (n , k) E Te, which implies that Te n w2 : w -t w. But, since 
b II- T C (w2)~ we have Te : w -t W. 0 
Lemma 4.3.5 Let <p be a formula of ZFC and 
b II- T : W -t W A T is increasing A <p (T). 
Then there exists a very nice name a for a subset of w2, such that 
(a) 1 II- a : W -t W A a is increasing; 
(b) b II- a : W -t W A a is increasing A <p(a) . 
(4.5) 
Proof Let (4.5) hold, and let us define a = { ( (n, kt, Cn,k) : n, k E w}, where 
(a) Let G be a generic filter in llll. Then we have two possibilities: 
l Ob E G. Let us prove that 
ae = Te · (4.6) 
(c) Since doma = w2, we have that ae C w2. Let (n, k ) E ae. Then 
(n,kte E ae = {-ITe : 3q E G(7r,q) E a}, so there exists q E G such that 
((n, kt, q) E a, which implies q = Cn,k E G. lf n ~ k, then II (n, kt E TIl Ab E G, 
which gives us lI (n,kt E Til E G, i.e. (n ,k) E Te. Ifn = k then lI (n,k) - E 
Til v b' E G . From bEG it follows that II (n, k t E Til Ab E G, which, again, gives 
(n, k) E Te . 
(J) From b II- T : W -t wand b E G it follows that Te C w2 . Let (n, k) E Te. 
Then II (n, k)- E Til E G, and also II (n , k)- E Til A b E G. We have that Cn,k ~ 
II (n, kt E Til A b, so Cn,k E G, and, therefore, (n, k) E ae. 
As b EG, from (4.5) it follows that Te : w -t W is an increasing function. 
Now, (4.6) implies 
ae : w -t W A ae is an increasing function. (4.7) 
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2° b' E G. Let us prove that 
O"G = idw (4.8) 
(C) Let (n, k) E O"G . Then also Cn,k E G. From n 01 k it would fo llow that 
b E G, which is impossible. Therefore n = k, and (n, k) E idw . 
(::l) Let (n, n) E idw. Since b' E G, we have Cn,n = II (n, n)- E Til v b' E G, 
and therefore (n , n) E O"G. 
Since idw : w -> w is an increasing function, we have proved (a). 
(b) In (a) it is showen that b II- 0" = T . From that and (4.5) we obtain (b). 0 
Theorem 4.3.6 [5, p.7] For a Boolean algebra Jrn the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) Jrn is weakly distributive; 
(b) Jrn is wW-bounding, i.e. 111- Vg E wW 3f E (wW n V)" 9 ~ f ; 
(c) For each increasing matrix lank] there holds V f EwW lim inf anf(n) = 1; 
(d) For each decreasing matrix [bnk ] there holds A f Eww lim sup bn f (n ) = o. 
Proof (a)<=?(b). According to [26, p. 264], Jrn is weakly distributive iff Jrn is an 
WW -bounding. 
(a)=> (c). Let Jrn be a weakly distributive Boolean algebra and let lank ] be an 
increasing matrix in Jrn. So, AnEW V kEw ank = A nEW 1 = 1. From (4.2) it fo llows 
that 
V f:w-+ lwJ <w A nEW V aEf(n) ana = 1. (4 .9) 
Let f : w -> [w] <w and nEw. Then f (n) is a finite subset of w. Since, the matrix 
la nk ] is increasing, we have V aE f (n) ano< = an,rnax f(n). So, 
V f :w-+ lwJ<w AnEw an,rnaxf(n) = 1. (4.10) 
Let us prove 
V gEww A n Ewang(n) = l. (4. 11 ) 
Let a > O. Equality (4.10) implies that there exists a fu nction f E WW such 
that AnEW an,rnax f(n) 1\ a > O. Let 9 E WW be the function defi ned by g(n) 
max f(n) . Then A nEw a ng(n) 1\ a > 0, and also 
(V gEwW A nEW ang(n» ) 1\ a > o. (4. 12) 
From this it fo llows (4.11 ), since, otherwise, for a = (V gEwW AnEw a ng(n» ) ' 
equality (4. 12) is not true. 
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For each function 9 E WW we have lim inf ang(n) ::: AnEw ang(n)' From this 
and (4.11) it follows 
V gEwW lim inf ang(n) ::: 1. 
(c)=>(b). One can verify that a Boolean algebra lffi is wW-bounding iff 
(4.13) 
Let T be a nice name for a function which maps w into w, i.e. T = {( (n, kt, ank ) : 
n , k E w} and 111- T: W -> W. Then the sets {ank : k E w }, nEw, by Lemma 
4.3.4, are quasi-partitions of the unity. Let us define bnk = V i<k ani , k , n Ew. 
The matrix [bnkJ is increasing, so -
V!EWW lim inf bn! (n) = 1. (4.14) 
There holds 
V!EwW lim inf bn!(n) V!EwW V mEw A n?m Vi~!(n) ani 
113f E (WW n Vr 3m E W \:In ::: m 3i :::; f(n) T(n) = ill 
113f E (WW n Vr 3m E w \:In::: m T(n) :::; f(n)1I 
113f E (WW n Vr T :::;* fll . 
Therefore, and from (4.14) it follows 
113f E (WW n vr T :::;* fll = 1, 
which completes this part of the proof. 
(c)=>(d). Let [bnkJ be a decreasing matrix. Then, according to Lemma 3.3.3, 
the matrix [b~kl is increasing. So, (c) implies that 
so 
which is equivalent to 
A!EWW lim sup bn!(n) = O. 
(d) =>(c). Analogously. o 
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Theorem 4.3.7 [5, Lemma 3.5.] For a Boolean algebra lffi the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) lffi is weakly-distributive and b - cc; 
(b) For each increasing matrix rank ] there exists 9 E wW such that 
liminf a ng(n ) = 1; 
(c) For each decreasing matrix [bnk ] there exists 9 E wW such that 
lim sup bng(n) = o. 
Proof (a)=;' (b) . Let lffi be a weakly distributive b-cc Boolean algebra and let [Unk ] 
be an increasing matrix . According to Theorem 4.3 .6 we have 
V / Eww lim inf an,j(n) = 1. 
Since lffi is b-cc, there exists a family rp c wW of size less then b such that 
V / E<p lim inf an/(n) = 1. (4.15) 
Also, there exists a function 9 E wW such that for all f E rp we have f ~* g. 
Since rank] is an increasing matrix, for all f E rp we have that liminf an,j(n) ~ 
lim inf an,g(n), and, therefore 
lim inf ang(n ) = 1. 
(b)=;.(a). Let (b) hold. Then, by Theorem 4.3.6, lffi is weakly distributive. Let 
us prove that lffi is b-cc. To prove this, we will show that for each A C lffi, where A 
is a partition of the unity, we have IAI < b. Let {fa E WW : a E A} be a family of 
functions, and let 
Unk = V{a E A : fa(n) < k}. (4.16) 
One can easily verify that the matrix rank ] is increasing. Therefore, there exists a 
function 9 E WW such that 
liminf ang(n) = V A ang(n) = 1. 
mEwn;:::m 
Since A is an antichain, for each a E A there exists an ma E w such that 
/\n?ma ang(n) 2: a, which implies that ang(n) 2: a , for each n 2: mao Since 
ang(n) = V { a E A: fa(n) < g(n)}, 
we conclude that f a(n) < g(n) for each n 2: m ao Therefore, the family {fa E 
WW : a E A} is bounded by g. Since we can bound each family of functions of size 
IAI, we conclude that the size of each antichain is less then b. 
(b)¢?(c) . The proof is analogous to the proof (c){=(d) of Theorem 4.3.6. 0 
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Remark 4.3.8 The regular-open algebra of the Sacks forcing (see [44]) is an ex-
ample of a Boolean algebra which is weakly-distributive, but not b-cc. Cohen 
forcing (see [14]) is b-cc but not weakly-distributive. Random forcing (see [33]) is 
weakly-distributive and b-cc. 
Part II 
Topologies on complete Boolean 
algebras 
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In mathematics, you don't understand things. 
You just get used to them. 
John von Neumann 
Chapter 5 
The sequential topology on 
complete Boolean algebras 
This chapter is reserved for the sequential topology Ts on complete Boolean alge-
bras . Section 5.1 contains known results related to Ts. In Section 5.2 the class of 
lim sup-stable algebras and condition (Ii) is defined, which are more investigated 
in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 is reserved for new results about topological limit in 
Boolean algebras with the sequential topology. In Section 5.5 the class of sequen-
tially compact spaces with the sequential topology is characterized. It is proved 
that the space (lB, Ts ) is sequentially compact iff lB is a lim sup-stable algebra and 
forcing by lB does not produce independent reals. 
5.1 Basic properties 
Let lB be a complete Boolean algebra and x a sequence in lB. The operator of the 
algebraic convergence AA (see Definition 3.3.12) is defined by 
if lim inf x = lim sup x 
if lim inf x < lim sup x 
According to Theorem 4.2.2 there holds 
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AA(X) = { {IITx is ~finitell} 
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if IITx is cofinitell = IITx is infinitell 
if IITx is cofinitell < IITx is infinitell 
The topology generated by AA as an a priori limit operator is known as the se-
quential topology on complete Boolean algebras and denoted by Ts. This topology 
is closely related to von Neuman's problem [38] , since Dorothy Maharam in 1947 
[37] showed that the existence of the Maharam submeasure on lB is equivalent to 
metrizability of the space (lB, Ts ). 
The results given in this section are amalgamation of results presented in papers 
[5], [6], [7] and [37]. Most of them will be given without proof. 
By Lemma 3.3.14, the a priori limit operator AA satisfies conditions (Ll) and 
(L2) and AA-limit is an empty set or a singleton. These conditions are still not 
enough to ensure the equality between the a priori and the a posteriori convergence. 
Concerning the a posteriori convergence we have the following. 
Theorem 5.1.1 [5, p.4] The sequence x converges a posteriori to the point a iff 
each subsequence of x has a subsequence that converges to a a priori . 
By Theorem 2.3.9, A:4, the closure of a priori operator AA under (L3) has also 
the unique limit. By a known result of Kisynski (see [32] and [16, 1.7.19]), the a 
posteriori limit operator coincides with A:4 and it is an empty set or a singleton. 
Therefore, instead limTs x = {b} we will briefly write lim x = b or x ---> Ts b. From 
the uniqueness of the topological limit it follows that the singletons are closed sets, 
and the space (lB, Ts) is aT I-space. 
(lB, Ts) is a sequential space, but it must not be a Fn!chet space and (lB, Ts) is 
a Frechet space iff for the operator u (see Definition 2.3.11) there holds u = u 2 . 
Moreover, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1.2 [5, Th. 3.4.] The space (lB, Ts) is a Frechet space iff lB is weakly 
distributive and b-cc. 
If lB is a measure algebra with the measure J.L , then, as mentioned in Theorem 
3.4.4, d(a , b) = J.L(a6 b) is a metric on lB, but also the topology generated by the 
metric d and Ts coincide. 
In the space (lB, Ts) the operation of complementation is continuous. Also, for 
a fixed element a, the function which maps an element x to a A x (a V x , a6x) is 
continuous. But meet and join, A and V, as mappings from lB2 into lB, are not con-
tinuous in general. For any two elements a and b, the mapping f( x) = (x6 b)6a 
is an automorphism satisfying f( a) = band f(b) = a. Therefore, the space is 
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homogeneous, which implies that the topology Ts is determined by the neighbor-
hoods of 0, denoted by No, and if a E U E Ts, then a6 U E No. Therefore, 
if Iffi is infinite, there are no isolated points (the space is perfect). Concerning a 
neighborhood base of 0, we have fo llowing. 
Theorem 5.1.3 [5, Prop. 3.1.] If (B , Ts) is a Fn!chet space, then for every V E No 
there exists U C V such that U E No and U is downward closed. 
The family of downward closed neighborhoods of 0 is denoted by N{ If N~ 
is a neighborhood base of 0, then the family a6N~ is a neighborhood base of the 
point a. 
The space (Iffi, Ts) is not always a Hausdorff space. In fact, this is rather strong 
condition . 
Theorem 5.1.4 [5, Th. 4.1.] If (Iffi, Ts) is a Hausdorff space, then Iffi is (w , Wl) -
weakly distributive, which implies weak distributivi ty. 
Theorem 5.1.5 [5] For each cardinal "', (P(",) , Ts) is a Hausdorff space. 
Theorem 5.1.6 [5, Cor. 4.8.] If (Iffi, Ts) is a regular space, then Iffi is a ccc algebra. 
Let us notice that P(wd is not a ccc algebra, and, by the previous theorem, 
(P(Wl) ' Ts) is not a regular space . 
Theorem 5.1.7 [5, Th. 5.1.] Let Iffi be a c.B.a. Then the fo llowing conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) lffi is ccc and (lffi, Ts) is a Hausdorff space; 
(b) There exists a countable family {Un n Ew } C No such that 
n nEw Un = {O}; 
(c) The operation V is continuous in (0,0); 
(d) (Iffi , Ts) is a regular space; 
(e) (Iffi, Ts) is a metrizable space; 
(f) Iffi caries a strictly positive Maharam submeasure. 
Since every Boolean algebra which caries Maharam submeasure is a ccc and 
a weakly distributive algebra, there holds that each metrizable space of the form 
(Iffi, Ts) is a Frechet space. The reverse is not true in general, since the Sus lin 
algebra with the sequenti al topology is a Frechet space which is not Hausdorff. 
Also, (P(b), Ts) is a Hausdorff space which is not Frechet. 
Concerning the Boolean algebra P(",) we have: 
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Theorem 5.1.8 [5, Ex. 4.3] 
(a) Tychonoff product topology on P(K) (which can be identified with the Can-
tor cube 2") is coarser than the sequential topology Ts. 
(b) For uncountable K, the space (P(K) , Ts) is not compact. 
(c) For uncountable K, the product topology is strictly coarser than Ts. 
(d) (P(w), Ts) is homeomorphic to the Cantor set 2w. 
(e) (P(w) , Ts) is a compact space. 
5.2 Condition (Ii) 
Definition 5.2.1 Let x be a sequence in a c.B.a. lit. The sequence x is lim sup-
stable iff for each subsequence y -< x we have lim sup y = lim sup x. 
The sequence x is liminf-stable iff for each subsequence y -< x we have 
lim inf y = lim inf x. 
The Boolean algebra lffi is lim sup-stable iff each sequence has a lim sup-stable 
subsequence. 
One can easily verify that lIB is lim sup-stable iff each sequence has a liminf-
stable subsequence. 
Definition 5.2.2 Let x be a sequence in a c.B.a. lit. A set A E [w]W is x-stable iff 
VB E [At IllTx n HI = wll = IllTx n AI = wll 
Definition 5.2.3 A c.B.a. lffi satisfies condition (n) iff for each sequence x the set 
Dx = {A E [wt : A is x-stable} 
is dense in ([w]W, C). 
Lemma 5.2.4 The set Dx is downward closed in ([w]W, C). 
Proof Let Al is a x-stable set and A2 C AI . We will prove that A2 is x -
stable. Let B C A 2. Then B C Al and since A is x-stable, Il lTx n HI = wll = 
IllTx nAIl = w\l. Fro~ A2 C Al it follows lllTx n A21 = wll = IllTx nAIl = wll , 
which implies IITx n BI = wll = IllTx n A21 = wll ' witnessing that A2 is a x-
stable set. 0 
Theorem 5.2.5 A c.B.a. lIB is lim sup-stable iff it satisfies condition (n). 
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Proof (=» Let lffi be a lim sup-stable algebra, i.e. 
\Ix E lffiw :Jy -< x\lz -< y limsup z = lim supy. (5.1) 
Let x E lffiw and S E [w]w. Let f : w -> S be the natural isomorphism. Then 
Xo = x ° f E lffiw, so, by (5.1), there exists y -< Xo such that 
\lz -< y limsup z = lim supy. (5 .2) 
Now y = xoog, for some 9 E wiw and clearly A = f[g[wlJ E [S]w . Let BE [A]w. 
Since C = g-l(J - l[BIJ E [w]W there exists the natural isomorphism h : w -> C 
and for z = yo h = x ° f og ° h we have z -< y, so by (5.2) there holds 
lim sup x ° f og ° h = lim sup x ° f og that is, by Lemma 4.2.4(b), Illf[g[h[wlJf n 
Tx l = wll = IIIJ(g[w]f n Txl = wll · Since B C f[g[wlJ we have J(g[h[wlll = B, 
hence IIIB n Tx l = wll = lilA n Txl = wll and (Ii) holds. 
( ¢=) Let (Ii) hold and x E lffiw. Then there is A E [w ]W such that 
(5.3) 
If f : w -> A is the natural isomorphism, then y = x ° f -< x. For an arbitrary 
z -< y there exists 9 E w iw such that z = yo 9 and for f[g[wlJ E [A]W, according 
to (5 .3), we have IIlf[g[wJr n Txl = wll = IIIJ(wt n Txl = wll that is, by Lemma 
4 .2.4(b), lim sup x ° fog = lim sup x 0 f . Hence lim sup z = lim sup y. 0 
Lemma 5.2.6 A c.B.a. lffi satisfies (Ii) if and only if for each sequence x E lffiw the 
set 
t:::.x = {A E [wt : \lB E [At liB c* Txll = II A c' Tx ll} 
is dense in the partial order ([w)W, c). 
Proof Firstly we prove that for each sequence x E lffiw and each A, B E [w]W there 
holds 
IIIB n Txl = wll = lilA n Txl = wll {=} liB c* T",' II = IIA c* Tx'lI , (5.4) 
where x' = (x~ : nEw). The left-hand side equality holds iff IIIB n Tx l < wll = 
lilA n Tx l < wi!. that is liB c* w \ Tx ll = IIA c' w \ Tx ll which is, by Lemma 
4.2.4, equivalent to the right-hand side equality and the (5.4) is proved. Hence 
\Ix E lffiw Dx = t:::.x" (5.5) 
Let condition (Ii) hold, and let x E lffiw. Then x' E jBw, and because of (Ii), Dx' is a 
dense subset of [w]w. By (5.5) the set t:::. x is dense in [w]W and "=>" is proved. The 
proof of the another implication is analogous. 0 
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5.3 Condition (n) and cellularity 
Theorem 5.3.1 [3] If a c.B.a. lffi satisfies the t - cc, then it satisfies (Ii). 
Proof Suppose that lffi does not satisfy (Ii) . Then there exists S E [wlW such that 
Using the elementary properties of forcing we easily prove that for each A , B E 
[wlW we have 
((B c* A) 1\ (1I 1B n Tx l = wll < lilA n Txl = wll)) =} (B ~* A). (5 .7) 
Using recursion we define a sequence of sets A", E [SlW, Q < t, such that 
Let Ao = S. Let ~ < t and let us define A"" Q < ~, such that (5.8) holds. 
If ~ = Q+ 1, then A", E [SlW, and, becouse of (5.6), we can choose A€ E [A",lW 
such that III A€ n Tx l = wll < IliA", n Txl = wll. By (5.7), there holds A€ ~ * A"" 
so the sequence A"" Q :<::: ~ , satisfi es (5 .8). 
If ~ is a limit ordinal, then, since ~ < l and (by the hypothesis) ({A", : Q < 
0, * ~) is a well-ordered set, the family {A", : Q < 0 has a pseudointersection 
A E [SlW, i.e. 
(5.9) 
which implies 
(5 .10) 
Now, using (5.6), we choose A€ E [A1W such that III A€ n Txl = wll < IliA n Txl = 
wll . By (5.7) this implies A€ ~* A which, according to (5.9) and (5.10), implies 
Hence the sequence A"" Q :<::: ~ , satisfies (5.8) again. 
So, for b", = lilA", n Txl = wll we obtain a decreasing sequence (b", : Q < t) 
in lffi. Therefore the set {b", \ b"' H : Q < t} C lffi+ is an antichain in lffi witnessing 
lffi is not t-cc. 0 
Theorem 5.3.2 If a c.B.a. lffi satisfies (Ii) , then it satisfies the 5 - CC. 
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Proof Suppose lffi is not 5-CC. Let A = {ba : a < 5} C lffi+ be a maximal antichain 
of size 5 and let S = {So: a < 5} c [wlW be a splitting family. We defi ne a name 
for a subset of w, T, by 
Firstly we prove that for each a < 5 there holds 
(5 .11) 
Let boo E G, where G is a lffi-generic filter over V. If n E TG, then Xn = V {ba : 
a < 5 /\ n E So} E G, which implies that boo /\ Xn E G and consequently there 
is a < 5 such that n E So and boo /\ ba > O. This implies a = ao and n E Sao ' 
Conversely, if n E Sao' then baD :S X n , thus Xn E G and n E TG . SO TG = Sao 
and (5.11) is proved. 
Let us prove 
Let A E [wlW and let Sao split A. Then B = A \ Sao E [A1W, so 
III BnTI =w ll :S II IAnTI =w ll · (5 .13) 
Also we have IA n Sao I = wand, by (5 .11), baD If- T = Sao' thus bao If- 1,.1 n 
TI = w, that is baD :S IliA n TI = w II· Suppose the equality holds in (5.13). 
Then, by the last inequality, baD If- IB n TI = wand, according to (5. 11) we have 
boo If-IB n Sao I = w, which is impossible. Thus we have "<" in (5.13) and (5. 13) 
is proved. Now, by (5. 12), the sequence x = (xn : n Ew) witnesses lffi does not 
satisfy (Ii). 0 
Theorem 5.3.3 Let lffi be an {w, 2)-distributive c .B .a. Then lffi satisfies (Ii) if and 
only if lffi is 5-CC. 
Proof By the previous theorem the implication " ¢=" remains to be proved. Sup-
pose .(Ii). Then there exist x E lffiw and S E [wl W such that 
\fA E [SlW 3B E [A1W IliA n Tx l = w /\ IB n Txl < w ll > O. (5 .14) 
Since lffi is (w, 2)-distributive there holds 1 If- Tx E (P{w) Vr Let 
T = {C E [wt : IITx = Gil > O} 
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and for C E T let bc = IITx = CII . Firstly we prove that {bc : C E T} is a 
maximal antichain below b = IIITxl = wll . Clearly bc ::; b, for all C E T and 
bC l A bC2 = 0, for different C I , C2 E T. Since 1 If- Tx E (P (w)v r we have 
b If- 3C E (([w]W) vy Tx = C, that is 'r/p E (0 , b] 3C E [w]W P A bc > 0 and the 
maximality is proved. 
Now we prove T is a splitting family on the set S. Let A E [S]w. By (5 .14) 
there is B E [A]W such that b* = IliA n Txl = w A IE n Txl < wll > o. Clearly, 
b* ::; b, so there is Co E T such that b* A bco > O. Let G be a la-generic filter 
containing b* A bco. Then, in VJR [G], we have (Tx)C = Co, I(Tx)c n AI = wand 
I(Tx)c n BI < w, which implies that Co splits A. 
Since ITI ~ 5, {bc : C E T} is an antichain in la of size ~ 5, thus la is not a 
5-CC algebra. 0 
Corollary 5.3.4 (a) Let K, ~ w be a cardinal. The algebra P(K,) is not K,-CC and 
satisfies (Ii) if and only if K, < 5. 
(b) The implication "(Ii) => 5-CC" is the best possible in ZFC, more precisely 
5 = min {K, E Card: Each c.B.a. having (Ii) has the K,-cc} . 
(c) ZFC If (Ii) => K,-CC, for K, E {t , ~ , b}. 
(d) ZFC If b-cc => (Ii). 
Proof (a) Clearly P(K,) is not a K,-CC algebra and it is (w, 2)-distributive. So, by 
Theorem 5.3.3, P(K,) satisfies (Ii) iff P(K,) is 5-CC iff K, < 5. 
(b) The inequality "~" follows from Theorem 5.3.2. For a proof of " ::;" sup-
pose K, < 5. Then, by (a), the algebra P( K,) satisfies (Ii) , but it is not K,-cc. 
(c) Since ZFC r t ::; ~ ::; b (see [4]) and Con(b < 5) (see [12]), for K, E 
{t, ~, b} we have Con(K, < 5) . So in a model of K, < 5 the algebra P(K,) has (Ii) 
(by (a» but it is not K,-cc. 
(d) It is well-known that Con(5 < b) (see, for example, [45]). So in a model 
of 5 < b the algebra P(5) is b-cc but it does not satisfy condition (Ii) by (a). 0 
Corollary 5.3.5 Conditions (Ii) and ccc are equivalent (in the class of all c.B.a's) 
if and only if 5 = WI. 
Proof Let (Ii) ¢o> ccc and suppose 5 > WI . Then, by Theorem 5.3 .3, P (WI) satisfies 
(Ii), that is ccc, which is not true. Thus 5 = WI . Conversely, if 5 = WI , then clearly 
t = WI and using Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 we obtain (Ii) ¢o> WrCC . 0 
So "(Ii) {=} 5-CC" is consistent. We do not know whether ZFC r 5-CC => (Ii), 
even whether ZFC r ~-cc => (Ii). 
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5.4 A posteriori convergence 
In spaces of the form (lffi, Ts) the a priori and the a posteriori convergence must not 
coincide. We have already mentioned that a sequence converges a posteriori iff 
each subsequence has a subsequence which converges a priori. In the next theorem 
several equivalent conditions for the a posteriori convergence in Ts will be given. 
Theorem 5.4.1 Let lffi a c.B.a. and x E lffiw. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) lim x = b; 
(b) Vy -< x 3z -< y z --> b; 
(c) V fEW Tw 3g E w Tw lim sup x 0 f o g = lim inf x 0 fog = b; 
(d) VA E [wJw 3B E [A]W IllTx n BI = wll = liB c* Txll = b; 
(e) VA E [w]W 3B E [A]W lim suPnEB Xn = liminfnEB Xn = b. 
Proof The equivalence (a)<=>(b) is Theorem 5.1.1. Clearly, (c) is (b) and (d) is (e) 
written in another way. 
(c)=>(d) . Let condition (c) hold. Let A E [w]W and let fA : w --> w be the 
increasing enumeration of the set A. Then, by (c), there is a function 9 E w Tw such 
that 
lim sup x 0 fA 0 9 = liminfx 0 fA 0 9 = b. (5 .15) 
Since fA and 9 are injections we have B d;j fA [g[wll E [A]W and using Theorem 
4.2.2 and (5 .15) we obtain IIIB n Tx l = wll = liB c* Txll = b. 
(d)=>(c). Let (d) hold, let f E wTw and A = J[w]. Then by (d) there exists 
B E [A]W such that 
IIIB n Txl = wll = liB c* Txll = b. (5.16) 
Let C = f- 1 [B] and let 9C : w --> w be the increasing enumeration of the set C. 
Since B C J[w] we have f[gc [wJ] = B, so, by Theorem 4.2.2 and (5.16) there 
holds lim sup x 0 f 0 9C = lim inf x 0 f 0 gC = b and (c) is proved. 0 
Definition 5.4.2 For a sequence x E lffiw and element b E lB let 
Db = {B E [wt: IllTx n BI = wll = liB C· Txll = b} 
Jt = [w]<w U Db 
Lemma 5.4.3 The set Db is closed toward subsets and join in [w]w. The set Jt is 
equal to P(w) or it is an ideal in P(w). 
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Proof It is sufficient to prove that It is P(w) or an ideal, since Db = [w]W n Jr 
Assuming Jbx =1= P(w) we prove that J{ is an ideal. 
(12) Let C C B E J bx . If C is a finite set, then clearly C E Jbx . Otherwise, 
since 1 If- B C* Tx => e C· Tx => /e nTx/ = w => /BnTx/ = w, by Fact 4.1.2(b), 
we have b = liB c· Tx /I S lie c* Txll S IIlenTxl = wll S II/BnTxl = wll = b, 
thus C E J{ . 
(II) Clearly, 0 E J{ and, by (12), w E J bx would imply J bx = P(w), thus 
w rt J bx . 
(13) Assuming B , C E Jbx we will pro~e that B U C E Jl . If the sets Band C 
are infinite, then II I (BUCrnTx = wll = IIIB nTx / = wll vlllCnTx/ = wll = bv b = 
band II(BuCr c' Txll = liB c* Tx ll !\ lie c* Txll = b!\b = b, so BuC E Jr 
If the sets Band C are finite, then B U C E [w] <w C J bx. Finally, if exactly one 
of two sets, say B, is finite, then III (B U crn Txl = wll = IIle n Txl = wll = band 
II(B u Cr c · Tx ll = lie c' Txll = b, thus B U C E J bx again. 0 
Theorem 5.4.4 Let IB be a c.B.a. For a sequence x E lffiw and element b E lffi we 
have: 
(i) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) x --;T
s 
b (converges a posteriori) ; 
(b) Db is dense in ([w]W, C); 
(c) Jt E {P(w)} UTall(w). 
(ii) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) x --; b (converges a priori); 
(b) Db = [w]W; 
(c) Jt = P(w). 
(iii) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) x --;Ts b and x f> b; 
(b) Jt E Tall (w). 
(iv) If x --;Ts b and x f> b then there exists an extension VldG] in which real (Tx)C 
or w \ (Tx)C kills Jt. 
Proof (ii) Since, [w]W U [w]<w = P(w) , (b) is equivalent to (c). Let us prove that 
(a) is equivalent to (c). According to the definition of the algebraic convergence, 
x --; b if and only if lim sup x = lim inf x = b, that is, by Theorem 4.2.2, II ITxl = 
wll = IIw C* Tx ll = b, which is equivalent to w E J bx, and, by Lemma 5.4.3, to 
J bx = P(w). 
(i) Equivalence between (b) and (c) follows directly from Fact 3.2.2 (b). Now, 
let us prove that (a) ¢} (c). Let x --;Ts b. If J{ = P(w) we are done. Otherwise, 
by Lemma 5.4.3, Jbx is an ideal in P (w) and by (d) of Theorem 5.4.1 it is tall. 
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Conversely, if 3bx is a tall ideal, then (d) of Theorem 5.4.1 holds and x -tT • b. 
Otherwise 3bx = P (w) so, by (ii), x -t b, which implies that x -tT• b. 
(iii) Follows directly from (i) and (ii). 
(iv) Let x -tTs b and x -;-. b. For each B E 3bx n [wlW we have lim inf x = 
Il w c' Tx ll :S liB c' Tx ll = b = IIIB n Txl = w ll :S IIITxl = wll = lim supx. 
Since x -;-. b we have lim inf x < lim sup x , so lim inf x < b or b < lim sup x. 
If liminf x < b, then c = b A IIlw \ Tx l = wll > O. Now c :S b implies 
c:S liB c' Txll,for each B E 3 { n [wlW which means that c If- VB E 3t lB nw \ 
Tx l < W. Thus if Gis lffi-generic filter and c E G , then in Vo[Gl the set w \ (Tx )C 
is infinite and kills the tall ideal 3bx . 
If b < lim sup x , then c = b' A III Tx l = w ll > O. Now c :S b' implies 
c :S IIIB n Txl < wll , for all B E 3{ n [wlW which implies that c If- VB E 
3t lB n Txl < w. So c forces that the set Tx is infinite and kills 3{ 0 
Lemma 5.4.5 If for elements b, c E lffi the sets Db and D'; are dense in [wlW, then 
b = c. 
Proof Let us suppose that b of- c and let B E Db' Since D~ is dense in [wlW , 
there exists C E D~ such that C C B. Since, from Lemma 5.4.3, Db is closed 
toward subsets, we have C E Db' Hence, C E Db n D~ , which implies that 
b = lie c * Txll = c. A contradiction. 0 
Remark 5.4.6 Lemma 5.4.5 implies that the topological limit is unique. Let us 
remind that this holds in Hausdorff spaces, but the converse is not true. 
Lemma 5.4.7 Let lffi be a c.B.a., y E lffiw and 3 C P(w) a tall ideal. If c = IIITyl = 
wA VB E j IB nTyl < wll > 0, then the sequence x = (Yn Ac : n Ew) converges 
to ° a posteriori, but not a priori . 
Proof Clearly d If- Tx = 0 and c If- Tx = Ty, because whenever G is a lffi-generic 
filter containing c there holds: n E (Tx)C iff Yn AcE G iff Yn E G iff n E (Ty)C . 
Consequently, in each generic extension Vo [Gl the set (Tx)C is either empty or 
almost disjoint with each B E 3 , thus (Tx )C is not a cofinite set and, by Theorem 
4.2.2, lim inf x = 0. On the other hand, lim sup x = c A lim sup Y = c A III Ty l = 
w ll = c > 0, thus the sequence x does not converge a priori. 
Let us prove x -tTs 0, that is (by Theorem 5.4.1) 
VA E [wt3B E [AlW IIIB n Txl = wll = liB c* Txll = 0. (5.17) 
Let A E [wl w. Since 3 is a tall ideal, there exists B E 3 n [Alw. Now c If- Tx = Ty 
implies c :S IIIB n Tx l < wll and c' If- Tx = 0 implies c' :S IIIB n Tx l < wll · 
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Hence IIIB n Txl < wll = 1, that is IIIB n Txl = wll = O. Since IBI = w, we have 
liB c* Txll :<::: IIIB n Txl = wll which implies that liB c* Txll = 0 and (5.17) is 
proved. 0 
Theorem 5.4.8 A complete Boolean algebra is (w , 2)-distributive iff the a priori 
limit operator coincides with the a posteriori limit operator. 
The direction (=;.) follows from Theorem 5.4.4 (iv). 
(<=) Suppose lB is not (w,2)-distributive. Then in some generic extension, 
VlIl[GI, a new real appears and, by Lemma 4.2.1, there is a real r E VlIl [GI which 
kills some tall ideal :J C P(w). Let Yn = lin E rll, nEw. Then the assumptions 
of Lemma 5.4.7 are satisfied and two convergences are not equal. 0 
Theorem 5.4.9 Let lB be a c.B.a., x E lBw be a sequence in lB and ax and bx as in 
Definition 4.2.5. Then 
(5 .18) 
Proof Let x -+Ts b, that is, by Theorem 5.4.1, 
YA E [wl w :3B E [AIW IIIB n Tx l = wll = liB c* Txll = b. (5 .19) 
So, for an arbitrary A E [wlW there is BA E [A1W such that IIIBA n Txl = wll = b 
which implies that I\BE[A1W IIIB n Txl = wll :<::: b. So, by Lemma 4.2.6, bx :<::: b. 
By (5.19) again, for an arbitrary A E [wlW there is BA E [A1W such that IIBA C* 
Txll = b, so V BE[Alw liB c* Txll 2 b, thus by Lemma 4.2.6 we have ax 2 b, so 
ax 2 b.2 bx. Finally, according to Lemma 4.2.7 there holds ax = bx = b. 0 
The following theorem shows that the converse is not true. 
Theorem 5.4.10 Let lB be a c.B.a. which has an anti chain of size c and produces 
new reals in each generic extension. Then there is a sequence x in lB which does 
not converge a posteriori although ax = bx. 
Proof By Lemma 4.2.1 there is a madf.A on w which is killed in each generic 
extension containing new reals. Thus, by the assumption, 1 If- 3r (r E [w lW 1\ VA E 
Air n AI < w) and, by The Maximum Principle (see Fact 4.1.2 (e)), there is a lB-
name, rr, such that 
1 If- rr E [wlW 1\ YA E A Irr n AI < w. (5.20) 
Let us fix an enumeration [wl W = {S", : Q < c} and choose bijections f", : S'" -+ 
W, Q < c. Let {b", : Q < c} C lB+ be a maximal antichain in lB and let the name (J 
be defined by (J = {(n , V "'< C b", 1\ IIf",(nj E rrl l) : n Ew }. 
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Claim 1. b", If- !J = f ,; l [7r] . 
Proof of Claim 1. Let G be a lB-generic filter over V and b",o E G. Then n E !JC 
iff b",o /\ V",« b", /\ IIf", (n) E 7r11 E G iff b",o /\ IIf",o (n) E 7r1l E G iff II f",o(n) E 
7r1l E G iff f "'o (n) E 7rc iffn E f';ol[7rC] ' Thus!Jc = f ';ol[7rC] and Claim 1 is 
proved. 
Clearly, for (X < c, A, = {J,; l [A] : A E A} is a mad family on the set So.. 
Claim 2. ba If- !J E [Sa]'"' /\ VA E Aal!J n AI < w. 
Proof of Claim 2. According to (5.20) and Claim 1 we have b", If- !J E [Sa] '"' . Let 
ba E G and A E Aa. Then A = f,;l [Ad for some Al E A and, by (5 .20) we have 
l7rc nAIl < w which, since fa is a bijection, implies If,;l[7rC] n AI < w, that is, 
by Claim 1, l!Jc n AI < wand Claim 2 is proved. 
Claim 3. 1 If- VA E (([w]W)v):lB E (([A]W)v) I!J n BI < w. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let G be a lB-generic filter over V . Then there is exactly one 
(Xo < c such that baa E G and, by Claim 2, 
(5.21) 
Let A E ([w]W) v . Then there is (Xl < C such that A = Sal' If ISal n Sao I < w, 
then, by (5.21), we have ISaln!Jcl < w that is for B = A there holds l!JcnBI < w. 
Otherwise, if ISal n S"'ol = w, then, since Aao is a mad family on the set Sao ' 
there is C E Aao such that the set B = C n Sal n Sao is infinite. By (5.21) 
l!Jc n CI < w which implies that l!Jc n BI < wand Claim 3 is proved. 
Claim 4. \fA E [w]W lilA n!J1 = wll > O. 
Proof of Claim 4. If A E [w]W then A = Sao for some (xo < c. By Claim 2, 
baa If- !J E [A] '"' and consequently baa If- IA n!J1 = w. By the assumption bao > 0 
and Claim 4 is proved. 
Let X n = lin E !JII', nE w. Then, by Theorem 4.2.2, 1 If- Tx = w \ !J, hence, 
by Claim 3 we have ax = II \fA E (([w]W)v):lB E (([A]W)v) B c* Txll = 1 and, 
according to Lemma 4.2.7, bx = 1. 
Suppose x -t r , b. Then, by Theorem 5.4.9, b = 1, so, by Theorem 5.4.1 
there exists A E [w]W such that IIA c * Tx ll = 1. But this is impossible because, 
by Claim 4, lilA n w \ Txl = wll > 0, thus the sequence x does not converge a 
posteriori. 0 
We can also characterize both convergences, the a priori and the a posteriori, 
using the notions of forcing. 
Theorem 5.4.11 Let lB be a c.B.a. and x E lBw. Then 
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(a) x converges a priori if and only if 
1 If- Tx is finite or cofinite. (5 .22) 
(b) x converges a posteriori if and only if there exists a tall ideal J on w such 
that 
1 If- Tx is finite or co finite or kills j or T~ kills 1. (5.23) 
(c) If x converges a posteriori, then x ->Ts b where b = IIVB E j B C· Tx ll 
and there holds J C Jbx . 
Proof (a) By definition , the sequence x converges a priori iff lim inf x = lim sup x 
which is, by Theorem 4.2.2 equivalent to IIITxl = wll ::; IIlw \ Txl < wll that is 
1 If- ITxl < w V Iw \ Txl < w. 
(b) (=?) Let x ->Ts b. If x -> b, then (5.22) holds, hence (5.23) holds trivially, 
for each tall ideal J. Otherwise, if x does not converge a priori, then, by Theorem 
5.4.1 (iii), Jbx is a tall ideal. By Theorem 5.4.9 we have b = ax = bx, which, 
by Lemma 4.2.7 implies lim inf x ::; b ::; lim supx. Thus 1 = liminfx V (b \ 
liminf x) V (lim sup x\b)V (1 \ lim sup x) is a partition of the unity (some members 
of which can be zero). In order to prove (5 .23) suppose G is a lE-generic filter 
over V. If lim inf x E G or 1 \ lim sup x E G, then (Tx)C is a cofinite or a 
finite set and we are done. If b \ lim inf x E G, then w \ (Tx)C is an infinite 
set and for each B E Jbx n [w]W we have b = liB C· Txll E G, which implies 
that IB n w \ (Tx)cl < w, for every B E J{. Thus (Tx)C kills Jr Finally if 
lim sup x \ bEG, then (Tx)C is an infinite set and for each B E Jbx n [w]W there 
holds b' = IIIB n Txl < wl l E G. So IB n (Tx)c l < w for all B E Jbx, that is, 
(Tx)C kills the tall ideal J{ and (5.23) is proved. 
(¢) Let J be a tall ideal on w such that (5.23) holds. Let us prove the equality 
II VB E j B C· Txll = II:JB E jiB n Txl = wll. (5.24) 
LetBo E J"n[w] w. Then!\BEJ liB C· Tx ll ::; IIBo C· Txll ::; IIIBo nTxl = wll ::; 
V BEJ IIIB n Txl = wl l so we proved "::;" in (5 .24). Suppose "<" holds in (5.24). 
Then there is a generic extension VI6[G] such that there are Bo , BI E J satisfying 
IBo n (Tx)cl = w and IBI n (Tx)c l = w. Consequently (Tx)C is neither finite nor 
cofinite and neither (Tx)C nor (Tx)C kills J . A contradiction. 
Let b = II V B E j B C· Txll . In order to prove x ->T, b we check condition 
(d) of Theorem 5.4.1. Let A E [w]w. Since J is a tall ideal there is Bo E [A]W n J . 
Then by (5.24) b ::; IIBo C· Tx ll ::; IllBo n Txl = w ll ::; b which implies that 
!IBo C· Tx ll = IllBo n Txl = w ll and we are done. 
(c) is proved in the proof of (b) . D 
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Example 5.4.12 There exists a sequence x which does not converge although Tx 
kills some tall ideal in some extension. Let lffi be a c.B.a. which produces new reals 
in each extension. Then, using Lemma 4 .2.1, like in the proof of Theorem 5.4.10 
we find a tall ideal .:J and a sequence y such that 
(5.25) 
Let P = {0, 2,4, . .. } and Q = {1,3,5, ... }. By (5 .25) IIITy n PI = wll > 0 or 
IIITy n QI = wll > O. w.l.o.g. suppose the first inequality holds and let 0 < p < 
IllTy n PI = wll and x = (Yo 1\ p ,p' , Y2 1\ p ,p' , Y4 1\ p, .. . ). It is easy to check 
that p II- Tx = Ty n P and p'lI- Tx = Q. SO, by the choice of p and (5.25) we 
have p II- ITxl = w 1\ VB E j IE n Tx l < w, thus Tx kills .:J in some extensions. 
On the other hand, p < 1 implies p' > 0, so if G is a lffi-generic filter over V and 
p' E G, then in VndG] we have (Tx)C = {I, 3, 5, . . . }. Hence (Tx )C is an infinite 
coinfinite old subset of w which can not kill any tall ideal, and, by Theorem 5.4.11 
the sequence x does not converge. 
According to Theorem 5.4.9 a posteriori convergence implies ax = bx and, ac-
cording to Theorem 5.4.10, ax = bx must not imply a posteriori convergence. We 
will show that, for the lim sup-stable algebras, these two conditions are equivalent. 
Theorem 5.4.13 Let lffi be a lim sup-stable c.B.a., let x E lffiw and b E R Then 
(5 .26) 
Proof The direction " ,*" is Theorem 5.4.9. In order to prove "<:=""suppose ax = 
bx = b. According to Theorem 5.4.1 we prove 
VA E [wt:=IB E [A]W 11113 n Txl = wll = liE c* Txll = b. (5 .27) 
Let A E [w]w. By Lemmas 5.2.6 and 5.2.4, the sets Dx and !:::. X are dense open 
subsets of [w]W, so Dx n !:::.x is dense in [w]W as well. Hence there is Bo E [A]W n 
Dx n !:::. X. Since Eo E Dx, for each B E [Eo]W there holds 11113 n Tx l = wll = 
111130 n Tx l = wll, so 
111130 n Txl = wll = !\BEIBo]W 11113 n Txl = wll ::; bx = b. (5 .28) 
Since Eo E !:::.X, for each E E [Eo]W there holds liB c* Txl l = IIBo c* Tx ll , so 
ilEa c* Tx ll = V BEIBo]W liE c* Txll :2: ax = b. (5.29) 
Now, by (5.28) and (5.29), there holds b ::; ilEa c* Txll ::; IllBo n Txl = wll ::; b 
and (5.27) is proved. 0 
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Remark 5.4.14 Let ~ : BW -> P(B) be the a priori limit operator defined by 
~(x) = {{ax}' ax = b~, 
0, otherwise. 
This operator generates the topology 0 >.. By Theorem 5.4.9, for each sequence 
x we have limTs(x) C ~(x ), which implies 0>. C Ts. According to Theorem 
5.4.13, if IB satisfies (Ii) this topology is the same as Ts. This is not true in general. 
According to Example 5.4.12, there exists a Boolean algebra B and a sequence 
x E BW which does not converge a posteriori in topology Ts, although ax = bx. 
Therefore, for the Boolean algebra IB there holds 0>. <;; Ts. 
5.5 The sequential compactness 
In [6, Theorem 4.1] it is proved that if (B, Ts) is a sequentially compact space, then 
IB does not add independent reals. Also it is proved that, assuming ccc, the reverse 
implication is also true. This result can be extended to the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5.1 If IB is lim sup-stable c.B.a., then (IB, Ts) is sequentially compact 
space iff B does not add an independent reals. 
Proof (=» If r C w is a real belonging to some generic extension VII [G], then 
r = TC for some B-name T and if Xn = lin E Til , nEw, then the nice name Tx 
also represents r . So, it is sufficient to prove that for each sequence x E IBw there 
holds 
(5.30) 
Let x E IBw. By the sequential compactness of Ts there is fEW fw and b E B such 
that x 0 f -+Ts b. By Theorem 5.4.9 we have axo j = bxoj, which is, by Lemma 
4.2.7, equivalent to bxoj ::; axoj, and by Lemma 4.2.4 to 
1 If- VA E(( [w]W) vy:JB E (([A]W)vYIJ[B] n Txl < w v 
VA E (([wt) v Y:lB E (([A]W)Vy I[B] c* Tx. 
Now, since f is "I-I ", (5.31) implies (5 .30). 
(5.31) 
(-¢=) Let x E IBw be a sequence having no convergent subsequences. Like in 
the proof of Theorem 5.4.13, using (Ii) we find a set A E Dx n !::,.x. Now, if 
c = IIA C· Txll and d = lilA n Txl = wll then 
VB E [A]W (liB C · Tx ll = c 1\ IIIB n Txl = wll = d) . (5 .32) 
Suppose c = d. Let fA: w -+ A be the increasing enumeration of the set A. Then, 
by Lemma 4.2.4 and since f A[W] = A, we have liminf x 0 fA = lim sup x 0 f A 
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thus the subsequence x 0 J A of the sequence x converges, which contradicts the 
assumption, so c < d. According to (5.32) for each B E [A]W there holds d \ c If-
IE n Txl = C:ZJ/\ IE \ Txl = w hence d \ c If- VB E (([A]W) Vj (Tx splits B). Finally, 
let G be a 1m-generic filter over V containing d \ c. Then in VIl[G] the real (Tx)C 
splits each infinite subset of A and consequently J.4"l[(Tx)C] splits each element of 
[w]W that is J.4" l [( Tx)C ] is an independent real. 0 
Theorem 5.5.2 If the space (la, Ts) is sequentially compact, then la is lim sup-
stable algebra. 
Proof Let us suppose that la is not lim sup-stable algebra. Then, there is a se-
quence x E Imw such that 
Vz -< x :lt -< z lim supt < lim sup z. (5.33) 
Suppose that the space (1m, Ts) is sequentially compact. Then x has a convergent 
subsequence y -tTs b and, by Theorem 5.4.1(b), y has a subsequence z which 
converges to b a priori, that is 
liminf z = lim sup z = b. (5.34) 
Now z -< y -< x implies z -< x so, by (5.34) there is t -< z such that lim sup t < 
lim sup z. But this is impossible, since lim inf z ::; lim inf t ::; lim sup t ::; 
lim sup z and (5.34) holds. Thus (la, Ts) is not a sequentially compact space. D. 
Combining results from Theorems 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 we obtain 
Theorem 5.5.3 Let 1m be a c.B.a. Then the space (la, Ts) is sequentially compact 
iff 1m is lim sup-stable and the forcing by la does not add an independent real. 
Corollary 5.5.4 (a) (w , 2)-distributive c.B.a is sequentially compact iff it is 5-CC. 
(b) P(K,) is sequentially compact iff K, < 5 (see [51]). 
(c) Each Suslin algebra (i.e. a non-atomic, ccc and w-distributive c.B.a.) is 
sequentially compact. 
Proof (a) follows from Theorems 5.5.4 and 5.3.3 and Remark 4.3 .2. (b) and (c) 
follow from (a). 0 
Example 5.5.5 If t < 5 , then P( t) is an example of a sequentially compact space 
which is not {-cc. 
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The examples of atomic sequentially compact c.B.a.'s are P(K), for K < 5 . If 
5 = WI, then the only example is P(w). If we consider non-atomic algebras we 
have Suslin algebras (consistent examples) which do not produce new reals. More-
over, in [6] three consistent examples of ccc (and, hence, satisfying (li» c.B.a.'s 
which produce new but not produce independent reals are presented. Clearly, they 
are sequentially compact. On the other hand, using a result of Velickovic given in 
[54] we prove 
Theorem 5.5.6 5 = WI (and, in particular, CH) implies P(w) is the unique se-
quentially compact c.B.a. in the class of Sus lin forcing notions. 
Proof Let 5 = WI and let lE be a sequentially compact c.B.a. belonging to the class 
of Sus lin forcings. Then, by Theorem 5.5.3, (li) holds in lE and, by Corollary 5.3.5, 
lE is ccc. Also, by Theorem 5.5.3 again, lE does not produce independent reals 
by forcing . Suppose lE in non-atomic. Then lE is a non-atomic ccc Suslin forcing 
and, according to Corollary I and Theorem 2 of [54], lE must produce independent 
reals, a contradiction. Thus lE is an atomic ccc c.B.a. and, hence, lE is isomorphic 
toP(w). 0 
The preceding theorem can be regarded as a partial answer to the question 
concerning the existence of non trivial compact spaces of the form (lE, Ts) asked in 
Remark 4.2(iii) of [6]. 
Chapter 6 
There is no branch of mathematics, however abstract, 
which may not someday be applied to the phenomena 
of the real world. 
Nicolai Lobachevsky 
The topology 0 r 
In this chapter is investigated the topology OT, generated by the a priori limit op-
erator Asup, defined by Asup(X) = {limsupx}. Properties of closed sets and the 
closure operator are investigated and the closure of some specific sets has been 
determined. In ccc c.B.a.'s a closed set is described by the family of its minimal 
elements. Some necessary conditions for a subset of Iffi to be the set of minimal 
elements of a closed set are isolated. 
In Section 6.2 we characterize the class of Boolean algebras in the equality 
u = u2 holds . In Sections 6.3 and 6.4 the properties of the a posteriori limit 
operator are investigated, firstly in general case, and then on Boolean algebras 
satisfying u = u 2 . 
Section 6.5 characterizes the set of minimal elements of a closed set in the 
algebra P(w), using the notion of subbase countable compactness. 
6.1 Closed sets and the closure operator 
6.1.1 Generating OT by an a priori limit operator 
Let Asup : Iffiw --> P(Iffi ) be the a priori limit operator on a complete Boolean algebra 
Iffi defined by 
ASUp (X) = {limsup x}. 
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Obviously, the operator Asup satisfies condition (Ll). 
For the sequence x = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, . . . ) in Ja and its subsequence y defined 
byy = (0, 0, 0, ... ) we have lim sup x = 1 andlim supy = 0. So, Asup(X) ct. 
Asup (Y), hence Asup does not satisfy (L2). 
Therefore, we close the operator Asup under (L2) (see Theorem 2.3.7). 
Theorem 6.1.1 For each y E Jaw there holds 
>'sup(y) = (limsupy) j= IIITyl = wll j . 
Proof Let y = (Yn : n Ew) be a sequence in Ja. The closure of Asup under (L2), 
according to Theorem 2.3.7, is defined by 
>'sup (y) = U E"'w IE Tw - I Asup(X) . 
x lIlI 7 W lY-XO 
According to Theorem 4.2 .2, we have that limsupy = IIITyl = wll. Therefore, 
it remains to be proved that >'sup(y) = (limsupy) j. 
(C) Let b E >'sup(y). Then there exists a sequence x in Ja and a function 
f E wTW such that y = x 0 f and b E Asup(X). Therefore b = lim supx, and, 
according to Corollary 3.3.7, limsupy ::; lim sup X = b, so b E (limsupy) j . 
(:::l) Let x be a sequence in Ja and b 2: lim sup x. Let us prove that b E >'sup(x) . 
Let us define the sequence y in Ja by y = (xo, b, xl, b, X2, ... ) . Then 
lim supy = I\ kEw V n>k Yn = I\ kEw(b V V n>1s. xn) = b V I\ kEw V n>1s. Xn = 
- -2 - 2 
= b V I\k Ew V n~k Xn = b V limsup x = b. 
For f(k) = 2k there holds x = yo f. Hence bE >'sup(x ). o 
Using this result as a motivation, instead of >'sup we will write AT . According 
to Theorem 2.3.10, the topology generated by the operator Asup coincides with the 
topology generated by the operator AT. Further on, this topology will be denoted 
by OT and the corresponding family of closed sets by FT . 
6.1.2 A characterization of closed sets and some properties 
As in Subsection 2.3.2, using the a priori limit operator AT, we define the operator 
U,\ T : P( Ja ) ----> P(Ja ) by 
Obviously, U,\T = U,\ T 1-
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In this chapter, instead of U.xT we will often use the abbreviation u. Since Af 
satisfies conditions (Ll) and (L2), by Theorem 2.3.13, the set F is closed in the 
space (18\, Of) iff F = u(F). 
Theorem 6.1.2 For a set F c 18\ the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F is closed in the space (18\, Of). 
(b) F is upward closed and closed with respect to the lim sup operator. 
(c) F is upward closed and for each decreasing sequence x in F we have 
A nEw Xn E F (F is wI-closed). 
Proof (a)~(b) Let F be a closed set. Then F = u(F) = u(F) j, which implies 
that F is upward closed. Theorem 2.3.13 implies that F is closed with respect 
to the a priori operator Af. Since for each sequence x, limsupx E )J(x), we 
conclude that F is closed with respect to the lim sup operator. 
(b)~(a) Let F be a set closed with respect to the lim sup operator such that 
F = F j. Let us prove that F = u(F) . Let x be a sequence in F. Then 
lim sup x E F and each point a such that a 2: lim sup x is also in F. Therefore 
limsupx j= Af(x) c F, which implies u(F) c F. The equality follows from 
Lemma 2.3.12. 
(b)~(c) It follows directly, since lim sup of a decreasing sequence is the infi-
mum of elements of the sequence. 
(c)~(b) It will be sufficient to prove that u(F) = F. Let b E u(F) . Then there 
exists a sequence a = (an: nEw) in F such that b 2: lim sup a. Let 
Since Ck 2: ak E F, we have Ck E F j= F, which implies that C = (Ck : k E 
w) E FW. It is obvious that the sequence C is decreasing, which, by (c), implies 
that AkEw Ck E F. Finally, from 
AkEW Ck = A kEw(b V V n?k an) = b V A kEw V n?k an = b V lim sup a = b 
it follows that b E F. o 
Corollary 6.1.3 Each closed set in the topological space (18\ , Of) is upward closed. 
Each topologically open set is a downward closed (algebraically open) subset of the 
Boolean algebra 18\ . Therefore, for each point b and its neighborhood U we have 
b lc u. So, each not empty open set contains O. 
Corollary 6.1.4 
(a) The topological space (18\, Of) is connected. 
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(b) The topological space (Jffi, aT) is To and can not be T l . 
(c) The topological space (Jffi, aT) is compact. 
Proof 
(a) Jffi can not be the union of two disjoint non-empty open sets, since both of 
them would contain O. 
(b) Since each non-empty open set contains 0, the space is not Tl. Since, for 
each b E Jffi, the set lffi \ (b j) is open, one can easily verify that (Jffi, aT) is a To 
space. 
(c) The statement follows directly from the fact that the only open set contain-
ing 1 is lffi. 0 
The complementation is not a continuous function in (lffi, a T), since the inverse 
image of an open set (which is also a downward closed set) is an upward closed 
set. For meet and join as operations in Jffi we have the following. 
Lemma 6.1.5 For each element a E Jffi the functions I'd., I: : Jffi -> Jffi defined by 
I'd.(x) = x V a and I: (x) = x 1\ a are continuous. 
Proof We witt prove that I: is continuous. The proof for I'd. is analogous. Let F 
be a closed set. We have 
So, 
U: )- l[Fj = {x E Jffi : x 1\ a E F}. 
We witt prove that U: )- l[Fj is closed, i.e., by Theorem 6.1.2 (c), U:) - l[Fj is 
upward closed and WI-closed. 
Firstly, let us prove that U:)- l [Fj is upward closed. Let Xl ~ x E U: )-1 [Fj. 
Then Xl 1\ a ~ X 1\ a E F, and since F = F j, we have Xl 1\ a E F, i.e. 
Xl E U: )-l[Fj. 
It remains to be proved that U: )-1 [Fj is WI-closed. Let (xn : nEw) be a 
decreasing sequence in U:)-l [Fj. Then (xnl\a: nEw) is a decreasing sequence 
in F, and since F is WI-closed, there holds I\nEw (Xn 1\ a) = (I\nEw Xn) 1\ a E F. 
So, l\nEwxn E U: )- l[Fj . 0 
6.1.3 The closure operator 
Iterating the operator U wI-times, as in Theorem 2.3. 14, we obtain the operator eLl 
which is, by the same theorem, the closure operator in the space (Jffi, aT). 
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According to Lemma 2.3. 12, we have A c u(A) c el",(A), for each A c JB 
and 1 s:: a s:: WI . Since the operator u is defined on a Boolean algebra, we can 
refine this sequence of inclusions. 
Theorem 6.1.6 For each set A c ]a and a E [1 , WI] we have 
A c A ic u(A) = u(A) ic el",(A) = el",(A) jc (/\ A) i . 
Proof (A c A j) Obvious. 
(A ic u(A) Let b E A j. Then there exists a E A such that a s:: b. Since 
).l( (a)) = limsup(a) i= a j, we have b E ).l( (a)) C u(A) . 
(u(A) = u(A) j) It is obvious that u(A) c u(A) j. Let b E u(A) j. Then 
there exists a E u(A) such that a s:: b and a sequence x in A such that a E 
lim sup x j. But then there holds b E lim sup x j, so b E u(A). 
(u(A) ic el",(A) Since, for each a s:: (3, we have cl",(A) C eli3(A), it is 
sufficient to show that u(A) ic ell (A), which directly follows from 
u(A) i= u(A) = ch (A) . 
(el",(A) = el",(A) j) For an ordinal a = (3+ 1 we have el",(A) i= cli3+1 (A) 1= 
u(cli3(A)) i= u(eli3(A)) = cl",(A). 
If a is a limit ordinal , let us suppose that for each 1 < a there holds c1r(A) = 
cLy(A) j. Let b E cl",(A) j. Then there exists a E cl",(A) such that a s:: band 
there exists 0 < a such that a E el.;(A). Since cl.;(A) = el.;(A) i we have that 
b E el.;(A), which implies that b E el",(A). 
(cl",(A) ic U\A) j) Let x be a sequence in A. Then limsupx ~ t\{ xn : 
nEw} ~ t\ A. Therefore lim sup x ic t\ A 1, for an arbitrary sequence x in 
A. This implies that u(A) c t\ A i, and then, easily, by induction we obtain that 
Clw,(A)c t\ Aj. 0 
Let us find the closures of some specific sets. 
Lemma 6.1.7 (The closure of a finite set) 
(a) clw, ({b}) = b j, for each b E JB. 
(b) If IA I < ~o, then clw, (A) = U aEA a i= A i· 
Proof (a) Theorem 6.1.6 implies b i= {b} 1c clw,({b}) c t\{b} i= b i· 
(b) The statement follows directly from condition (C03) and (a). 0 
Lemma 6.1.8 
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(a) If (an : n E w) is a decreasing sequence, then Clw, ({ an : nEw}) = 
(f\n Ew an) j. 
(b) If (an : nEw) is an increasing sequence, then Clw, ( {an : nEw}) = ao j. 
(c) If {an : nEw} is a countable antichain, then Clw, ({ an : nEw}) = R 
(d) If a set A contains an infinite antichain, then Clw, (A) = lffi. 
(e) If a set A is dense in an infinite c.B.a. IE, then clw, (A) = IE. 
Proof 
(a) Let (an: nEw) be a decreasing sequence. According to Lemma 6.1.7 
(a) we have clw, ({AnEw an}) = {AnEw an} j , which implies that {AnEw an} j 
is a closed set which includes the set {an : nEw}. . So, Clw, ( {an : n E 
W }) c (AnEw an) j . To prove the opposite inclusion, it will be sufficient to 
show that AnEw an E u({an : nEw}) . This is true, since, by Theorem 3.3.14, 
limsup(an} = AnEw an· 
(b) Let (an: nEw) be an increasing sequence. Then ao jc clW1 ({ an : n E 
w}) c A {an : nEw} j= aO j. 
(c) Let {an: n E w} be a countable antichain in IE. Without lose of generality 
we can suppose that there holds n #- m implies an #- am. Let us consider the 
sequence (an: nEw). According to Lemma 3.3.14 (g), limsup(an} = O. By 
Theorem 6.1.2, closed sets are closed with respect to the lim sup, which implies 
that 0 E clW1 ( {an : nEw}), and since, also by Theorem 6.1.2, closed sets are 
upward closed, we have 0 jc Clw, ({an: nEw}), i.e. IE = Clw, ({ an : nEw}). 
(d) The statement is a direct consequence of (c). 
(e) The fact that each dense set in an infinite Boolean algebra contains an infi-
nite antichain together with (d) completes the proof. 0 
In the following examples we will show that some inclusions from Theorem 
6.1.6 can be strict. 
Example 6.1.9 There exists a set A such that clW 1 (A) #- (A A) j. Namely, 
let a and b be two incomparable elements. Then, according to Lemma 6.1.7, 
clW,({a,b}) = (a j) U (b j) #- (a 1\ b) j. 
Example 6.1.10 There exists a set A such that A j#- utA) . Let (an : nEw) be a 
strictly decreasing sequence. Then, by Lemma 3.3.14 (e), we have lim sup(an} = 
Aan . So, 
/\ an = limsup(an } E ",T( (an}) C u({an : n E w}) , 
but A an if. {an : n E w} j . 
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6.1.4 Operator Dec 
The closure operator clW, is obtained by iterating the operator U wI-times. For 
an arbitrary set A, u(A) is the union of all A Llimits of sequences from A. But, 
instead of using the operator u for generating the closure operator, we can use 
another operator which concerns only decreasing sequences «(Yn : nEw) is a 
decreasing sequence iff Yn 2:: Ym for n ::; m). 
Definition 6.1.11 Let Dec : P(lffi) -> P(lffi) be the operator defined by 
Dec( A) = {AnEw Yn : (Yn) is a decreasing sequence in A}. 
Lemma 6.1.12 For an arbitrary A C lffi we have 
(a) u(A) = Dec(A T); 
(b) u2 (A) = Dec(Dec((A j)); 
(c) Dec(A j) = Dec(A j) j. 
Proof 
(a) (c) Let b E u(A) . Then there exists a sequence a = (an : nEw) in A 
such that b 2:: lim sup a. The sequence (Ck : k E w) defined by 
is a decreasing sequence, and since Ck 2:: ak we have that ( Ck : k E w) is a sequence 
in A j. From 
it follows that b E Dec(A i). 
( :J) Let b E Dec(A j). Then there exists a decreasing sequence Y = (Yn : n E 
w ) in A j such that b = AnEw Yn . For each nEw we have Yn E A j and therefore 
there exists Xn E A such that Yn 2:: Xn . Hence, 
b = AnEw Yn = lim supy 2::1imsup x, 
where x = (Xn : n E w ) . This implies that b E (lim sup x ) j c u(A) j . Since, 
according to Theorem 6.1.6, u(A) = u(A) j, we have b E u(A) j. 
(b) u(u(A)) = Dec(u(A) j) = Dec(u(A)) = Dec(Dec(A j)) . 
(c) Dec(A j) = u(A) = u(A) j= Dec(A T) j . 0 
In the sequel we will show that iterating the operator Dec wI -times we obtain 
the closure operator Clw, . 
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Definition 6.1.13 Let Dec", : P( lB) --+ P(lB), for 0 < a ~ WI, be defined by 
· DecI(A) = Dec(A j) ; 
· Dec",+l(A) = Dec(Dec", (A)); 
· Decl' (A) = U",<1' Dec", (A), for a limit ordinal ,. 
Theorem 6.1.14 For each a E [I , Wl] and A c lB we have Dec", (A) = cl",( A). 
Proof Let A c lB 
For a = 1 there holds DecI(A) = Dec(A j) = u(A) = clI(A). Let us 
suppose that for each a E [1, ,8) we have Dec", (A) = cl", (A) . Let us prove that 
Dec,a (A) = cl,a (A). 
If /3 = ,+lthen Dec,a(A) = Decl'+l (A) = Dec(Dec,,(A)) = Dec(cLy(A)) = 
Dec(cLy(A) j) = u(cl(A)) = cll'+ I(A) = cl,a(A) . 
If /3 is a limit ordinal, then Dec,a (A) = U",<,a Dec", (A) = U",<,a cl", (A) = 
cl,a (A) . 0 
Instead of iterating the operator u wI-times, Theorem 6.1.14 ensures us that the 
closure of a set A can be obtained iterating a simpler operator Dec, starting with 
the set A j. 
6.1.5 Closed sets and their minimal elements 
In the space (lB, OT ) a set F is closed iff u(F) = F. But this characterization 
holds in each space obtained by an a priori limit operator satisfying (Ll) and (L2). 
In this subsection we will give some representations of closed sets in the language 
of Boolean algebra. First we will consider closed sets in ccc Boolean algebras. 
Theorem 6.1.15 Let lB be a ccc c.B.a. Then each closed set F E F T can be 
represented as 
F = U bEMin(F)(b j), 
where Min(F) = {b E F : b is a minimal element of F}. 
Proof Let F C lB such that u(F) = F and let a E F. Let us suppose that there 
does not exist a minimal element of F less than equal to a, i.e. 
\lc E F n a 1 :ld E F d < c. (6.1) 
Then it is clear that 0 rt F. We recursively define a chain (an: a < WI ) such that 
an E F n a 1 and a,a < an for a < /3. 
Let ao = a. Let us suppose that al' is defined for each , < /3. If /3 = a + 1, 
then a", E F n a 1 and, by (6.1), there exists an+I E F such that a",+1 < an. 
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If (3 is a limit ordinal, since (3 < WI, then there exists an increasing sequence of 
ordinals (an : n E w ) such that sup an = (3. Then (a"'n : n E w) is a strictly 
decreasing sequence in F . According to Theorem 6.1.2 (c), A nEw a"'n E F. For 
let a(J = AnEw a"'n we have a(J < a o , for each a < (3. 
In this way we obtained a chain of size W I , which generates the antichain (a", \ 
a ",+ 1 : a < W I ) of size W I . This contradicts the fact that IJ:l', is a ccc algebra. 
Since F is an upward closed set, we have F = U XE F x I. Also, for each 
a E F there exists c E Min(F) such that c S; a which implies a Ie c r. So, 
F = U aEF a Ie U CE Min(F) C Ie F. 0 
In general, closed sets in (1J:l'" Or) must not have minimal elements. 
Example 6.1.16 Let IJ:l', be a c.B.a. which is not ccc. Then in IJ:l', there exists an 
uncountable strictly decreasing chain (a", : a < W I)' Let A = {a", : a < wI}. 
Let us show that A 1= U O<Wl a", I is a closed set. By Lemma 6.1.8 (a), it will 
be sufficient to prove that Dec(A n = A r. Obviously A Ie Dec(A n. Let 
b E Dec(A n. Then there exists a decreasing sequence (bn : n E w) in A I such 
that b = A n EW bn. For each n Ew there exists an in A such that bn 2: an. We 
can w.l.o.g. suppose that (an : n E w) is also a decreasing sequence. Since the 
cofinality of WI is not w, there exists a < WI such that a", < an for each n E w, 
which implies that 
b = 1\ bn 2: 1\ an 2: a", . 
nEw nEw 
So, b E ao Ie A r. 
Since A A rf. A I we conclude that A I is a closed set without minimal ele-
ments. 
In Theorem 6.1.15 it is shown that each closed set in a ccc c.B.a. is determined 
by its minimal elements. In the fo llowing theorem we will consider a set of the 
form F = U XEX qx Ie 1J:l'" where X is an arbitrary set and IJ:l', an arbitrary Boolean 
algebra. We will examine when the set {qx : x E X} is the set of minimal elements 
of F and, using the set {qx : x E X}, we will give a characterization of closed sets 
of the given form. 
Theorem 6.1.17 Let IJ:l', be a c.B.a., X a non empty set and {qx : x E X} e HR. Let 
T = {(i:, qx) : x E X} and F = UXEX qx I. Then: 
(1) If x;/; Y =? qx ;/; qy, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) qx and qy are incomparable for different x, y E X ; 
(b) Vx, y E X (x;/; Y =? II i: E T ~ !ill > 0); 
(c) {qx : x E X} = Min(F) . 
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(2) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F is closed; 
(b) u(F) = F; 
(c) Vf : w -> X ::Ix E X qx S limsup(q!(n)); 
(d) V f : w -> X, where f is finite to one, ::Ix E X qx S lim sup(q!(n)); 
(e) VA E [X1W ::Ix EX 1 If- i E 7 =} 17 n AI = w. 
Proof (1) 
(a)=}(b) Let x, y E X such that x i= y. Since (a) holds, we have qx i qy, 
which implies that c = qx A q~ > O. From c = IIi E 711 A 11 11 E 711' = Iii E 7 ;il 1111 
it follows (b). 
(b)=}(a) Let x, y E X such that x i= y. Let c = Ii i E 7 ;il 1111. By (b), we 
have that c = qx A q~ > 0, so qx i qy. From d = 1111 E 7 ;il i ll > 0 it follows 
analogously that qy i qx. 
(a)=}(c) (c) Let x E X. Then qx E F. Let us suppose that there exists c E F 
such that c < qx. Then, there exists y E X such that qy S c, which implies that 
qy < qx. A contradiction. 
(::::l) Let a be a minimal element of F. Then a E F. So, there exists x E X 
such that qx Sa. Since qx E F and a is a minimal element, we have a = qx. 
(c)=}(a) Let x i= y . Then qx and qy are two minimal elements, which implies 
that they are incomparable. 
(2) 
(a)<=}(b) This equivalence follows from Theorem 2.3.13. 
(b)=}(c) Let f : w -> X. Then (q!(n) : nEw) is sequence in F, so, 
lim sup(q!(n)) E F. Since, F = U XEX qx j, there exists x E X such that 
qx S limsup(q!(n))' 
(c )=}( d) It is obvious. 
(d)=}(b) Let a = (an : nEw) be a sequence in F. For each nEw, there 
exists Xn E X such that qXn S an. Then lim sup(qxn) S lim sup(an). Since F 
is upward closed, it is sufficient to show that lim sup(qxn) E F. Let f : w -> X 
such that f(n) = xn . If f is 'finite to one', by (d), there exists x E X such that 
qx S limsup(q!(n)) = limsup (qxn)' Therefore, limsup(qxn) E F. If f is not 
' tinite to one', then there exists x E X such that Xn = x for infinitely many nEw. 
Therefore lim sup(qxn) = /\ kEW V n>k qXn 2: /\ kEW qx = qx, which implies that 
lim sup(qxJ E F. -
(d)=}(e) Let A E [Xlw . Then there exists an injection f : w -> X such that 
J[wl = A. By (d), there exists x E X such that 
(6.2) 
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It is clear that qx = Iii E 711 . Since f is an injection, we have 
/\k EW V n~k Ilf(ny E Til 
II Vk E w::ln:2: k f(nY E Til 
lilT n AI = wll· 
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From (6.2) we have Iii E Til:::: lilT n AI = wll, which is equivalent to Iii E 7 => 
IT n AI = wll = 1. 
(e)=>(d) Let f : w -+ X be a 'finite to one' mapping. Then ![w] E [X] W, so, 
from (e) it follows that there exists x E X such that IIi E Til :::: lilT n ![wD = w. 
In (d)=>(e) part of the proof was showed that lilT n ![wD = wll = limsup(qf(n))' 
This and the fact that qx = Ii i E Til gives (d). 0 
In the following theorem we give a forcing characterization of closed sets in 
the space (lffi, Oi), where lffi is an arbitrary c.B.a. 
Theorem 6.1.18 Let F be an upward closed set in lffi . Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent: 
(a) F is closed; 
(b) VA E [F]W ::Ia E F a If- If n AI = w, where r = {(b, b) : b E lffi+}. 
Proof Since F is upward closed, we have F = Ub EF b i. By Theorem 6.1.17 (2) 
(a)<=?(e), we have that F is closed iff VA E [F]W ::Ia E Filii E T => IT n AI = 
wll = 1, where T = {(b, b) : b E F}. 
Firstly we will prove that 
1 If- T = r n P, where P = { (b, 1) : b E F}. (6.3) 
Let b E lffi+ . If bE F, then lib E Til = b, and ifb rf- F, then lib E Til = O. Also, if 
b E F, then lib E PII = 1, and if b rf- F, then lib E PII = O. Therefore 
lib E Til = b /\ lib E PII = lib E rll /\ lib E PII = lib E rn PII· 
This implies that 
Vb E lffi+ lib E Til = lib Ern PIL 
and by Fact 4 .1.2 (b) it follows that 
Vb E lffi+ lib E T <=? b E r n PII = I , 
which is equivalent to 
II Vb E IB+ bET <=? b E r n PII = I , i.e. 
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117 = rnFIl = 1, 
which completes the proof of (6.3). 
Now, by (6.3), there holds 
Since, for each lB-generic fi lter G over V we have re = G , and Fe = F, then 
ll ii Er n F =? Ir n F n AI = wll = 1 is equivalent to the sentence that for each 
generic filter G there holds (a E G n F =? IG n F n AI = w). Since a E F 
and A c F, this is equivalent to the sentence that for each lB-generic fi lter G there 
holds (a E G =? IG n AI = w), which is equivalent to a If- jr n AI = w. 0 
6.2 The equality u = u2 
A topological space of the form (lB, aT) is defined by the a priori limit operator 
AT . It is, according to Theorem 2.3. 15, a sequential space. The question is when it 
is a Frechet space. By Theorem 2.3.18 the equality u = u2 implies that the space 
(lB, a T) is Frechet. A lso it implies that the operator u is the closure operator in the 
space (lB , a T) . Therefore, this equality will be firstly considered . 
This problem is closely related to matrices. So, if [ank] is a matrix in lB, then 
by A we will denote the set {ank : n, k E w} . 
Theorem 6.2.1 The fo llowing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) u = u 2 ; 
(b) For each matrix lank], sequence (Yn) and element b if lim sUPk(ank ) ::; 
Yn and lim sUP(Yn ) ::; b, fo r each n Ew, then there exists x E AW such that 
lim sup x::; b; 
(c) For each matrix lank ] and sequence (Yn) if lim sUPk (ank) ::; Yn and 
lim suP (Yn) = 0, for each nEw, then there exists x E AW such that lim sup x = 
0; 
(d) For each matrix lank] if lim s uPn lim suPk (ank) = ° then there exists x E 
AW such that limsup x = 0; 
(e) For each matrix lank ] such that the sequence (ank : k E w) is decreasing 
for each n if lim supn lim sUPk (ank) = ° then there exists x E AW such that 
lim sup x = 0; 
(f) For each nice name 7 fo r a subset of w 2 , such that II(n, kt E 711 > 0, for 
each n, k E w, and 1 If- " 7 n ({ n} x w Yis finite for almost each n", there exists an 
infi nite set S C w2 such that 1 If- 7 n S is fi nite. 
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Proof (a)=}(b) Let lank] be a matrix in lfB. Let Yn ~ lim sup(ank : k E w), 
i.e. Yn E ,\l(ank : k E w)) and b ~ limsup(Yn) , i.e. b E ,\T(Yn)). Thus 
bE u(u(A)). From (a) it follows u(A) = u(u(A) ), so there exists a sequence x in 
A such that bE ,\T(x), i.e. b ~ limsupx. 
(b)=}(a) Let X C lB and b E u2(X). Then there exists a sequence Y = (Yn : 
nEw) in u(X) such that bE ,\T(y), i.e.lim supy ~ b. Since each Yn E u(A), 
there exist sequences (ank : k E w) in X such that Yn E ,\T (ank : k E w)), i.e. 
Yn ~ lim sup(ank : k E w). Then (b) implies that there exists a sequence x E AW 
such that b ~ lim sup x. So b E u(A) C u(X). 
(b)=}(c) It follows directly. 
(c)=}(d) It follows directly from (c) for Yn = lim sup(ank : k E w) . 
(d)=}(e) It follows directly. 
(e)=}(b) Let lank] be a matrix, (Yn) a sequence in lB and b E lB such that 
limsuPk(ank) ~ Yn for each nEw and lim sup(Yn) ~ b. Let c = lim sup(Yn ). 
Let us define ank = ank /\ c' and fin = Yn /\ c'. Let bnk = Vl>k ani . Obviously, 
(bnk : k E w) is a decreasing sequence. Let us notice that-limsuPk (bnk ) = 
limsuPk(ank) ' We have 
limsuPn lim suPk (ank) 
lim suPn lim sUPk(ank /\ c' ) 
c' /\ limsuPn lim sUPk (ank) 
~ c' /\ lim sUPn (Yn) 
c' /\ c = O. 
Therefore there exists a sequence x = (Xl: lEw) in {bnk : n , k E w} such that 
lim sup X = 0. For each l EW there exist nl and kl such that Xl = bnl kl' So, 
xl = V S? kl anl s ~ an1kl = c' /\ an1kl· Therefore, lim sup(c' /\ an1kl) = 0, which 
implies lim sup(an1kl) ~ c = limsup(Yn) ~ b. 
(f)=}(e) Let lank] be a decreasing matrix such that lim SUPn lim sUPk(ank) = 
0. If there exists anoko = 0, then, since the matrix is decreasing, we have anok=O 
for each k ~ ko and therefore limsuPk anok = 0. So we can suppose that ank # ° 
for each n , k E w. Let T = {( (n, kr , ank) : n , k E w} be the nice name for a 
subset of w2 . Since the inequality II (n , kt E Til > ° is equivalent to a1lk > 0, the 
first condition of (f) is fulfilled. Secondly, we have 
1 If- 3m E w Vn ~ m IT n ( {n r x w) I < w 
¢:> 113m EwVn~mITn({nr xw) l <wll=1 
¢:> IIVm Ew3n~m ITn ( {nr xw) l= w ll' = 1 
¢:> II Vm E w 3n ~ m IT n ( { n r x w) I = w II = ° 
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<=? /\mEw V n~m 111:11 E W 3k :::: l(n , kr E Til = 0 
<=? /\mEw V n~m /\I EW V k~l II (n, kr E Til = 0 
<=? /\mEw V n~m /\I EW V k~l ank = 0 
<=? lim sUPn lim sUPk (ank) = 0, (6.4) 
and, therefore, the second condition of Cf) is fulfilled. So, there exists an infinite 
set S C w2 such that 1 If- ITn 81 < w. Let S = {(s;,s~) : nEw}. Then 
1 If- ITn 81 < w 
<=? lilT n 81 < wll = 1 
<=? II1Tn81 =wll = 0 
<=? II l:1m E w 3n :::: m (s~, s;) E Til = 0 
<=? /\mEw V n~m as~s~ = 0 
<=? limsup (as;,s~) = O. (6.5) 
(d)=?(f) Let T = {( (n, kr, ank) : n, k E w} be the nice name for a subset of w2, 
where [ankl is a matrix with non-zero elements (which is equivalent to II (n, kr E 
Til > 0). Also, from (6.4) it follows that limsuPnlimsuPk(ank) = O. So, there 
exists a sequence x in A such that lim sup x = O. Let S = {xn : nEw}. Let us 
notice that there does not exist b E lffi such that Xn = b for infinitely many nEw, 
since if such b would exist, then lim sup x 2: b > O. So x is 'finite to one' mapping 
from w onto S. One can easily construct a subsequence s -< x such that s is an 
injection and {xn : nEw} = {sn : nEw}. Let Sn = (s;, s~). Then, from 6.5 it 
follows (f). D 
The sequential space (lffi, Ts) is a Frechet space (which is equivalent to U'\A = 
u~J ifflffi is weakly-distributive and b-cc (see Theorem 5.1.2 or [5, Th. 3.4.]) . The 
similar theorem is valid in the space (lffi, OT). 
Theorem 6.2.2 A complete Boolean algebra lffi is weakly-distributive and b-cc iff 
U = u 2 holds in the space (lffi, OT) 
Proof 
10 Weakly-distributivity an b - cc implies u = u2. Let us suppose that for each 
decreasing matrix [bnkl there exists 9 E WW such that limsup(bng(n) ) = O. This 
is, according to Theorem 4.3.7, equivalent to lffi is weakly-distributive and b-cc. 
Let us prove condition (e) from Theorem 6.2.1. Let [ankl be a matrix such that the 
sequence (ank : k E w) is decreasing for each n, and let lim sUPn lim sUPk (ank) = 
O. For each nEw let lim suPk(ank) = Yn. So, there holds Yn = /\ kEwank and 
that lim sup(Yn) = O. Let bnk = ank \ Yn. Since, for each k E w we have 
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Yn :s; ank. this implies that ank = bnk V Yn. It is obvious that the sequence 
(bnk : k E w) is decreasing for each nEw and also that !\ kEW bnk = !\kEw(ank \ 
Yn) = (!\kEwank) \ Yn = O. Therefore, [bnkl is a decreasing matrix, which 
implies that there exists a function f E WW such that lim sup(bnf(n)) = 0, so 
lim sup(anf(n)) = lim sup((bnf(n) V Yn) ) = limsup(bnf(n)) V limsup (Yn) = 
o V lim sUP(Yn) = O. For the sequence x defined by Xn = anf(n) we have x E AW 
and lim sup x = 0, which completes the first part of the proof. 
2° u = u2 implies weakly-distributivity. Let u = u2 and let us suppose that 
the Boolean algebra lB is not weakly distributive. This is equivalent to lB is not ww_ 
bounding (see Theorem 4.3.6), i.e. in some extension VIR[G) there exists a function 
h E (WW) VB[Cj such that for each function 9 E (WW) v is not h :S;* g. Let f be an 
increasing function such that h :s; f. It is obvious that f E VlR [Gl \ V and let T be 
a name such that f = TC. SO, we have 
So, there exists b E lffi such that 
b If- T : W --> W is increasing !\ .3g E ((WW) vr T :s;* g. 
According to Lemma 4.3 .5 there exists a nice name 0" for a subset of w2 such that 
1 If- 0" : W --> W is increasing (6.6) 
(6.7) 
Let {an: nEw} C lffi+ be partition of the unity. Let 7r be a name of a subset 
of w2 defined by 
7r = {( (n, kt, 113l 2: k (n, It E 0"11 van) : n, k E w} . 
If 0" = {( (n, kt, ank) : n, k E w}, then 113l 2: k (n, It E 0"11 = V l?k ani. 
Claim 1. am 1f-7r = (UnEw{n} x [0, (O"(n)tJ) U ({m} x w). 
Proof of Claim 1. Let am E G, where G is a lffi-generic filter over V. Let us prove 
that 
7rC = (UnEw {n} x [O, O"c(n)j) U ({m} x w). (6.8) 
(c ) Let (n,k) E 7rC. Ifn = m, then (n,k) E {m} x w. If n i= m, since 
113l 2: k (n, ltE all V an E G we have an E G or 113l 2: k (n,l}"E 0"11 E G. The 
first case is impossible, so there exists l 2: k such that (n, l ) E O"C, which implies 
that k E [0 , O"c(n)), and finally that (n, k) E {n} x [O ,O"c(n) ]. 
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(:::l) Since am E G, we have lI::Il :::: k (m, It E 0'11 Vam E G, which implies 
that for each k E w, (m, k) E 7rC, i.e. {m} x we 7rC. Let nEw and k :S O'c(n) . 
Then, there exists l :::: k such that (n, l ) E O'C. Therefore, II::Il :::: k (n, It E 0'11 E 
G, which implies that lI::Il :::: k (n, It E 0'11 V an E G, i.e. (n , k) E 7rc, which 
completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Let us prove that 7r fulfils conditions from Theorem 6.2.1 (t). For each n, k E w 
we have II (n, kt E 7r11 :::: an > O. Let G be a lffi-generic filter over V. Then, there 
exists only one mEw such that am E G. By (6.8), for n > m we have that 
7rc n ({n} x w) = {n} x [O,O'(n)] is finite. 
From equivalence of (a) and (t) in Theorem 6.2.1 it follows that there exists 
A E [w2 ]W such that 
1 If- 117r nAil < w. (6.9) 
Claim 2. For each nEw the set A n ( {n} x w) is finite. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let nEw and let an E G, where G is a lffi-generic filter over V. 
By (6.9) we have that l1fc n AI < w. According to Claim 1, an If- ({ n} x w r C 1f, 
which implies that {n} x we 1fc. Therefore ({n} x w) n A C 7rC n A, which 
implies that I ( {n} x w) n AI < w, which completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim 2 implies that the set 
S = {n E w : An ({n} x w) # 0}, 
the first projection of the set A, is infinite. Let cp : S -> W be defined by 
cp(n) = min{k E w : (n, k) E A}. 
Clearly, cp C A. Let bEG, where G is a lffi-generic filter over V. Since (6.9) 
implies that l1fc n AI < w, we have that 
Therefore, there exists r E w such that, for each n E S \ r (n, cp(n)) F/. 1fc n 
({n} x w). 
Since {an : nEw} is the partition of the unity, there exists a unique mEw 
such that am E G. Equation (6.8) implies that, for each n > m, 7rC n ({n} x 
w) = {n} x [O,O'c(n)]. Hence, for each n E S \ max{r,m + I}, we have 
(n,cp(n) ) F/. {n} x [O ,O'c(n)], i.e. O'c(n) < cp(n). So, for no = max{r, m + I} 
we have 
\In E S \ no O'c(n) < cp(n). (6.10) 
Let 9 : w -> w be defined with 
g(n) = cp(minS n [n ,w)),n E w. 
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The fact that t.p E V implies that 9 E V. 
Claim 3. \;In:::: no O"G(n) < g(n) . 
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Proof of Claim 3. Let n :::: no. For nl = min( S n In , w)) we have S 3 nl :::: n :::: 
no, so nl E S \ no. Equations (6.10) and (6.6) imply 
which proves Claim 3. 
So, for the function 9 there holds O"G :S* g. Since b EG, it contradicts with 
(6.7). 
3° u = u2 implies b-cc. Let us suppose that the Boolean algebra lR is not b-cc. 
Then there exists a partition of the unity {aa : a < b} C lR+. Let {fa : a < b} C 
wW be an unbounded family of increasing functions. Then, for the name 
we have a", if- T = f a~ We will create a name 'Ir for a subset of w2 with the elements 
under the graphic of the function T which contains a set of a form {n} x w. Let 
{en : nEw} be a partition of the unity and let 
'Ir = { ((n,kt, Vr?k V{aa: a < b 1\ (n, l ) E f a,} V en) : n,k E w}. 
Claim}. aao 1\ em if-'Ir = UnEw({n} x [5 , fao(n)])u({rh} xw). 
Proof of Claim I. Let aao 1\ em E G, where G is a generic filter over Iffi. Let us 
prove that 
'lrG = UnEw({n} X [0, f"'o(n)]) U ({m} x w). (6.11) 
(c ) Let (n, k ) E 'lrG. Then II (n, kt E 'lr ll E G, so we have two possibilities. 
(i) en E G. Since G 3 aao 1\ em :S em, we have em E G, which implies that 
m = n. Therefore, (n, k) = (m, k) E {m} x w. 
(ii) en f/. G. Then Vl >k V{ aa : a < b /\ (n, l) E fa } E G. The fact that 
a",o E G implies that Vl>k-V {a", 1\ a",o : a < b 1\ (n, l) E fa} E G. For a =I ao 
we have aa 1\ aao = O. Therefore, 
{ b ( l ) f} { {OJ (n, l) f/. fao aa 1\ a",o : a < 1\ n , E a = { } ( l) f aao n , E "'0 
There exists I :::: k such that (n, I ) E fao' since, otherwise would be 0 E G. So, 
fao(n) = 1 :::: k implies that (n, k) E {n} x [0 , fao(n) ]. 
(:» Let (n, k) be an element of the set on the right-hand side of equation 
(6. 11). If n = m then em E G implies that II (m, kt E 'lrll E G, leading to 
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(n, k) = (m , k) E 7rC. If n i= m, then k ~ fao(n) = 10 which implies that 
aao E {aa : a < b 1\ (n, 10 ) E fa}. So, 
aao ~ V{aa: a < b 1\ (n, lo ) E fa} 
~ V V {aa : a < b 1\ (n, 10 ) E fa} 
l ?,k 
~ lI (n, ktE 7r11· 
This implies that II(n, kt E 7r1l E G, i.e. (n, k) E 7rc, completing the proof of 
Claim 1. 
Let us prove that 7r fulfils conditions from Theorem 6.2.1 (f). 
For n, k E w we have II (n, kt E 7r1l 2: en > O. Let G be a Iffi-generic filter 
over V. Then there exist unique ao < band mEw such that aao' em E G. 
which implies that aao 1\ em E G. Claim I implies that for each n > m we have 
l7rn({n} xw )1 <w. 
Equivalence of (a) and (f) in Theorem 6.2.1 implies that there exists an infinite 
set A C w 2 such that 
1 If- 17r n AI < w. (6.12) 
Claim 2. Foreachm E w,lAn ({m} x w) 1 < w. 
Proof of Claim 2. For mEw there exists a < b such that aa 1\ em > O. Let G be a 
generic filter over Iffi containing aa 1\ em. Equation (6.12) implies that l7rc n AI < 
w. This and Claim 1 implies equation (6.12), which gives that {m} x w C 7rC . 
Therefore, A n ({ m} x w) , as a subset of the finite set A n 7rc, is finite. This 
completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Let 
S = {n E w : An ({n} x w) i= 0}, 
and <p : S -> W be defined with 
<p(n) = min{k E w: (n, k) E A}. 
<p C A and (6.12) implies 
(6.13) 
Let a < b and let G be a generic filter containing aa. Then l7rc n <pI < w. So, 
there exists r E w such that 
'v'n E S \ r (n ,<p(n) ) \t' trc n ({n} x w). (6.14) 
There exists mEw such that em E G, which implies that aa 1\ em E G. Claim 1. 
implies that 
'v'n > m 7rC n ({n} x w) = {n} x [0, fa(n) ]. (6.15) 
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Let no = max{r, m + I}. Then, from equations (6.14) and (6.15) we obtain that 
Vn E S \ no (n, cp (n) ) rf. {n} x [O , fo(n)], 
i.e. fo(n ) < cp(n) . So 
Vn E S \ no feAn) < cp (n). (6.16) 
Let 9 : w -> w be defined with 
g(n) = cp (minS n [n ,w)), n E w. 
Since fa is an increasing function, (6.16) implies that 
Vn 2: no fo(n) < g(n) , 
which implies that fa ::;* g. The fact that this is true for each a < b contradicts 
unboundness of the family {fa : a < b}. 0 
The examples of Boolean algebras related to b-cc and weak-distributivity are 
given in Remark 4.3.8 on page 46. 
6.3 A posteriori limit in ($, Or) 
Using the a priori limit operator). T defined on a c.B.a. lffi we have obtained the 
topological space (lffi, OT) with the a posteriori limit limoT, which will be in this 
section briefly denoted by lim. In this section we will investigate it on an arbitrary 
complete Boolean algebra. 
Theorem 6.3.1 In the space (IB, OT ) we have 
(a) lim x n {F E FT : Xn E F for infinitely many n Ew } 
nfEwTw ciW I ({ x f(n) : nE w}) 
n AE[w]W clW I ({ xn : n E A}) 
(b) (lim sup x ) Tc lim x C cL, ({ xn : n Ew }) 
Proof It foUows directly from Fact 2.2.1 (a) and (b). o 
Corollary 6.3.2 The a posteriori limit of a sequence is an upward closed set, i.e. 
lim x = lim X T. 
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Proof According to Fact 2.2.1 (b), the a posteriori limit of a sequence is always a 
closed set, and, by Theorem 6.1.2, it is upward closed. 0 
Example 6.3.3 For a constant sequence (b : n Ew) we have lim(b) = b j. If 
x = (a, b, a , b, .. . ), then lim x = (a V b) j. This will follow from the following , 
more general, theorem. 
Theorem 6.3.4 Let x = (xn : n Ew) be a sequence with finite range, i.e. the set 
{ xn : nEw} is finite and C = {b: Xn = b for infinitely many n Ew }. Then 
Proof Let a = V C . For each c E C, the set c j is closed and contains infinitely 
many members of the sequence x . Since nCEdc j) = V C j is a closed set and, 
according to Theorem 6.3.1, there holds lim(xn) C V C j = a j . Let us suppose 
that there exists d E lim(xn) \ (a j). Then we have that a i d, which implies that 
a 1\ d' i d. But (a 1\ d') j also contains infinitely many members of the sequence, 
but does not contain d. Therefore, by Theorem 6.3.1, we have that d f/:. lim(xn). 0 
In the forthcoming theorems we will investigate connections between the a 
posteriori limit operator and lim sup of a sequence. 
Theorem 6.3.5 If lim sup x = 0 then 0 E lim x , and therefore lim x = lB. 
Proof By Theorem 6.3 .1 (b) , Iffi = 0 jc (lim sup x ) j c Iim x C Iffi. o 
Lemma 6.3.6 In the Boolean algebra P (w ) there holds 
o E lim x ¢} Iim sup x = O. 
Proof By the previous theorem we have that lim sup x = 0 implies 0 E lim x. 
Let us prove the inverse implication. Let us suppose that there exists a sequence 
x = (xn : nEw) in P (w ) such that 0 E lim x and Iim sup x = c > O. Let Co E c. 
The set IB \ ({ CO } j) is an open set containing 0, so there exists no, such that 
Xn E IB \ ({co} j) for each n 2: no· So, Xn f/:. {co } j, i.e. CO f/:. X n , for each 
n 2: no, which contradicts the fact that Co E lim sup x. 0 
Lemma 6.3.7 Let IB be a c.B.a. such that lim =f. AT. Then there exists a sequence 
x such that 0 E lim x \ AT (x). 
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Proof Let x be a sequence in lffi such that there exists b E lim x \ .A.T (x) . Then 
lim sup x 1:. b. This implies that c = lim sup x 1\ b' > O. From this it fo llows that 
c 1:. b, i.e. b E lffi \ (c j). Hence, lffi \ (c j) is an open neighborhood of b, and 
therefore 
:Jno E w Vn ?: no Xn E lffi \ (c j), 
i.e. 
:Jno E w Vn ?: no Xn 1:. c. 
Since c ::::; lim sup x = /\ kEW V n>k xn, we have c = /\ kEW V n>k Xn 1\ c. 
Let us define Yn = Xn 1\ c, n E ~. Then c = lim sup(Yn), so~O rt. .>- i ((Yn)) . 
Let us prove that 0 E lim( (Yn)) . From b E lim x and continuity of the function 
fe : lffi --> lffi, f e(x) = x 1\ c (see Lemma 6. l.5 and Fact 2.2.6 (a» it fo llows that 
o = b 1\ c E lim(xn 1\ c). 0 
So, we have seen that if a priori and a posteriori operator do not coincide, then 
the family of sequence which converges to 0 is different for these two operators. In 
the sequel we will give a sufficient condition for a sequence to converge to a point, 
which is similar to condition given in Theorem 5.l.l for the sequential topology 
T s . For this, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.3.8 Let (xn) and (zn) be two sequences in lffi such that Xn ::::; Zn, n Ew. 
Then lim zn C lim xn. 
Proof It follows directly from Theorem 6.3. 1 (a) and the fac t that each closed set 
is upward closed. 0 
Theorem 6.3.9 Let lffi be a c.B.a. Then, if for a sequence x and an element a we 
have 
Vy -< x :Jz -< Y lim sup Z ::::; a, (6.17) 
then a E lim x. 
Proof Let us suppose that there exists a sequence x and an element a such that for 
each Y -< x there exists Z -< Y such that lim sup z ::::; a and a (j lim x . Then there 
exists a closed set F such that a rt. F and for each no there ex ists m ?: no such that 
Xm E F. Therefore there exists yO -< x such that yO E FW and zO -< yO such that 
lim sup zO ::::; a. Obviously zO E FW and there holds (lim sup zO) i= .>- i (zo) C 
limOT zO C F. This implies that a E F. A contradiction. 0 
But, in the class of lim sup-stable algebras (algebras with condition (Ii) ), state-
ment (6. 17) is a characterization of the a posteriori limit. 
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Theorem 6.3.10 Let Jffi be a c.B.a. satisfying (Ii). Then, for each sequence x we 
have 
a E limx ¢} Vy -< x 3z -< y lim sup z ::; a. 
Proof. (<=) proven in Theorem 6.3 .9. 
(=}) Let x be a sequence in Jffi such that a E limO! x and let us suppose that 
there exists a sequence y -< x such that for all z -< y we have lim sup z 1:. a. Since 
Jffi satisfies (Ii), there exists a sequence zO = (z~ : nEw) -< y such that 
(6.18) 
Without lost of generality we can suppose that z~ 1:. a, nEw. Let us prove that 
Clwl({Z~: n Ew}) = UnEw(z~ n U (limsup zO) i· 
(:J) We have that ),l((z~ : nEw)) = (limsup zO) i and ),l((z~) ) = z~ i for 
each n, where (z~) is a constant sequence. Therefore 
(c) Let us firstly prove 
Claim 1. 
u-x! ({z~ : n Ew }) = UnEw (z~ n U (limsupzO) i· (6.19) 
Proof of Claim 1. Let v be a sequence in {z~ : n E w} . If v has a constant 
subsequence, namely (z2), then z2 ::; lim sup v, which implies), 1 (v) c z2 r. If v 
does not have a constant subsequence, then it has a subsequence u which is also a 
subsequence of z oo Therefore, by (6.18), we have 
),T(v) = (lim sup v) rc (lim sup u) i= (limsup zo) i. 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2. 
u-x ! ({ z~: nEw}) = U-XT(U-XT({Z~: n Ew})). (6.20) 
Proof of Claim 2. Let t = (tk : k E w) be a sequence in U-XT ({ z~ : nE w}). Then, 
by (6.19), for each k we have lim sup zO ::; tk or there exists nk E W such that 
Z~k ::; tk· If t has a subsequence (tkl : l EW) such that for each l Ew we have 
limsup zo::; tkl' then lim sup Zo ::; lim sup (tkl : l EW)::; lim supt. If not, then 
there exists a subsequence (tk
m 
: m Ew) such that z~km ::; tk
m
. Then 
lim supzo = lim sup(z~km : mEw) ::; limsup(tkm : m E w) ::; lim supt . 
This proves Claim 2. 
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The set U = la \ clW 1 ( { z~ : nE w } ) is an open set containing the point a such 
that no there exists n[ ::::: no such that Z~l rf- U. So, a rf- lim zO, and since each a 
posteriori limit operator satisfy (L2), we have a rf- lim x. A contradiction. 0 
As a consequence of the previous theorem we have obtain the equality between 
Frechet spaces and spaces satisfying condition u = u2 in the class of Boolean 
algebras satisfying (Ii) . 
Theorem 6.3.11 Let la be a c.B.a. satisfying (Ii) . Then (la, OT) is a Frechet space 
iffu = u2. 
Proof By Theorem 2.3.18, if u = u 2 , then the space is Frechet. Let us prove 
the inverse implication. Let (la,OT) be a Frechet space, and let A c Ja. Let us 
prove that u(A) = clW 1 (A). Let us suppose that there exists a E clW 1 (A) \ u(A). 
Therefore, there exist a sequence x in A such that a E lim x, and for each sequence 
y E AW lim sup y <L a, which contradicts Theorem 6.3.10. 0 
6.4 A posteriori limit in case when u = u2 
We have seen that a c.B.a. is weakly distributive and b-cc iff there holds u = u 2 
(see Theorem 6.2.2) . The properties of the topological space (la, OT), where la is 
a b-cc and weakly distributive complete Boolean algebra will be investigated. 
In the majority of the theorems presented in this section we will presume that 
a Boolean algebra is weakJy distributive and b-cc. Therefore, these properties of a 
complete Boolean algebra will be briefly denoted by (u = u 2 ) in the beginning of 
statements. 
Lemma 6.4.1 (u = u 2 ) If b E lim x , then there exists y -< x such that lim sup y ::; 
b. 
Proof Let b E lim x . If there exists a subsequence y -< x such that Yn ::; b, n Ew, 
then, obviously, there holds lim sup y ::; b. 
In opposite, there exists m E w such that Xn "t. b for all n ::::: m. According to 
Fact 2.2.1 (d), we have lim x = lim(xn : n ::::: m). Therefore, 
b E lim(xn : n ::::: m ) C { x n : n ::::: m} = u({ x n : n ::::: m } ) . 
This implies that there exists a sequence Z E {xn : n ::::: m}W such that lim sup Z ::; 
b. The sequence Z does not have a constant subsequence (xno )' since x no = 
lim sup (xno) ::; lim sup z ::; b, which would contradict the fact that xno "i b. 
So, z is finite-to-one mapping. One can easily define a subsequence zO -< z such 
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that zO = (z~ : n E w) is one-to-one mapping. So, {z~ : n E w} C {xn : n ~ m} . 
Therefore, there exists an injection f : w -> w such that z~ = x f (n)' Obviously 
lim sup x 0 f = lim sup zO :S lim sup z :S b. 
Let 9 be a bijection which maps w onto w such that f o g is a strictly increasing 
mapping. So, x 0 f o g -< x and, by Lemma 3.3.6, b ~ lim sup x 0 f = lim sup x 0 
f o g, which competes the proof. 0 
Example 6.4.2 The inverse implication must not be true. The limit of the sequence 
(a, b, a, b, ... ) is (a V b) i, for incomparable a and b, but for the subsequence (a) 
we have a = lim sup (a) and a rt lim(a, b, a, b, .. . ) 
Theorem 6.4.3 (u = u 2 ) Let x E Iffiw and b E Iffi. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) b E limx; 
(b)Vf E wTw:Jy E {x f(n): n E w}W limsupy :S b; 
(c) VA E [w]W :Jy E {xn : n E A}W limsupy :S b; 
(d) VA E [w]W :Jg : w -> A I I.q-l [Tx ] is infinite II :S b; 
(e) Vf E wTw:Jg E wTw lim sup X 0 f o g :S b; 
(f) Vy -< x :Jz -< y lim sup z :S b; 
(g) Vy -< x:Jz -< y b E ),T(z ); 
(h) VA E [w] w:JB E [A]W IITx n B is infinite II :S b; 
(i) VA E [w]w:JB E [A]W b' If- Tx n B is finite; 
U) There exists a tall ideal J on w such that b' If- VB E j Tx n B is finite; 
(k) J x = {B C w : b' If- Tx n B is finite} E Tall(w) U {P(w)}; 
Proof (a) =? (b) Let f E wTw. Property (L2) implies that b E lim x 0 f . Since 
lim xo f C clwl({xf(n) : n E w}) = U({ Xf (n) : n E w}), thereexists y E {Xf(n) : 
n Ew }W such that lim sup y :S b. 
(b) <=? (c) It is obvious. 
(c) =? (a) Let us suppose that b rt lim x. Then there exists an open set 0 
containing b such that the set A = {n E w : Xn rt O} is infinite. Therefore there 
exists a sequence y in {xn : n E A} such that lim sup y :S b. So, b E clwl ( {xn : 
n E A}) c Iffi \ 0, contradicting the fact that b E O. 
(c) =? (d) Let A C [w]w. (c) implies that there exists a sequence y = (Yk : k E 
w) E {xn : n E A}W such that lim supy :S b. For each k E w there exists n E A 
such that Yk = X n , and let 9 : w -> A be defined by g(k) = min{ n E A : Yk = 
x n}. So, b ~ lim sup xo g = I\IEw V k>llI (g(k)t E Txll = II Vl E w :Jk ~ l k E 
g- l [Txlll = Ilg- 1 h l is infinite ll. -
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(d) => (c) Let A c [w]w. (d) implies that there exists a function 9 : w -+ A 
such that IIg- 1h] is infinitell ~ b. Then we have limsup(Xg(k) ) ~ b and for 
Y = (Yk ) = (Xg(k)) we have Y E {xn : n E A}W and limsupy ~ b. 
(e) => (b) Let f E wTw. By (e), there exists 9 E wTw such that 
limsup(x f (g(k))) ::; b. For the sequence Y = (Yk) = (Xf(g(k)) ) there holds 
Y E {x f (n) : n E w}W and lim supy ~ b. 
(a) => (e) Let E lim x. Then for each f E wTw, b E limx o f , and from Lemma 
6.4.1 it follows that there exists 9 E w Tw such that lim sup x 0 f o g ::; b. 
(e) ¢} (f) ¢} (g) It is obvious. 
(e) => (h) Let A E [w]W and let f : w -+ A be the increasing bijection. By (e), 
there exists 9 E wTw such that limsupxf(g(n)) ~ b. Let B = J[g[wll. 
Clearly, B C J[w] = A and, since f and 9 are injections, B is infinite. So, we 
have 
b ~ lim supxf(g(n)) 
/\k EW V n~k 11((f 0 g)(n))" E Txll 
II Vk E W 3n ~ k n E ((f 0 g)-1)1TX ] II 
II ((f 0 9 )- 1 )1Tx] is infinite II 
IITx n ((f 0 g) [wJris infinitell (since f o g is an injection) 
IITx n iJ is infinitell . 
(h) => (e) Let f E wTw and let A = J[w] . Then there exists BE [A]W such that 
IITx n iJ is infinite II ::; b. Since f - 1 [B] E [w]W, there exists an increasing bijection 
9 : w -+ rl[B]. From B C f[w] it follows that f[g[wll = J[f - l[wll = Band 
this implies that II Tx n J[g[wll is infinite II ::; b. Finally, since lim sup x 0 fog = 
IITx n J[g[wll is infinite II it follows (e). 
(h) ¢} (i) It follows from the fact that a::; b iff b' ::; a'. 
(i) => U) We have two cases 
1° b' If- "Tx is finite". Than for an arbitrary tall ideal .7 C P(w) we have 
b' If- VB E j "Tx n B is finite". 
2° b' IY "Tx is finite". Let 
.7 = {B c w : b' If- "Tx n iJ is finite"}. 
Then, w f/. .7 and 0 E 3. Also, .7 is closed toward subsets and finite joins, which 
implies that .7 is an ideal. By (c), for each A E [w]W there exists B E [A]W such 
that b' II-- "Tx n iJ is finite". So, B E .7 n [w]W such that B C A, which implies that 
.7 is a tall ideal. Finally, for each B E .7 we have b' II-- "Tx n iJ is finite", which 
implies b' II-- VB E j "Tx n iJ is finite". 
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(j) => (k) If w f/:. :I , then in the of proof (i) => (j) part 20 is proved that :I is a 
tall ideal. If w E :I, then, by conclusion from the same part of the proof, it follows 
that:l = P(w). 
(k) => (i) It is obvious. 0 
Theorem 6.4.4 (u = u2 ) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) 0 E lim x; 
(b) 1 If- "Tx is finite " or 
:3S E [w]W :3:1 E Tall(S) 1 If- Tx C $ 1\ VI E .i ITx n II < w; 
(c):3:1 E Tall(w) 1 If- VI E .i ITx n II < w. 
Proof (a) ¢} (c) It follows from the equivalence of (a) and (j) in Theorem 6.4.3. 
(b) => (a) If 1 If- Tx is finite, then lim sup x = 0 E lim x. So, let S E [w]W and 
:Is c P(S) be a tall ideal on the set S such that 
1 If- Tx c $ 1\ VI E .is h n Il < w. (6.21) 
Let us prove that 
\fA E [w]W :3g E w -> A 11.9- 1 [Tx] is finitell = 1. (6.22) 
This is equivalent to (d) in Theorem 6.4.1, for b = 0, since 11.9- 1 [Txl is finitell' = 
11.9- 1 [Tx] is infinitell · 
Let A E [w]w. We can distinguish two cases. 
10 IAnsl < w. Let 9 : w -> A be a bijection and let G be a lffi -generic filter over 
V . Since, 1 If- Tx C $, we have that (Tx)C C S, and therefore IA n (Tx)cl < w. 
From this and from the fact that 9 is a bijection it follows 
Hence, 1 If- .9-1 [Tx] is finite. 
2° IA n SI = w. Since :Is is a tall ideal, there exists I E :Is n [w]W such that 
I e AnS. Let 9 : w -> I be a bijection. Clearly, 9 : w -> A. Let G be a lffi-generic 
filter over V. From 1 If- "Tx kills.is it follows that II n (Tx)cl < w. From this 
and from the fact that 9 is a bijection it follows 
Ig-l[(Tx)c ]1 = Ig-1 [(Tx)c n III < w . 
Hence, 11 1.9-1 [TX ] I < wll = 1. 
(a) => (b) From Theorem 6.4.3 (h) it follows that 
VA E [w]W :3B E [At II Tx n B is finitell = 1. (6.23) 
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If 1 II- " Tx is finite" , then the proof is complete. Therefore, let us suppose that 
there exists b E lffi such that 
b II- "Tx is infinite". (6.24) 
Let S = {n E W : X n > O} . Formula (6.24) implies that S is infinite and that 
1 II- Tx C S. Let 
:Is = {B C S: IITx n B is finitell = I} . 
Claim 1. :Is is a tall ideal in P(S). 
Proof of Claim 1. Let us firstly prove that :Is is an ideal in P(S). (II) 0 E :Is 
obviously. Let us suppose that S E :Is, i.e. IITx n Sis finite II = 1. From 1 II- Tx C 
S it follows that 1 II- "Tx is finite". A contradiction. 
(12) and (13) Obvious. 
Let us prove that :Is is tall in P(S) . Let A E [S] w. By (6.23), there exists 
B C A sllch that IITx n iJ is finite II = 1, which implies that B E :Is, proving that 
:Is is tall and completing the proof of Claim 1. 
The final part of the proof follows directly from the definition of :Is . 0 
Corollary 6.4.5 (u = u2 ) lim x = n!EwTW U9 EwTW >.T(x 0 f og). 
Proof It follows directly from Theorem 6.4.3 (a) {o} (g). 
Lemma 6.4.6 (u = u2 ) If a, b E lim x , then a 1\ b E lim x. 
o 
Proof Let a, b E lim x . Let us prove that for all y -< x there exists z -< Y sllch that 
lim sup z ::; a 1\ b. Let y -< x. From a E lim x , and y -< x it follows that a E lim y. 
According to Lemma 6.4.1 there exists y' -< y such that lim sup y' ::; a. From 
b E lim x and y' -< x it follows that b E lim y' and, by Lemma 6.4.1, we have that 
there exists z -< y' such that lim sup z ::; b. Since, lim sup z ::; lim sup y' ::; a, we 
obtain that lim sup z ::; a 1\ b, which, with the fact that z -< y' -< y -< x, completes 
the proof. 0 
Theorem 6.4.7 (u = u2 ) Let x E Jaw . Then lim x = Ja or lim x is cOllntably-
complete filter in R 
Proof Let LIS suppose that lim x =I- R Then 
(FI) 0 if- lim x 3 1. 
(F2) If a, b E lim x, from Lemma 6.4.6 it follows that a 1\ b E lim x. 
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(F3) If a ~ b E lim x then, by Corollary 6.3 .2, a E lim x. 
Let us prove that lim x is countably complete. Let bn E lim x, for nEw. 
Then, by (F2), it follows that en = bo A . .. bn E lim x. Hence Cn ~ em for 
n :s; m. The set lim x is a closed subset of lffi and, therefore, by Theorem 6.1.2 (c), 
AnEw en = A nEw bn E lim x. 0 
Theorem 6.4.8 Let lffi be a ccc weakly-distributive c.B.a. Then for each sequence 
x there exists b E lffi such that lim x = b i. 
Proof From Theorem 6.1.15 and from that fact that lim x is a closed set it follows 
that 
lim x = U bEMin(limx) b i . 
But, Lemma 6.4.6 implies that there exists only one minimal element. 0 
So, if lffi is a weakly distributive ccc c.B.a., then lim x is a proper countably 
complete filter. But in general countable complete filter is not always proper. The 
filter of cocountable sets in P(Wl) is an example of a countably complete filter 
which is not proper. 
In the following theorem is given a characterization of Boolean algebras satis-
fyi ng u = u2 in which a priori and a posteriori limit operator are the same. 
Theorem 6.4.9 (u = u 2) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) lim f= ). T; 
(b)::Ix E lffiw 0 E lim x \ ).T(x); 
(c) In some extension of V by lffi there exists a new real ; 
(d) lffi is not (w, 2) distributive. 
Proof Equivalence between (c) and (d) is well known (see [26]). Condition (b) 
implies (a) and implication (a) =} (b) is Lemma 6.3.7. It only remains to prove that 
(b) is equivalent to (c). 
(b) =} (c) Let x be a sequence such that 0 E lirn x and limsupx = b > O. 
According to Theorem 6.4.4, there exists a tall ideal :7 on w such that 1 II- VI E 
j ITx n Il < w. Let b be in G, where G is a lffi-generic filter over V. Then, for 
each I E :7 there holds I(Tx)c n II < w and I(Tx)c l = w. Condition (Tx)C E V 
implies that :7 is not a tall ideal. Therefore, (Tx)c is a new real. 
(c) =} (b) Let us suppose that Vs[Gj contains a new real. According to Lemma 
4.2. 1, there exists a tall ideal :7 C P(w) and a new real Y which kills:7. Let 
o = {(ii, Yn ) : nEw} be a nice name such that Y = oc. So, in the extension 
VR [Gj we have loc i = w A VI E :7 II n oc l < w which implies that 
11101 = wA VI E j II n 01 < wll = b > O. (6.25) 
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Let T = {(ii, Yn!\ b) : n Ew }. 
Claim 1. b If- T = (7. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let b EG, where G is a B-generic fi lter over V. Then 
n E Ta <=? Xn E G <=? Yn !\ bEG <=? Yn E G <=? n E (7a, 
which proves the claim. 
So, 
b If- ITI = w !\ T kills :J. (6.26) 
Claim 2. 1 If- VI E jlT n I I < w. 
Proof of Claim 2. If b is in the generic filter G, from (6.5) it fo llows that VI E :T 
ITa n II < w. If b ¢ G, then b' E G, which implies that Ta = 0, which completes 
the proof of the claim. 
Now, let Xn = Yn!\ b, n E w, and x = (xn : nEw). Since T = T x , from Claim 
2 and Theorem 6.4.4 we have that 0 E lim x. Since lim sup x = II Tx is infinitell ~ 
b > 0, we have ° ¢ ).T(x). 0 
Lemma 6.4.10 (u = u2 ) Let x be a sequence in R Then 
(a) limx C bx T. where bx is defi ned in Definition 4.2.5; 
(b) If lim x = bo j then bo ~ bx . 
Proof Let us first prove (a). Let b E limx. By Theorem 6.4.3, it is equivalent to 
VA E [wt3B E [At IITx n.8 is infi nite II :S b, 
which implies that 
1\ V IITx n.8 is infinite II :S b, 
A E[wJw B E[AJw 
which, together with Lemma 4.2.6, completes this part of the proof. 
(b) follows directly from (a). o 
Theorem 6.4.11 (u = u2 ) Let B be a Boolean algebra satisfy ing (h) and let x be 
a sequence in R Then lim x = bx l, where bx is as defined in Defi niti on 4.2.5. 
Proof According to Theorem 6.4.7, for each sequence x, lim x is a countably 
complete filter. Let bo = 1\ lim x . Let us prove that bo E lim x, which will imply 
that lim x = bo j. 
It will be sufficient to prove condition (h) from Theorem 6.4.3, i.e. 
VA E [wt 3B E [A]W IIITx n.81 = wll :S boo (6.27) 
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Let A E [w]w. The set of x-stable sets is dense in [w]W (see Definition 5.2.3). 
So, there exists an x-stable set B C A. For each b E lim x, there exists Bb E [B]W 
such that II h n Bbl = wll ::; b. Since B is x-stable, for each b E lim x we have 
Hence, II h n BI = wll ::; !\ lim x = bo, which completes the proof of (6.27). 
Now, let us prove that bo = bx . From Lemma 6.4.10 we have that bo 2: bx . Let 
us prove that bo ::; bx , i.e. 
(6.28) 
From bo E lim x it follows (6.27). Also we have that for each Bl C B there holds 
IllTx n Bli ::; wll ::; IIITx n BI = w II. Since the set of x-stable sets is dense, we can 
reformulate condition (6.27). So, 
VA E [wt 3B E [At (B is x - stable /\ IllTx n HI = wll ::; bo) . (6.29) 
Let A = {A : A is x - stable /\ IllTx n AI = wll ::; bo}. Let us prove that 
From (6.29) it follows that c ::; boo Let us suppose that c < boo Then c rf. lim x and 
therefore there exists Ac E [w]W such that 
(6.30) 
But, there exists a x-stable set Bl C Ac such that IllTx n Bli = wll ::; bo, which 
implies that Bl E A. So, 
which contradicts (6.30). 
Now, let us prove that bo ::; bx , i.e. 
First, we will prove that for each A E A we have 
(6.32) 
Let A E A. Then, A is an x-stable set, which implies that for each B E [A]W 
we have 
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and therefore equality (6.32) holds, which implies that 
V AEA IllTx n AI = wll :::; V AEA /\B E[A] W IIITx n HI = wll 
:::; V AE[w]w /\ BE[A]W IIITx n HI = wll· 
This proves that bo :::; bx and completes the proof. o 
In the following example we calculate the a posteriori limit of some specific 
sequences. 
Example 6.4.12 (u = u 2 ) Let $ satisfies (Ii) and x E $w. 
If 1 II-- "Tx is finite", then bx = lim sup x = IITx is infinitell = IITx is finitell' = 
I' = 0, which implies that lim x = 0 i= $. 
If 1 II-- "Tx is supported", then bx = lim sup x IITx is infinite II > 
II T x is supported II = 1. Therefore lim x = {I}. 
If 1 II-- "Tx is independent", then bx = lim sup x 
IITx is independentll = 1. Therefore lim x = {I}. 
IITx is infinitell > 
Theorem 6.4.13 (u = u 2 ) Let $ be a c .B.a. satisfying (Ii) and let x be a sequence 
in lffi. Let 
de! - • Jx = {I c w : IllTx n II = wll :::; bx}. 
Then 
(a) Jx E Tall(w) U {P(w)}; 
(b) bx = limsup x ¢} Jx = P(w); 
(c) b~ = 11 '11 E jx ITx nIl < w ll; 
(d) limsup x \ bx = Ih is infinite and kills Jxll; 
(e) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) bx < lim sup x; 
(ii) limx =I ,AT(x); 
(iii) Jx E Tall ( w); 
(iv) There exists extension in which Tx is infinite and kills a tall ideal; 
(v) IIITxl = w 1\ VI E ixlTx n II < wll > O. 
(f) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) bx = lim sup x; 
(ii) 1 II-- Tx is finite or supported or independent over some A E [w]w. 
Proof. 
(a) Theorem 6.4.11 implies that bx E lim x. By Fact 4.1.2 (b) and Theorem 
6.4.3 (k) it directly follows that Jx E Tall(w) U {P(w)}. 
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(b) We have 
J x = P(w) <=> wE Jx <=> IIITxl = wll :::; bx <=> lim sup x:::; bx <=> bx = lim supx. 
(c) This is equivalent to bx = VI E:Jx III Txni l =wll· SincelllTxnil = wll :::; bx 
for each I E Jx, we have V I E:Jx IIITx n il = wll :::; bx. Let A E [w]w. From (a) it 
follows that J x is a tall ideal or P(w) . Hence, there exists I E Jx such that I e A. 
Since, I E [A]W, we have 
So, we have 
(d) It directly follows from (c). 
(e) (i) <=> (ii) It follows from the facts that lim x = bx j, ).T(x) = lim sup x r. 
and that bx :::; lim sup x. 
(i) => (iii) From (b) we have that Jx f= P(w), and from (a) we have that 
Jx E Tall(w). 
(iii) => (i) From (a) it follows that Jx f= P(w), which is, by (b), equivalent to 
bx f= lim sup x. Since bx :::; lim sup x, we have bx < lim sup x. 
(iii) => (iv) Let Jx be a tall ideal. From the equivalence of (iii) and (i) it follows 
that 
c = lim supx 1\ b~ > O. 
Let G be a generic filter containing c. Since c :::; lim sup x = IIITxl = wll, we have 
I(TX)cl = w. 
If I E Jx, then c:::; b~:::; IIITx nil < wll E G. So, 
VI E Jx I(Tx)C nIl < W , 
which implies that (Tx)C kills the tall ideal J x. 
(iv) => (iii) Let J be a tall ideal and G a Iffi -generic filter over V such that 
Fact 4.1.2 (d) implies that there exists c E G such that 
c:::; III Tx l = Wil , 
c If- VI E jlTx n II < w. 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
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Theorem 6.4.3 (i) implies that c' E lim x, which implies that 
(6.35) 
Let us suppose that .Jx is not a tall ideal. Then.Jx = P(w) , which implies that 
IIITx l = w ll :s bx :s c' . From (6.33) we have that c :s IIITx l = wll, which implies 
that c :s c' , and therefore that c = 0, which is impossible, since c E G. 
(i) =} (v) Let c = lim sup x /\ b~ > O. Then c:s IIITx l = w ll and c:s b~, which 
implies that 
So, 
e lf- ITx l = w /\ VI E JxlTx nIl < w. 
(v) =} (iii) If we suppose that w E .Jx, then there exists G, a lB-generic filter 
over V, such that I(Tx)cl = wand I(Tx)1 < w. 
(f) 
bx = lim supx 
{=} IIITxl = wll :s 113A E (([wtt)' VB E (([At)v)' ITx n BI = wll 
{=} 1 If- ITx l < w V 3A E (([wt)v)' VB E (([Anvf ITx n BI = w 
{=} 1 If- ITx I < w V (( Tx is supported V Tx is unsupported) /\ 
3A E (([w]W) vf VB E (([A]W) v)' ITx n BI = w)) 
{=} 1 If- ITx I < w V (Tx is supported 
/\3A E (([wttf VB E (([At) vf ITx n BI = w) V 
(VS E ([w]W) VIS \ Txl = w /\ 
3A E (([wnv)' VB E (([At)v)' ITx n BI = w)) 
{=} 1 If- ITx l < w V Tx is supported V 
(Tx is unsupported /\ 3A E ([wt)vVB E ([At)v 
(h n BI = w /\ IB \ Tx l = w)) 
Finally, from the tautology p V (...,p /\ r) {=} p /\ r it follows the equivalence. 0 
6.5 A representation of closed sets in (P(w), OT) 
The Boolean algebra P(w) is in the class of complete algebras the only atomic ccc 
algebra. Therefore, it does not add any new set by forcing . As a consequence we 
have that it is (w, 2)-distributive. Also we have the following . 
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Theorem 6.5.1 In the topological space (P(w) , O T) we have 
(a) lim x = (lim sup x ) i for each sequence x; 
(b) Convergence a priori equals convergence a posteriori; 
(c) Operator AT fulfills condition (L3) ; 
(d) u 2 = u ; 
(e) (P(w) , O T) is a Frechet space. 
Proof. (a) is direct consequence of Lemmas 6.3.6. (b) and (c) follows from (a) and 
Lemma 6.3 .7. Since P(w) is weakly-distributive and ccc (which implies b-cc), 
there holds u = u2 , which implies that (P(w) , OT) is a Frechet space. 0 
By Theorem 6.1.15, each closed set F in (P(w) , OT ) can be represented by 
where Min(F) is the set of minimal elements of F . But in P(w) we can character-
ize sets B such that the set UbEB(b j) is closed in (P(w) , OT). For that we need 
the notion of subbase countably compact spaces. 
6.5.1 Subbase countably compact spaces 
Definition 6.5.2 [23] Let (X, 0 ) be a topological space . 
. If S is a subbase for the topology 0 , the space (X, 0 ) is an S-countably 
compact (S-CC) space iffV'A E [Xlw:Jx E X V'S E S (x E S ~ IS n AI = w) . 
. (X , 0 ) is a subbase countably compact (SCC) space iff there exists a subbase 
S for 0 such that (X , 0 ) is an S-CC space. 
Theorem 6.5.3 [23, p. 227] Each LindelOf SCC space is compact. 
Definition 6.5.4 Let X i- 0. S c P(X) is a Tl see subbase iff 
(i) US = X; 
(ii) V'x, y E X (x i- y ~ :JS E S (x E S tJ y)) ; 
(iii) V'A E [Xlw:Jx E X V'S E S (x E S ~ ISn AI = w). 
Lemma 6.5.5 Let X i- 0 and S = {Sk : k E w} C P(X) . Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) S is a Tl SCC subbase; 
(b) The topology 0 generated by S is Tl compact topology on X. 
Proof. (a) ~ (b) By (ii) of Definition 6.5.4, (X , 0 ) is a T1-space. Obviously, the 
weight of (X , 0 ) is w, which implies that the space is LindelOf, and by Theorem 
6.5.3, compact. 
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(b) =} (a) Let 0 be the topology generated by S = {Sk : k E w} C P(X). By 
(b), (X, 0 ) is a Tl compact space. Let us prove three conditions from Definition 
6.5.4. Condition (i) is obviously fulfilled . 
Let us prove condition (ii). Let x , y E X such that x -I y. Since (X,O ) is a 
Tl space, there exists a open set U such that x E U ;3 y. We can w.l.o.g. suppose 
that U belongs to the base generated by S, i.e. U = n7=1 Ski . Obviously x E Ski 
for each i :S n, and there exists j :S n such that y rf. S k j . 
It remains to prove condition (iii) . Let A E [X]w. Since X is a compact space, 
there exists an accumulation point of the set A, namely xo, i.e. 
\;IU E U( xo) (U n A \ {xo}) -I 0. 
Since (X, 0) is a Tl space, one can easily verify that IU n AI = w for each 
U E U(xo). Let S E S such that Xo E S. Then S E U(xo), and therefore 
ISnAI =w. D 
Theorem 6.5.6 Let (X, 0 ) be a Tl compact second-countable space. If S c 0 is 
a countable subbase for the topology 0, then S is a Tl SCC subbase. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.5.5 (b) =} (a). D 
Theorem 6.5.7 If (X, 0 ) is a compact second-countable Tl space, then IXI :S w 
or IXI = c. 
Proof. Since (X, 0) is a second-countable space there holds w(X) = w. Accord-
ing to [16, Th. 1.5.1], IXI :S 2w (X) = 2W = c. 
According to [16, 3.12.7] for Tl space (X, 0 ) there holds 'Ij;(X) :S X(X), 
where 'ljJ(X) is the pseudocharacter of X, and X(X) is the character of X. Since 
(X, 0 ) is second-countable, it is also first-countable, which implies that 'Ij;(X) = 
w. By [27, p. 84], for each Tl compact space (X, 0 ) with countable pseudochar-
acter we have that IXI :S w or IXI = c, which completes the proof. 
Example 6.5.8 According to Theorem 6.5.7, if X is Tl compact second-countable 
space, then IXI :S w or IXI = c. So, regarding the size of X we distinguish three 
classes of compact second-countable spaces. 
1 ° IXI < w. The only examples are finite di screte spaces D(n), nEw. 
2° IXI = w. Some of the examples are: cofinite topology on wand countable 
successor ordinals. 
3° IXI = c. Well known examples are [0 , 1] and the Hilbert cube [0 , 1]w. 
In fact, all such spaces can be embedded into AW, the Alexandroff cube. If they 
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are T2 spaces, then there exists a closed embedding into [0, l]w. If they are zero-
dimensional then there exists a closed embedding into 2w. 
Generally, the family of compact second-countable spaces is finitely additive, 
countably multiplicative and hereditary with the respect to closed subsets. 
For more details about see spaces we refer the reader to the paper by 1. Gerlits, 
I. Juhasz and Z. Szentrnikl6ssy [23] . 
6.5.2 Minimal elements of the closed set - Min(F) 
Definition 6.5.9 For a mapping f : X --7 P(Y) let j* : Y --7 P(X) be defined 
by 
j*(y) = {x EX: y E f( x)} 
Lemma 6.5.10 If f : X --7 P(Y) then j** = f. 
Proof Since j* : Y --7 P(X), it is obvious that j** : X --7 P(Y). So, j**(x) = 
{y E Y : x E j*(y)} = {y E Y : y E f(x)} = f( x). 0 
Since P (w) is a ccc Boolean algebra, according to Theorem 6.1.15, each closed 
set F can be represented by F = U BEMin(F) B j. So, indexing the set of the 
minimal elements of the set F by B : X --7 Min(F) such that B(x) = Bx, we 
have F = U XEx(Bx j). On the other hand, for an arbitrary X and B : X --7 
pew) the set A = UXEx (Bx n is not necessarily a closed set. For instance, if 
(Bn : n Ew) is a strictly decreasing sequence, then A = UnEw(Bn n is not a 
closed set in (P(w), Or). Even the incomparability of the sets Bn is not sufficient 
for the set A to be closed, since A = UnEw({n} n = pew) \ {0} is not closed. 
So, the aim of this section is to characterize functions B : X --7 pew) such that 
the set U XEx Bx T is closed in (P(w) , O i). 
Lemma 6.5.11 If B : X --7 pew) is one-to-one mapping and F = UXEx (Bx T), 
then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Elements Bx , x E X, are incomparable; 
(b) Vx, y E X (x =1= y =} 3k E w (x E Sk 75 y)), where S = B*; 
(c) {Bx : x E X} = Min(F). 
Proof (a) =} (b) Let x, y E X such that x =1= y. Then Bx rt. By, which implies that 
there exists k E w such that k E Bx and k tf. By. Therefore, x E Sk 75 y. 
(b) =} (a) Let x, y E X such that x =1= y. By (b), there exists k E w such that 
x E Sk 75 y. So, k E Bx, and k tf. By, which implies that Bx rt. B y. Analogously, 
there exists l Ew such that 1 E By and 1 tf. Bx, which implies that By rt. Bx. 
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(a) =? (c) (C) Let x E X. Then Bx E F. Let us suppose that there exists 
A E F such that A ~ Bx. From A E F, we have that there exists y E X such that 
By c A, which implies that By ~ Bx, which contradicts (a). 
(:J) Let M be a minimal element of the set F. So, M E F, and, therefore, there 
exists x E X such that Bx C M . From the minimality of M it fo llows that 
M = B x· 
(c) =? (a) Follows directly from the fact that the minimal elements are incom-
parable. 0 
For a mapping B : X --> P (w) by TB = { (x , B x) : x E X} we denote the 
corresponding nice name for a subset of X . 
Lemma 6.5.12 If G is a P (w)-generic filter over V and S = B*, where B : X --> 
P (w) then 
(a) G = {k} i for some k E w; 
(b) (TB)C = Sk. 
Proof (a) Since the set of atoms {{ k} : k E w} is dense in P (w), there exists 
k E w such that { k} E G . Since G is a filter, for each set A satisfying {k} c A, 
we have A E G . The existence of B E G such that k rf. B would imply that 
o = B n {k } E G, which is impossible. 
(b) We have that x E (TB)C is equivalent to Bx E G. By (a), There exists 
k E w such that G = {A : k E A}. So, Bx E G is equivalent to k E Bx, and this 
is equivalent to x E Sk. 0 
Lemma 6.5.13 If B : X --> P(w) , S = B* and F = UxEx(Bx j) then the 
fo llowing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F is closed in P(w); 
(b) u(F) = F; 
(c) Yf : w --> X :Jx E X Bx C lim sup(Bj{n) ); 
(d) Yf : w --> X , where f is finite-to-one,:Jx E X Bx C lim sup(Bj{n) ); 
(e) YA E [X ]W :Jx E X 1 11- x E TB =? ITB n AI = w; 
(f) YA E [X]W :Jx E X Yk E w (x E Sk =? ISk n AI = w). 
Proof (a) <=} (b) Follows fro m Theorem 2.3.13. 
(b) =? (c) Let f : w --> X. Then (B j{n) : n E w) is a sequence in F. Since 
u(F) = F we have lim sup(Bj{n) ) E F, but then there exists x E X such that 
Bx C lim sup(Bj{n)). 
(c) =? (d) Obvious. 
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(d) => (b) Let (An: nEw) E FW. For each nEw, there exists Xn E X such 
that BXn C An. So, limsup(Bxn) C lim sup(An). Since, F is upward closed 
set, it will be sufficient to prove that lim sup(Exn) E F. Let f : w -> X be the 
mapping defined by f(n) = Xn . 
If f is finite-to-one, then, by (d), there exists x E X such that 
Bx C limsup(Bxn), which implies that lim sup(Bxn) E F. 
If f is not finite-to-one, then there exists x E X such that x = Xn for infinitely 
many nEw. Then lim sup(BxJ = n kEw Un>k BXn :J n kEw Bx = Ex, which 
implies that limsup(Exn) E F . -
(d) => (e) Let A E [X]w. Then there exists an injection f : w -> X such that 
f[w] = A. By (d), there exists x E X such that 
(6.36) 
We have that Bx = li d: E TBII and limsup(Bf(n)) = IIVk E w ~n 2: k j(n) E 
TBII = II (f - I )1TB] is infinitell = IITB n (f[w])- is infinitell = IITB n A is infinitell. 
Formula (6.36) implies that IIi E TBII ::; IITB n A is infinitell, i.e. 111- i E TB => 
ITB nAI =w. 
(e) => (f) Let A E [X]w. By (e), there exists x E X such that 
(6.37) 
By Lemma 6.5.12, for each generic filter G there exists k E w such that G = {k} i 
and (TB)C = Sk· So, let Gk = {k} j. Then (6.37) can be rewritten by 
Vk E w[ick E T8k => IT8k n Ackl = w]V[Ckl. 
Since V[Gk] = V, by Lemma 6.5.12, there holds Vk E w (x E Sk .=> ISk n AI = 
w) . 
(f) => (d) Let f : w -> X be a finite-to-one mapping. Then for A = f[w] E 
[X]W there exists x E X such that 
Vk E w (x E Sk => ISk n AI = w). (6.38) 
Also 
ISknAI = w ¢} ISknf[w]1 = w ¢} Ir1 [Sk]1 = w ¢} Vi E w ~n 2: in E rl[Sk]' 
Since n E r 1 [Sk] ¢} f(n) E Sk ¢} k E Bf(n), we have 
ISk n AI = w ¢} Vi E w ~n 2: ikE Bf(n) 
¢} k E nEw Un~l E fen) = lim sup(B f(n))' 
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So, (6.38) is equivalent to 
Vk E w (k E Ex ~ k E limsup(E!(n) )), 
which implies that Ex C lim sup(E!(n))' 
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Theorem 6.5.14 If E : X --> P(w), S = E* and F = U xEx E x i then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F is a closed set different from P(w) and Min(F) = {Ex: x EX}; 
(b) S = {S k : k E w} is a Tl see subbase which generates some second 
countable topology on X; 
(c) S = {Sk : k E w} is subbase for a Tl compact second countable topology 
onX. 
Proof (a) ~ (b) We will prove conditions from Definition 6.5.2. 
(i) From F =f. P(w) and E x E F, it follows that E x =f. 0, and, therefore, there 
exists k E E x. So, x E Sk C US. 
(ii) Follows directly from Lemma 6.5.11. 
(iii) Follows directly from Theorem 6.5.13. 
The fact that the topology is second countable follows from the countability of 
the subbase S. 
(b) ~ (a) Firstly, let us prove that F =f. P(w). From UkEW Sk = X it follows 
that Vx E X 3k E w x E Sk, which implies that Vx E X 3k E w k E Ex . So, 
Vx E X Ex =f. 0, which gives that 0 tf. F. 
The minimality of Ex follows directly from Lemma 6.5.11 and condition (ii) 
from Definition 6.5.2. The fact that F is closed follows directly from the equiva-
lence of conditions (a) and (f) in Theorem 6.5.13 and from condition (iii) in Defi-
nition 6.5.2. 
The equivalence between (b) and (c) follows from Lemma 6.5.5. 0 
Theorem 6.5.15 If F = U BEMin(F) B i is closed in P(w) then JMin(F)J S wor 
JMin(F) J = c. 
Proof Follows directly from Theorem 6.5.7. o 
Theorem 6.5.16 For a closed set F, Min(F) does not contain infinite antichain . 
Proof Let us suppose that in Min(F) there exists a countable antichain (An: n E 
w). Then 0 = limsup (An), and therefore 0 E F, which implies that Min(F) = 
{0}. A contradiction. 0 
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Example 6.5.17 Min(F) can contain finite antichains. Let Aou Al U ... UAn = w 
be a partition of w, such that Ak i= 0, k ~ n. Then Uk<n Ak j, according to 
Lemma 6.1.7, is a closed set with the minimal elements {Ao , A!, ... , An}, which 
is finite antichain. 
6.5.3 Examples of closed sets 
Let (X , 0 ) be a Tl compact second countable space and S = {Sk : k E w} a 
countable subbase of O. Using mappings S : w ~ P(X) and B : X ~ P(w), 
where S = B*, i.e. 
Bx ={k Ew :X E Sd , 
according to Theorem 6.S .14, we obtain the set F = UX EX Bx j which is closed in 
(P(w), OT ). Also, each closed set has such representation. The several examples 
of Tl compact second countable spaces are given in Example 6.S.8. It is important 
to mention that in construction arbitrary countable subbase can be used. 
Example 6.5.18 We will construct closed set using cofinite topology on P(w). So, 
let us enumerate finite subsets of w with 
[w]<w = {Kk : k E w} . 
Then a countable subbase is {S k = w \ K k : k E w}. Therefore, Bn = {k E w : 
n rt Kd and it generates the closed set 
F= U{k E w:nrtKdj. 
n Ew 
On the other hand, if we choose another subbase, for instance, {Sk = w \ {k} : 
k E w }, then Bn = w \ {n} and we obtained the closed set 
F= U (w\ {n}) j= {A C w : Iw\ AI ~ I} . 
n Ew 
Example 6.5.19 Let {An: n Ew } C P(w) \ {0} be a family of disjoint sets, and 
let Bn = w \ An. Let F = U nEw Bn j . From Lemma 6.S .11 we conclude that Bn, 
n E w are incomparable. Let (Cl : l Ew) be an arbitrary sequence in F. Then, for 
each l Ew there exists f(l) such that BJ(l) C Cl . Iff is finite-to-one then 
nkEw Ul~k B f (l) 
nkEw Ul~k w \ A f( l) 
w \ U kEW Ul~k A J(l) 
w \ 0 = w. 
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If not, then there exists Eno such that f(l) = no for infi nitely many l Ew. So, 
Therefore, F is a closed set. 
The set Sk = {n E W : k E En } = {n E W : k ¢ An }. If k E w \ U nEw An, 
then Sk = w, otherwise, if k E An, then Sk = w \ {n}. So, we have obtained the 
same subbase as in the second part of Example 6.5. 11. 
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Obvious is the most dangerous word in mathematics. 
E. T. Bell 
Chapter 7 
Other topologies 
In this chapter the properties of several other a priori limit operators and topologies 
generated by them are investigated. Also, 0 1, the dual topology of OT is intro-
duced. Using the join of these two topologies as a subbase of a topological space, 
the new topology, 0 *, is obtained. It is proved that the topological limits in 0* 
and Ts are equal in some classes of Boolean algebras and that in P{w) these two 
topologies are equal. 
7.1 Topologies generated by other a priori limit operators 
Let lffi be a complete Boolean algebra. Using the algebraic convergence (see Defi-
nition 3.3.12) we have obtained the sequential topology on lffi (see Chapter 5). The 
algebraic convergence, as an a priori limit operator, is defined using Boolean val-
ues IITx is cofinitell and IITx is infinite", where Tx is the nice name for a subset of 
w determined by the sequence x. 
In this chapter we will investigate topologies obtained by a priori limit opera-
tors which are defined using some Boolean values given in Theorem 4.2.2. 
In the sequel we will use the following notation: 
vo{x ) "Tx is cofinitell; 
Vl(X) "Tx is old infinite,, ; 
V2(X ) IITx is supported" ; 
V3(X) IITx is infinite dependent" ; 
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V4(X) = IITx is infinitell . 
According to Theorem 4.2.3 we have 
(7.1) 
Using these Boolean values, we define a priori limit operators on III 
Definition 7.1.1 For i E {O, 1, 2,3,4} let Ai : lffiw -; P(lffi) be the a priori limit 
operator defined by 
ifvi(X ) = V4(X) 
if vi(X) < V4(X) 
According to (7.1), (7.2) and Theorem 2.3.20, we have the following. 
Corollary 7.1.2 
(aHa ~ Al ~ A2 ~ A3 ~ A4; 
(b) 0 4 C 03 C 02 C 0 1 cOo. 
(7.2) 
Proof (a) follows directly from the sequence of inequalities (7.1), and (b) follows 
from (a) and Theorem 2.3.20. 0 
The operator AO coincides with the algebraic convergence. Therefore, the cor-
responding topology 00 is equal to the sequential topology Ts . The operator A4 is 
equal to Asup defined in Chapter 6, which gives 0 4 = Of. In the sequel the prop-
erties of the topologies on a complete Boolean algebra generated by other three a 
priori limit operators will be examined. 
First we will consider the operator A2. By Theorem 4.2.2 we have 
Theorem 7.1.3 Let x be a sequence in a c.B.a. lffi . Then A2(X) i= 0 iff 1 If- "Tx is 
finite or supported". 
Proof (=*') Let A2(Y) i= 0. Then A2(Y) = {b}, where b = II Tx is supported II = 
IIITxl = wll. Let G be a lffi-generic filter over V . If b EG, then (Tx)c is a supported 
set. If b rf. G, since b' = IIITxl = wll' = III Txl < wll E G, we have (Tx)C is finite. 
Hence, in each generic extension VJa [G], (Tx)C is finite or supported. 
(-¢=) Let 1 If- "Tx is finite or supported" and let us suppose that A2(X) = 0. 
Then b = IITx is supported II < IIITxl = wll = c. Let p = c /\ b' > 0, and let G 
be a lffi-generic filter over V such that pEG. Since c E G, we have that (Tx)C is 
-
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infini te, and b' = IITx is not supported II E G implies that (Tx)C is not supported. 
Therefore, in VJB[G], (Tx)C is infinite and unsupported, a contradic tion. 0 
Theorem 7.1.4 The operator ),2 fulfills condition (Ll), but does not fulfill condi-
tion (L2). 
Proof First, let us prove that ),2 fulfills (Ll ). Let b be an arbitrary element of 
a c.B.a. lffi. A corresponding name for the constant sequence (b : nEw) is 
T(b) = { (n,b) : nEw}. Since II IT(b) I = wll = A kEW V n>k b = A kEW = b, 
and Iir(b) is supported II = A A E[w] W V nEA b = b, we have ),2 ((b)) = {b}. 
Now, let us show that it does not satisfy (L2). Let x = (0, 1,0,1 , . .. ) be 
a sequence in lffi. Since 1 II- Tx = {1 , 3, 5, .. -t, we have IIITxl = w ll = II Tx 
is supportedll = l. Therefore ),2(X) = {l}. But, the sequence y = (0, 0,0, ... ) is 
a subsequence of x such that ),2 (y) = {O} ~ 1. 0 
Therefore we will close the operator ),2 under (L2). 
Theorem 7.1.5 For each x E lffiw there holds ~2(X ) = (lim sup x) j= III Tx l = 
w ll j. 
Proof The closure of operator ),2 under (L2) is defined by (see Theorem 2.3.7) 
Let us prove that ~2 (x) = (lim sup x) j for each sequence x = (xn : nEw) 
in lffi. 
(c ) Let b E ~2 (x). Then, there exists a sequence y in lffi and a function l Ew Tw 
such that x = yo I and b E ),2(y) . Therefore, b = lim supy and, according to 
Corollary 3.3.7,limsup x ::::; limsupy = b, which implies b E (lim sup x) j . 
( ::J) Let b 2': III Txl = wll · Let us define a sequence yin lffi and function I ,g E 
wTw by 
y = (xo , b, xl. b, X2 , .. . ), I(k) = 2k , g(k) = 2k + l. 
Obviously, x = y o I , and z = y o 9 = (b). Dividing the set w into two sets of the 
even and odd numbers, P and N respectively, we have 
III Ty n PI = w V ITy n NI = w ll 
IllTy n /[wll = wll V IllTy n g'[wll = w ll 
IIITxl = w ll V III Tz l = w ll 
II IT", I = wll v b 
b. 
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Also b If- il C Ty, which implies that b If- Ty is supported, so 
b:::; IITy is supported II :::; IIITyl = wll = b. 
Hence, b E A2(Y) and since x = y 0 f we have that bE ).2(X). o 
Closing the a priori limit operator A2 under (L2) we have obtained the operator 
AT. So, we can conclude that 02 = OT. By Corollary 7.1.2 (b) it follows that 
0 3 = OT. 
Now, let us consider the topology 0 1, which is generated by the operator AI. 
Firstly, we will will examine when the AI-limit of a sequence is not the empty set. 
Theorem 7.1.6 Al (x) i= 0 iff 1 If- "Tx is an old set". 
Proof 
Al (x) --1= 0 <=} IITx is infinite and oldll = IITx is infinite II 
<=} IITx is infinitell !\ IITx is oldll = IITx is infinitell 
<=} IITx is infinite II :::; IITx is oldll 
<=} 1 If- Tx is infinite:;, Tx is old 
<=} 1 If- Tx is finite V Tx is old 
<=} 1 If- Tx is old 
o 
The operator Al satisfies condition (LI) since, for a constant sequence x = 
(b, b, . .. ,) and each Ja-generic filter G over V, we have that Tx = W or Tx = 0 
which are old sets. 
For the sequence x = (1, 0, 1, 0, ... ) we have that 1 If- Tx = P, where P is the 
set of even numbers of w, so it is an old set. Therefore, by Theorem 7.1.6 and the 
definition of Al we have Al (x) = {lim sup x} = 1. The sequence y = (0,0,0, ... ) 
is a subsequence of x and we have that 1 If- Ty = 0, which implies that Al (y) is not 
empty and, by definition, we have A1(Y) = 0, witnessing that Al does not satisfy 
(L2). 
Now we will consider the closure of)q under (L2), denoted by ).1. 
Theorem 7.1.7 ).1 = ).2 iff Ja is (w, 2)-distributive. 
Proof (:;,) Let us suppose that).l = ).2. Then, by Theorem 7.1.5 , for each y E Jaw 
there holds (lim sup y) T= ).2(y) = ).1 (y). Therefore 
\:fy E Jaw limsupy E ).l(Y). (7.4) 
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Let us suppose that lB is not an (w, 2)-distributive Boolean algebra. Then there 
exists an extension containing a new real. So, there exists y E lBw such that 
II Ty is newll = b > O. Since each new real is infinite we have 
0 < b = II Ty is newll SilTy is infinitell · (7.5) 
From (7.4) and definition Of),1 it follows that there exists x >- y and IE wiw such 
that y = x 0 I and lim supy E Al(X). So, A1(X) =f. 0 and, according to Theorem 
7.1.6, 
1 If- Tx is old. (7.6) 
From Al(X) =f. 0 we have that lim sup x E Al(X). Since A1(X) is a singleton we 
conclude that lim sup y = lim sup x, i.e. 
II Ty is infinitell = IITx is infinitell. 
From (7.5) and (7.7) it follows that 
b If- Ty is new 1\ Tx is infinite 1\ Ty is infinite. 
From 1 If- Ty = j - l h l, together with (7.6) and (7.8) we have 
b If- Ty is new 1\ Tx is old 1\ Ty = j-1[Txl. 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
For a lB-generic filter G over V containing b we have that (Tx)c E V, I E V and, 
therefore (Ty)C = 1- 1 [( Tx)C] E V, contradicting the fact that Ty is a new real. 
({=) Let lB be an (w, 2)-distributive c.B.a. Then each generic filter does not 
add new reals, which implies that for each sequence x we have 1 If- Tx is old. So, 
Al (x) = {lim sup x } = Asup( x). Therefore, from Theorems 6.1.1 and 7 .1.5, we 
conclude that >-1 = ),2. 0 
Corollary 7.1.8 If lB is (w , 2)-distributive, then O2 = 0 1. 
We have seen that if we close the operators Al and A2 under (L2) we do not 
obtain the same operators in general. But, this is not sufficient to have two different 
topologies. In the sequel we will prove that 0 1 = O2 . 
Lemma 7.1.9 Let x = (xn : nEw) be a sequence in lB and A c lB. Then 
(a) If x is a decreasing sequence, then Al (x ) = {;\ x } 
(b) ),1 (x) = >-1 (x ) r. 
(c) A rc U);l (A). 
(d) cl~l (A) = cl~l (A j), where cl~l is defined using the a priori limit operator 
>-1 (see Theorem 2.3.14). 
(e) Dec(A j) C U A1 (A 1) C U);l (A j), where Dec is defined in Definition 
6.1.11. 
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Proof 
(a) Since for a decreasing sequence x = (xn : nEw) we have lim sup x = 
/\ {x n : nEw}, the statement in (a) follows directly from Lemma 4.2.3. 
(b) Obviously there holds Al(X) C Al (X) j, for each sequence x . Let us 
prove the opposite inclusion. Let a E '\1 (x) and let b 2': a. Then, there exists a 
sequence Y = (Yn : nEw) such that x -< y and a = lim sup y. For the sequence 
z = (Yo , b, Yl , b, Y2 , b, . . . ) we have lim sup z = b and x -< z. So, b E ,\l(X). 
(c) Let b E A j. Then there exists a E A such that a ~ b. Since (a, a, a, . . . ) E 
AW and since a E ,\1((a, a, .. . )) ,\1( (a,a, ... )) j, there holds 
b E '\1( (a, a, ... )) C u~I(A). 
(d) Obviously, cl~1 (A) C cl~1 (A j).From U~I (A) C U~I (A j) and A jc 
U~ I (A) it follows tI1at cl~(A j) = cl~(A) , which implies cl~1 (A) = cl~1 (A j) . 
(e) Let x be a decreasing sequence in A j . Let us prove that /\ x E U AI (A j). 
Since 
1 If- Tx = W \ k or Tx = 0, 
we have that 1 If- Tx is old, which, by (a) implies tI1at /\ x E U AI x . The second 
inclusion follows from the fact that Al C '\1 . 0 
Theorem 7.1.10 Let A C lffi. 
(a) DeCw I (A) C cl~1 (A); 
(b) cl~1 (A) c cl~1 (A); 
(c) cl~ (A) = Decwi (A); II 2 (d) clWI (A) = clW I (A). 
Proof (a) From Lemma 7.1.9 (e) it follows that Decl(A) =Dec(A j) C U~ I (A j 
) c cl~1 (A j). Let us suppose that for each Q < I holds 
Dec,,(A) C cl~1 (A j). 
If I = (3 + 1 then Decj3(A) C cl~1 (A j) which implies that Dec-y (A) 
Dec(Decj3( A)) C Dec(cl~1 (A j)) = cl~1 (A j). 
If I is a limit ordinal , then Dee-y (A) = U,,<-y Dec,,(A) C cl~1 (A j) . 
So, Decwi (A) C cl~ (A j), and by Lemma 7.1.9 (d), we obtain that Decwi (A) 1 I 
c clWI (A). 
(b) This inclusion follows directly from the fact that 0 1 C 02. 
(c) This is Theorem 6.1.14. 
(d) The equality follows from (a) , (b) and (c). 0 
Corollary 7.1.11 O2 = 0 1 . 
Proof This equality follows directly from Theorem 7.1.10 (d) . 
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7.2 The topology 0 1 
In Chapter 6 the topological space (lffi , OT) generated by the a priori limit operator 
Asup , defined by Asup(X) = {lim sup x} , is investigated. Analogously, we define 
the a priori operator Ainj : lBlw ....... P(lffi) by 
Ain j(X ) = {lim inf x}( = V k Ew I\n?k Xn = II Tx is cofinitell)· 
As in Theorem 6.1 .1, we obtain that the closure of Ain j under (L2) is ).in f (x) = 
(Iiminfx) 1. Therefore, instead of ).inj we will use the notation A1, and the 
topology generated by Al will be denoted by 0 1. Let 
u,\. I (A) = UyEAw Al(y) = U yEAw(liminfy) 1. 
Since the operator Al fulfills conditions (Ll) and (L2), by Theorem 2.3.13, a set A 
is closed in the space (lBl , 0 1) iff U,\. I (A) = A. 
Topologies OT and 0 1 are defined by two dual a priori limit operators. There-
fore, we can expect some similarities among them. Let us denote A' = {a' : a E 
A} andy' = (y~ : n E w). 
Theorem 7.2.1 The mapping I : (lBl,01) ....... (lBl, OT ) defined by I(a) = a' is a 
homeomorphism. 
Proof This mapping is obviously a bijection. Let us prove that this a closed 
mapping. Let A be a subset of lBl such that U,\.l (A) = A. Let us prove that i[A] is 
closed in the space (lBl , OT) . 
Obviously, J[A] = {a' : a E A}. Let y be a sequence in I[A] . Then y' 
is a sequence in A. It will be sufficient to prove that lim sup y E I[A]. Since, 
lim sup y = (lim inf y')' and y' is a sequence in A, we have that lim inf y' E A, 
which implies that lim sup y = (lim inf y')' E A' = I[A] . 
Since 1-1 = I, the proof of continuity is analogous. 0 
In the sequential topology T s , for any two elements a and b, the mapping 
g(x) = (x6b) 6 a is an automorphism satisfying g(a) = band g(b) = a. For 
a = 1 and b = 0 we have that g( x) = x'. So, the mapping I from Theorem 7 .2.1 is 
an automorphism of the space (lBl, T5) ' Since O T C T 5 , as a consequence we obtain 
Corollary 7.2.2 0 1 C Ts . 
From Theorem 7.2.1 we can analogously prove, replacing meets with joins, 
increasing sequences with decreasing, the same properties about topology 0 1 as 
for the topology OT. For instance, open sets in the space (lBl, 0 1) are upward 
closed, closed sets are downward closed and closed to supremums of increasing 
sequences, etc . 
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7.3 The topology 0 * and the connection with Ts 
Clearly, the set P* = aT u 0 1 is a subbase of some topology on lEo Let us denote 
it by 0 *. The base B* generated by the subbase P* contains all sets of the form 
0 1 n 02, where 0 1 E OT and 02 E 0 1. So, 
is a base for the topology 0 * . 
Since aT , 0 1 C T s , we have the following. 
Theorem 7.3.1 
(a) 0 * C Ts. 
(b) limTs :::; limo" 
The topological limit in 0 * can be described using topological limits of aT 
and 0 1. 
Theorem 7.3.2 For each sequence y E Iffiw we have 
Proof 
a E limo' x <=? \::10 E 0 * (a EO=? 3no E w \::In 2: no xn E 0) 
<=? \::10 E B* (a EO=? 3no E w \::In 2: no xn EO) 
<=? \::101 E a T \::102 E 0 1 
(a E 0 1 n 02 =? 3no E w \::In 2: no Xn E 0 1 n O2) 
<=? \::10 1 E a T (a E 0 1 =? 3no E w \::In 2: no xn E 0 1) 
1\\::10 2 E 0 1 (a E O2 =? 3no E w \::In 2: no xn E 02) 
<=? a E limO! x 1\ a E limo l x 
<=? a E limO! x n limol x 
Theorem 7.3.3 If a c.B.a. 1ffi satisfie s condition (Ii), then limTs = limo" 
o 
Proof Let x E Iffiw and a E limo' x. Then a E limO! x n limO! x. Let y be an 
arbitrary subsequence of x . Then, by Theorem 6.3. 10, there exists z O -< y such 
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that lim sup zO ~ a. Also, by the dual version of the same theorems, there exists 
z --< zo such that lim inf z ~ a. Now, we have 
limsup z ~ lim sup zo ~ a ~ liminf z . 
Since, lim inf z ~ lim sup z , we have 
Vy --< x 3z --< y limsup z = liminf z = a, 
which is, by Theorem 5.1.1, equivalent to a E limTs x . This and Theorem 7.3.1 (b) 
complete the proof. 0 
Theorem 7.3.4 If B is a weakly distributive b-cc c.B .a., then limTs = limo •. 
Proof Let x E BW and a E limo' x . Then a E limoT x n limO! x. By Theorem 
6.4.1, there exists zO --< x such that lim sup zO ~ a. The remaining of the proof is 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 7.3.3. 0 
In two previous theorems we have seen that in some Boolean algebras both 
topologies generate the same topological limit. But this is not a sufficient condition 
for the equality of these two topologies. For instance, on the real line, the discrete 
and co-countable topology have the same topological limit (only almost-constant 
sequences converges). 
In the sequel we will isolate the class of Boolean algebras on which these two 
topologies are not equal. 
Theorem 7.3.5 For each c.B.a. B we have N(f = aT, where N(f is the fami ly of 
downward closed neighborhoods at 0 in the sequential topology Ts (see Section 
5.1). 
Proof Since a T C Ts and since for all 0 E aT there holds 0 = 0 1. we have that 
aT C N(f. 
Let U E N(f. Then F = B \ U is a upward closed set. Let us prove that F is a 
closed set in the space (BOT), i.e. for each decreasing sequence (an: n Ew) E FW 
there holds a = A nEw an E F. Since, limTs (an) = A nEw an and since F is 
sequentially closed in Ts, we have a E F , which, by Theorem 6.1.2 (c), implies 
that F is closed in the space (B, a T). 0 
Lemma 7.3.6 In topological space (B , 0* ) the family a T is a neighborhood base 
at O. 
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Proof The family 
Bo = {UI n U2 : UI E ai, U2 E at and 0 E UI n U2} 
is a neighborhood base at O. For UI n U2 E Bo we have 0 E UI n U2, which 
implies that 0 E U2, which is equivalent to U2 = $. Therefore, UI n U2 = Ub 
which implies that Bo = Oi . 0 
Corollary 7.3.7 If in a topological space ($, Ts) the family N~ is not a neighbor-
. hood base at 0, then Ts i- 0 *. 
Proof Let U E No such that 
(7.10) 
Let us suppose that U E 0*. Then, by Lemma 7.3.6, there exists UI E Oi such 
that VI C U. The fact that VI E N~ contradicts (7.10). 0 
Finally, we will compare these two topologies on the Boolean algebra P(w). 
Theorem 7.3.8 The topological space (P(K) , 0 *) is a Hausdorff space for each 
cardinal K. 
Proof Let A , B C K and let us suppose, without loss of generality, that A \ B i- 0. 
Then there exists Q E A \ B . The set Q r is closed in the space ($, Oi ) and 
the set (K \ {Q}) 1 is closed in the space ($, a t . Therefore, both sets are closed 
in (P( K) , 0 *), disjoint, the first one contains A, the second one contains Band, 
evidently, its join is P(K) (each set either or either not contains Q). 0 
Let us remind that (P(w) , Ts) is a compact space (see Theorem 5.l.8). Since, 
in the class of Hausdorff topologies defined on the same set X, the compact one is 
the minimal one, we conclude 
Theorem 7.3.9 On the Boolean algebra P(w) we have Ts = 0 *. 
Questions 
Question 1: Is the a posteriori limit always a filter? 
In the topological space (ll£, Oi ), where B is a weakly-distributive b-cc c.B.a, ac-
cording to Theorem 6.4.7, the a posteriori limit of a sequence is a (I-complete filter 
or ll£. Further more, by Theorem 6.4.8, if ll£ is weakly-distributive ccc c.B.a, then 
the a posteriori limit of a sequence is a proper filter or ll£. 
Is the a posteriori limit of the sequence always a filter or ll£ 7 
Question 2: The equality Ts = O*? 
In section 7.3 we have analyzed properties of the topology 0 *, which is generated 
by the subbase O i U 01 . It has been shown that 0 * C Ts , where Ts is the sequential 
topology. Also, for weakly-distributive b-cc Boolean algebras, or Boolean algebras 
satisfying condition (Ii) the topological limits are equal. In Theorem 7.3.9 we have 
obtained that (P(w), Ts) = (P(w), 0 *). 
Is the Boolean algebra P (w ) the only one satisfying the equality Ts = 0 *7 
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Prosireni apstrakt 
Nizovi u topoloskim prostorima 
U proizvoljnom topoloskom prostoru (X, 0) konvergencija nizovaje preslikavanje 
koje nizu x = (xn : nEw) dodeljuje skup granica limo x C X. Generalno, 
proizvoljno preslikavanje A : XW -> P(X) ne predstavlja topolosku konvergen-
ciju. U slucaju kada za svaki niz x vazi IA(X) I :S 1, A je topoloska konvergencija 
akko ispunjava sledeca tri uslova: 
(Ll) Va E X a E A( (a)), 
(L2) Vx E XW Vy -< x A(X) C A(y), 
(L3) Vx E XW (Vy -< x::Iz -< y a E A(Z) =} a E A(X)), 
gde y -< x oznacava da je y podniz niza x. 
Svaka topoloska konvergencija zadovoUava ova tri uslova. 
Za proizvoljno preslikavanje A : XW -> P(X), koga nazivamo a priori limit 
operator, postoji maksimalna topologija 0>, na X takva da topoloska konvergen-
cija, koja se naziva a posteriori limit operator, sadrzi operator A. 
Operator U>, : P(X) -> P(X), definisan sa u>,(A) = {a EX : ::Ix E 
AW a E A(X)} dodaje skupu A sve A-granice. Ako A zadovoljava uslove (Ll) i 
(L2), familiju zatvorenih skupova cine skupovi zatvoreni u odnosu na operator A, 
tj. za koje vazi U>, (A) = A. Operator adherencije se dobija iteriranjem U>, WI put. 
Prostor (X, 0>,) je sekvencijalan. 
Minimalnim zatvaranjem operatora A da zadovoljava uslove (Ll), (L2), odno-
sno (L3) dobijaju se novi a priori opera tori koji generisu istu topologiju . 
Osnovni ci lj ovog rada je ispitivanje nekoliko topologija na kompletnim Bulo-
vim algebrama koje su generisane pomocu a priori operatora. 
Topologija Ts 
KoristeCi elemente kompletne Bulove algebre IB definisane sa 
lim sup x = /\ k EW V n~k Xn lim inf x = V kEw /\n~k Xn , 
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gde je x = (xn : nEw) niz u lB, definisemo a priori limit operator AA sa 
ako je lim inf x = lim sup x 
ako je lim inf x < lim sup x 
Ovaj operator je poznat i pod nazivom algebraska konvergencija. 
S obzirom da nizu x korespondira lepo ime podskupa w, Tx = {(ii , xn ) : n E 
w}, vazi lim sup x = II Tx je beskonacan II i lim inf x = IITx je kokonacanll . Tako 
imamo da je AA (x) i- 0 akko 1 If- " Tx je konacan iii kokonacan". Operator AA 
zadovoljava uslove (Ll) i (L2), ali ne zadovolj ava uslov (L3). Koristice ga kao 
a priori limit operator, dobijamo topologiju poznatu kao sekvencijalna lopologija 
na kompletnoj Bulovoj algebri koju oznacavamo sa Ts. Prostor (lB, Ts) je Freseov 
akko je lB slabo-distributivna i b-cc. To je TI prostor, i mada u njemu svaki niz ima 
najvise jednu granicu, ne mora biti Hauzdorfov. Vazi da je (B , Ts) Hauzdorfov 
akko je metrizabilan. Sa druge starne, ako je lB algebra mere sa merom p" tad a je 
d(a, b) = p,(a t:, b) metrika na lB i topologija generisana metrikom dje bas Ts. 
Ovo je u direktnoj vezi sa nedovano resenim fon Nojman-Maharam problemom 
koji u jeziku sekvencijalne topologije glasi: Da Ii metrizabilnost prostora (lB, Ts) 
povlaci da je lB algebra mere? Odgovor je ne. (Talagrand 2006.) 
Posmatrane su osobine a posteriori konvergencije u prostoru (lB, Ts) . Vazi da 
niz x a posteriori konvergira akko Vy -< x 3z -< y lim inf z = lim sup z akko pos-
toji tall ideal.] za koji va:zi 1 If- "Tx je konacan iii Tx je kokonacan iIi Tx ubija .1 iii 
T~ ubija .1". Pokazano je da se a priori i a posteriori konvergencija poklapaju akko 
je algebra (w, 2)-distributivna. Izdvojena je osobina kompletnih Buovih algebri (It) 
i za nju vazi t - cc =} (/l) =} 5 - cc. 
Uocena su dva elementa ax i bx, gde je 
Pokazano je da ako niz x a posteriori konvergira tacki a onda je ax = bx = a. 
Primerom je pokazano da postoji Bulova algebra lB i niz x u Iffi za koje ne va:zi 
obratna implikacija. Medutirn u k1asi Bulovih algebri sa uslovom (It) ta dva uslova 
su ekvivalentna. 
Na kraju dela 0 sekvencijalnoj topologiji je pokazano da je prostor (lB, Ts) 
sekvencijalno kompaktan akko Bulova algebra zadovolj ava uslov (It) i ako fors-
ing pomoCi nje ne dodaje nezavisni (independent) realni broj. U slucaju kada je 
5 = WI pokazano je da je P(w) jedina Bulova algebra u k1asi Suslin forcing no-
tions za koje je prostor sa topologijom Ts sekvencijalno kompaktan. 
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Topologija aT 
Neka je Asup(X) = {limsup x } a priori limit operator definisan na kompletnoj 
Bulovoj algebri. On zadovoljava osobinu (Ll), ali ne i (L2). Zatvaranjem u odnosu 
na (L2) dobijase operator koji nizu x dodeljuje skup (lim sup x) j= {a E lB : a 2: 
lim sup x }. Novodobijeni operator cemo oznacavati sa Ai, a topologiju generisanu 
njime sa Oi . 
Prostor (lB, Oil je povezan, kompaktan, To i nikada nije TI . Adherencija skupa 
A se dobija, uobicajeno, iteriranje operatora U>.T WI put. Pokazano je da se ad-
herecij a skupa moze dobiti iteriranjem jednostavnijeg operatora Dec, koje skupu 
dodeljuje infimume opadajuCih nizova, pocevsi od skupa A j= U aEA a j. Stoga, 
familiju zatvorenih skupova cine svi skupovi zatvoreni ka gore i u odnosu na infi-
mume opadajuCih nizova. 
Kako je svaki zatvoren skup F ujedno zatvoren ka gore, moze se zapisati u 
obliku F = U aEF a j. Ako je lB ccc kompletna Bulova algebra, onda se zatvome 
skup F moze izraziti pomoCi skupa svojih minimalnih elemenata Min(F) sa F = 
UaEMin(F) a ' j. Za proizvoljan skup oblika F = U XE X qx j dati su potrebni i 
dovoljni uslovi da bi skup {qx : x E X} bio skup minimalnih elemenata skupa F, 
kao forsing karakterizacija zatvorenih skupova tog oblika, kao i zatvorenih sku po va 
generalno. 
Ako u prostoru (lB, Oi l vazi jednakost U>.T = U~T' onda je prostor Frdeov 
(obratno ne mora da vazi) i adherencija skupa A je U>.T (A). Pokazano je da vaii 
U>.T = U~ T akkoje lB b-cc i slabo-distributivna. 
Posebo su ispitivane osobine a posteriori limita. Nadeni su a posteriori limiti 
nekih specificnih nizova. Pokazano je da ako niz x topoloski konvergira tacki a 
onda za svaki podniz y postoji podniz z da je lim sup z :S a. U klasi Bulovih 
algebri sa uslovom (li) vazi i obratna implikacija. Takode, u istoj klasi, cinjenica 
da je (lB, Oil Freseov prostor implicirajednakost U>.T = U~T' 
A posteriori limit u klasi kompletnih Bulovih algebri za koje vazi jednakost 
U>.T = U~T je posebno ispitan. lezikom forsinga, kao i algebarskim izrazima, 
dato je vise karakterizacija a posteriori limita i pokazano je da je u tom slucaju to 
prebrojivo-kompletan filter. Ako lB zadovoljava i uslov (li) , onda je a posteriori 
limit niza x skup bx j . lednakost a priori i a posteriori konvergencije postoji sarno 
ako je lB (w, 2)-distributivna, tj . ako forsing pomocu lB ne dodaje novi realan broj . 
Posebno je izdvojena algebra P(w). Kod nje se a priori i a posteriori konver-
gencija poklapaju i vazi jednakost UAT = U~T ' Kako je P(w) ccc algebra, zatvoreni 
skupove zapisujemo pomocu svojih minimalnih elemenata, tj . F = UbEMin(F) b j. 
Medutim, u ovoj Bulovoj algebri mozemo za skup oblika F = UbEB b j dati karak-
terizaciju skupa B da bi F bio zatvoren. Za preslikavanje f : X -> P(Y) neka 
je J* : Y -> P (X ) preslikavanje definisano sa J*(y) = {x EX: y E f( x)} . 
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Nekaje B : X ---> P(w), S = B* iF = U XEX Ex r. Tadaje skup F zatvoren 
sa minimalnim elementima Min(F) = {Ex : x E X} akko S = {Sk : k E w} 
je podbaza neke Tl kompaktne topologije na X koja zadovoljava drugu aksiomu 
prebrojivosti. 
Ostale topologije 
Sekvencijalne topologija T s je generisana pomoCi operatora AA. Umesto lim inf x 
stavljajuCi druge Bulove vrednosti, dobijaju se novi a priori operatori. Ispitano 
je nekoliko takvih, i mada su im zatvaranja ka (L2) razlicita, svi generisu istu 
topologiju Of. 
Umesto a priori operatora Asup koji nizu dodeljuje {lim sup x} , posmatran je 
njegov dual koji nizu dodeljuje {lim inf x }. Njegovo zatvaranje da zadovoljava 
(L2) je {lim inf x} 1. pa se topologija koju generise obelezava sa 0 1. Preslikavanje 
koje elementu dodeljuje njegov komplement je homeomorfizam izmedu prostora 
(la, Of ) i (la, ( 1). 
Unija ove dYe topologije Cini podbazu neke topologije na la. Tu topologiju 
cemo oznacavati sa 0*. Kako 0 f , 0 1 C T s , vazi 0* C T s . Pokazano je da ako 
za la vazi (Ii) iii je b-cc i slabo distributivna, ondfa je limTs = limo*. Medutim, 
jednakost Iimita nije dovoljna za jednakost topologija. Uoceni su neki slucajevi 
kada se 0 * i T s ne poklapaju i pokazano je da su iste na P(w). 
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